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Abstract
Supercritical CO2 (sCO2) cycles are considered a promising technology for next generation concen-
trated solar thermal, waste heat recovery and nuclear applications. Particularly at small to medium
scale, where radial inflow turbines can be employed, using sCO2 results in both system advantages
and simplifications of the turbine design, leading to improved performance and cost reductions.
Using CO2 as operating fluid for a radial inflow turbine creates new design, new operating and
new modelling challenges. These include mean-line design with enhancing loss models suitable for
large dense gas, non-ideal gas behaviour within the blade channel and blade geometry optimisations.
Since the supercritical CO2 has a larger density than the steam or air at the same condition, it might
not be adequate to use the well developed loss model to conduct the mean-line design of the whole
stage. Since the flow phenomena within the blade channels are complex, involving fluid flow, shock
wave position, boundary layer separation, use of the ideal gas model to predict the performance of the
turbine might not be adequate.
To address these issues, the enhanced one-dimensional loss models, a non-ideal compressible
fluid dynamics Riemann solver, and a stator geometry optimiser are developed to create insight on
the flow dynamics of supercritical CO2 radial inflow turbines. The mean-line design results, non-
ideal compressible fluid dynamics Riemann solver development and stator geometry optimisation are
described in details next.
The first part aims to provide new insight towards the design of radial turbines for operation with
sCO2 in the 100 kW to 200 kW range. The quasi one-dimensional (1D) mean-line design code TOP-
GEN is enhanced to explore and map the radial turbine design space. This mapping process over a
state space defined by Head and Flow coefficients allows the selection of an optimum turbine design,
while balancing performance and geometrical constraints. By considering three operating points with
varying power levels and rotor speeds the effect of these on feasible design space and performance is
explored. This provides new insight towards the key geometric features and operational constraints
that limit the design space as well as scaling effects. Finally review of the loss break-down of the
designs elucidates the importance of the respective loss mechanisms. Similarly it allows the identifi-
cation of a design directions that lead to improved performance. Overall this work shows that turbine
design with efficiencies in the range 78 % to 82 % are possible in this power range and provides insight
into the design space that allows the selection of optimum designs.
Next, a new solver for OpenFOAM for non-ideal compressible fluid dynamics is developed. The
new solver uses a real-gas Riemann solver, which is based on look-up tables to capture real gas prop-
erties. This is achieved by the addition of a new thermodynamic library tightly coupled with the
OpenFOAM library. For the solver, the HLLC ALE flux calculator has been modified to operate with
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the gas properties available from the look-up table. To validate the solver, flux calculator, and look-up
table mechanism, three test cases are analysed. Simulation of a NASA transonic nozzle, operating
with air, to confirm the ability to correctly simulate transonic flow phenomena and shock waves. Sim-
ulation of the VKI two-dimensional (2D) cascade operated with MDM , at compressibility factors
between 0.601 and 0.777, to assess the ability to correctly simulate non-ideal gas flows typically to
industrial applications. Finally, the simulation of dense gas flow (MD4M ) passing a backward step
illustrate the ability of the Riemann solver, look-up table, and flux calculator, to correctly operate in
the non-classical region of fluid properties. The result is a new solver, flux calculator, and thermody-
namic library integrated into OpenFOAM, which can be used for the accurate calculation of non-ideal
gas flow. More work has been done to perform a good study. To reduce the computational cost for
non-ideal gas simulations, the look-up table mechanism is added into OpenFOAM library.
For the radial inflow turbines working with high pressure ratio, supersonic flow conditions may oc-
cur, resulting shock waves may decrease efficiency. Hence the non-standard geometries are required
for the turbomachinery design to minimise losses. A good way to enhance turbines performance is
to adjust the three-dimensional (3D) blade geometry. Due to the complexing of the flow and the 3D
nature of the passages modifying the shape is a challenging undertaking especially as the optimum
shape may be non-intuitive. An alternative approach for the design is the intensive use of compu-
tational fluid dynamics (CFD) with appropriate optimisation strategies. In this project, an optimiser
based on the Nelder-Mead simplex method is developed. The optimisation progress, including vector
distance evaluation, automatic simulation with OpenFOAM, automatic post-processing and random
evaluation mechanism are detailed talked. As the turbine stator plays an important role to correctly
perform inlet conditions for the rotor, a stator for sCO2 small turbine is designed and optimised, to
acquire a good outlet flow condition.
This project provides design tools including a high fidelity quasi one-dimensional design proce-
dure, a non-ideal compressible fluid dynamics Riemann solver with open source CFD solver OpenFOAM,
and a Nelder-Mead geometry optimiser for sCO2 radial inflow turbines.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In the current world, the large amount of consumption of fossil energy leads to global warming,
energy crisis, an ocean pollution, and many other environmental problems. It is urgent for human
beings to solve these problems. Using renewable energy is one of the solutions. There are many
kinds of renewable energy, such as biomass energy, wind energy, hydro energy, solar energy, etc.
Among them, solar energy is the most widely available and clean renewable energy in the world [1],
especially for Australia. Concentrating solar power (CSP) is well suited for Australia and will be
discussed in Chapter 2. Here solar energy is collected and converted to heat using a field of heliostats
and a receiver. Then a thermal heat engine (power cycle) is used to convert thermal energy into electric
energy. In this project, the supercritical carbon dioxide Brayton cycle is applied to convert the solar
energy into electric energy. Figure 1.1 shows the block diagram for the indirect-heated recompression
Brayton cycle [2].
The supercritical carbon dioxide (sCO2) power cycle is considered a promising next generation
power cycle. It has the potential to offer better overall economics due to a higher thermal conversion
efficiency and lower capital cost. Feher [3] presented the concepts for a supercritical power cycle
and designed the first sCO2 power cycles in 1968. At the same time, Angelino [4, 5] proposed a
liquid phase compression gas turbine for sCO2 power cycle application. The system efficiency was
larger than that of regenerative Brayton cycles and the approximately same with that of regenerative
Rankine cycles.
The sCO2 power cycle is well suited to the application of CSP in Australia, due to the following
reasons.
• CO2 is an abundant, non-toxic, stable and relatively inert working fluid with a critical temper-
ature close to ambient temperature in many locations (31 ◦C). Therefore, sCO2 cycles do not
require low temperature cooling fluid, which is usually not available at places, especially at
places with abundant solar energy.
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Figure 1.1: Block flow diagram for recompression closed loop Brayton cycle by Sandia National Laborato-
ries [2].
• This cycle has a compact architecture compared to Rankine cycles due to the higher density of
the working fluid. This reduces the cost of maintenance, installation, and operation [6].
• As proposed by Dostal [7] and confirmed by more recent study [8], the supercritical CO2 Bray-
ton cycle can offer higher efficiency compared to steam cycles when the turbine inlet tempera-
ture is higher than 550 ◦C, shown in Fig. 1.2.
Turbomachinery is the most important part of the sCO2 power cycle. The compressor is used to
compress the working fluid, and the turbine is used to extract useful work from the working fluid. The
performance of the turbomachinery has a strong influence on the overall cycle efficiency. As shown in
Fig. 1.3, the efficiencies for a high-temperature 700 ◦C simple Brayton cycle configuration are plotted
with respected to a range of compressor and turbine efficiencies [9]. The results show that every 2 %
increase in turbine efficiency results in approximately a 1 % increase in cycle efficiency. The influence
of compressor efficiency is approximately half. This illustrates that the turbine performance is most
important and thus this project is mainly focused on the turbine design.
It is important to choose the machinery type in order to maximize the efficiency. Both axial or
radial turbines are available for the sCO2 power cycle applications. The selection of radial or axial is
typically performed based on the operating conditions, which are defined by the adiabatic change in
head H and inlet volumetric flow Q, of the given cycle and application. These operating conditions in
conjunction with optimal parameters for the non-dimensional turbomachinery parameters of specific
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Figure 1.2: Cycle efficiencies comparison for different advanced power cycles, taken from Ref. [7].
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Figure 1.3: Dependence of cycle efficiency on turbomachinery efficiency (simple Brayton cycle, turbine ef-
ficiency was held fixed at 87.5 % as compressor efficiency varied, and compressor efficiency was fixed at
82.5 % as turbine efficiency was varied) [9].
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Figure 1.4: Radial inflow turbines design regions [10].
speed Ns and Ds
Ns =
NQ1/2
(gcH)3/4
, (1.1)
Ds =
D(gcH)
3/4
Q1/2
, (1.2)
(1.3)
are used to select rotational speed (N ) and turbine tip Diameter (D) to maximise efficiency. The high
density of CO2 at most power cycle conditions results in comparatively low volumetric flow rates and
a higher energy density. Hence, the sCO2 turbomachinery tends to operate at a higher speed and a
smaller size than the steam turbines at equivalent power, which keeps Ns and Ds nearly an optimal
value. An example Ds versus Ns plot with efficiency contours is shown for expanders in Fig. 1.4.
Figure 1.5 shows the specific speed versus overall efficiency for different type of turbines. Figure 1.5
shows that axial turbines are suitable for all applications. However, when the specific speed falls in
range 0.3 to 1.0, the radial inflow turbines and axial turbines are comparable. The adiabatic head for
most cycles will not be affected by the size, besides the volume flow, which is related to the scale
size. Hence, to maintain a reasonable value of Ns and Ds, the low-volume flows power cycles will
be designed in a small scale and operated at high rotational speeds. The preliminary design process
should evaluate machinery type (radial or axial) along with rotational speed, size, and number of
stages to maximise the turbine efficiency.
Usually, the axial turbines have a better performance than radial turbines at lower adiabatic head
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Figure 1.5: Specific speed versus efficiency characteristics for various turbines, taken from Ref. [11].
and higher volume flow rates (i.e., higher Ns and lower Ds). Thus, high total power or high flow
cycles are more likely to use axial turbines. Sienicki et al. [12] studied turbomachinery types for
a sCO2 re-compression cycle with scales ranging of 100 kW to over 300 MW and concluded that
systems below 10 MW will likely feature only radial turbines with a single stage. For power cycles in
the range of 0.1 MW to 25 MW, using sCO2 allows a paradigm shift to using efficient radial inflow
turbines [13]. This project is mainly focused on small cycle with power less in the 0.1 MW to 5 MW,
thus radial inflow turbines are a preferred choice.
Many researchers focused their attentions on the design of the sCO2 radial inflow turbines. As the
preliminary design can be up to 50 % of the total engineering time during radial turbine design [14],
there is a need for effective tools and enhanced design space understanding. The preliminary design
is often carried out based on the head coefficient (ψ) and flow coefficient (ϕ), which are,
ψ =
Cm6
U4
=
Cm4
ξU4
, (1.4)
ϕ =
∆h0
U24
=
Cθ4
U4
− r6t
r4
Cθ6
U4
, (1.5)
where C denotes the absolute flow velocity, U denotes the blade inlet velocity and ξ defined the
meridional velocity ratio between Cm6 and Cm4. Subscripts 4 and 6 denote the rotor inlet and outlet
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Figure 1.6: Velocity triangles and radial inflow turbine geometric parameters, taken from Ref. [15].
section. The detail definitions of the velocities are shown in Fig. 1.6 [15]. Figure 1.7 shows typical
turbines efficiencies as a function of these parameters. Peak efficiency is attained for flow coefficients
between 0.1 and 0.4 and head coefficients between 0.7 and 1.1 [16]. The design of radial turbines
operating with steam or air has been well studied and detailed design procedures are available in the
literature [17, 18, 19, 20]. However, this design knowledge generally focuses on machines for low-
density fluids, with much larger diameters compared to what is required for operation with sCO2.
Thus these are still uncertainties around in that case, how to design small sCO2 radial inflow turbines.
The feasibility of the small sCO2 radial inflow turbine should be evaluated. What’s more important,
a better understanding of the loss mechanism is required, to enhance the total efficiency of radial
turbines operating with sCO2 at this scale.
Even the best preliminary design models provide little detail of the flow inside the blade channels
during operation of sCO2 radial turbines. Such as the flow separation, the position of the shock waves,
the vertex shedding from trailing edge, the flow mixing in the gap of between the stator and the rotor,
the flow structure within the rotor blade channel, etc.
Similarly focus has been given to Rankine cycles using organic fluid (ORC), who exploit the
thermodynamic fluid properties to ensure better matching between low temperature heat sources and
working fluid. Here, especially the turbines operate in the non-ideal gas region, requiring good knowl-
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Figure 1.7: Correlation of blade loading and flow coefficients for radial inflow turbines, taken from Ref. [16].
edge and careful consideration of the non-ideal gas properties [21, 22].
However, it is difficult to obtain these knowledge for the non-ideal gas region using experimental
methods. That’s region usually happens under extreme conditions which are quite unstable to control.
In that condition, to obtain a better prediction of the performance of the turbomachineries and clear
understanding of the flow fields inside the blade channels, high fidelity simulations are usually needed
with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).
The necessity to accurately predict fluid flows at these non-ideal conditions and correctly capture
the actual characteristics of dense and supercritical fluids, and compressible high Mach number flows,
whose thermodynamic behaviours are differing from perfect gas relations has lead to research in the
area of Non-Ideal Compressible Fluid Dynamics (NICFD) [23]. Accurate NICFD simulations are
essential for CO2 cycle components that operate in the supercritical region or close to the critical
point. For sCO2 compressors operating near the critical point, the non-ideal gas dynamics for sCO2
significantly affect the flow properties. For sCO2 radial inflow turbines, high pressure ratios may
cause shock waves within the channels. The fidelity simulations of such flows are still a challenge, as
sophisticated tools coupled with highly complex models are needed.
Currently, several CFD solvers exist that can solve NICFD problems, including ANSYS-FLUENT,
ANSYS-CFX, SU2 and zFlow [23, 24]. OpenFOAM is a leading open-source projects for continuum
mechanics and CFD applications that has some support for the NICFD simulations [25]. OpenFOAM
consists of a flexible framework to combine the required tools and libraries to solve CFD problems,
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which gives a high reuse and development potential. However for the turbomachinery simulations
in sCO2 applications, a fast non-ideal gas Riemann solver, coupled with non-ideal flux calculation,
with the ability to select any gas model is required. Currently none of existing solvers in OpenFOAM
provide the ability to solve compressible Riemann problems and to use non-ideal equations of state at
the same time. Developing a fast and robust NICFD solver in OpenFOAM allows the highly flexible
OpenFOAM framework to be applied to the design of sCO2 radial inflow turbines.
Usually, radial inflow turbine work with high pressure ratio and supersonic flow condition may
occur. In these turbines, the flow field can reach highly sonic conditions, the shock waves can drasti-
cally decrease the efficiency [26]. Thus a non-standard geometry is required for the turbomachinery
design to minimise losses. A good way to reach this goal is to optimise the blade geometries, to give a
optimum performance of the turbomachinery. So far, limited optimisation work was been completed
for sCO2 radial inflow turbines. Thus there is a need to develop optimisation methodologies for sCO2
radial turbine geometries and to determine optimum geometries for sCO2 applications.
1.2 Aims and Objectives
In the interest of sCO2 turbomachinery to the future sCO2 cycle, and to correctly perform non ideal
gas properties simulations, this thesis sets out to develop high fidelity design and simulation tools for
sCO2 radial inflow turbine.
As discussed, it emerges that most of the empirical models used in the preliminary design of
radial turbines are derived for geometrically large turbo machines and that they are not necessarily
suitable for application to high speed geometrically small radial inflow turbines operation with sCO2.
There is a need for effective tools and enhanced design space understanding from preliminary mean-
line design. CFD simulation is an effective tool for sCO2 radial inflow turbine design. As the sCO2
turbomachine may experience non-ideal gas effects, especially the compressor, who operates near the
critical points, and for the sCO2 turbines, an NICFD solver is needed for OpenFOAM. Enhancing
OpenFOAM to be suitable for solving NICFD and turbomachinery problems allows the OpenFOAM
framework to be employed for the design progress. Finally, the optimisation procedure which can
connect with the OpenFOAM framework is needed to obtain a optimum stator geometry for sCO2
radial inflow turbine, which provides a correct rotor inlet velocity triangle.
In all, the tools developed in this thesis should have the capability to carry out preliminary design
of the radial inflow turbines, to enhance design space understanding, high fidelity simulation for the
non ideal compressible fluid dynamics problems, and optimisation of the stator blade geometry. Based
on the discussion, the objectives of this Ph.D. project are:
1. To assess the feasibility radial inflow turbines for < 500 kW sCO2 applications and develop an
understanding of their geometries, loss contributions, and design space understanding.
2. To bridge the gap between mean-line codes and time consuming full CFD, by developing more
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efficient tools, which include:
• A fast solver and Riemann flux calculator, which can accurately captures non ideal fluid
properties and transport properties, is not restricted to a specific gas model, can correctly
resolve compressible flows, and can accurately resolve shock and expansion waves, as
maybe encountered in NICFD problems for OpenFOAM;
• An optimisation tool to find a optimised blade geometry for the radial inflow turbine.
3. Propose optimised geometries for radial inflow turbine stators, which could provide correct
velocity triangles to enable high performance sCO2 turbines.
1.3 Thesis overview
In this thesis, the aims and objectives outlined in Section 1.2 are achieved using a systematic approach.
The thesis starts with discussion of relevant literature to highlight the theoretical basis of the work and
previous studies on supercritical CO2 radial inflow turbines. This is followed by the enhancement of
the in house preliminary design code TOPGEN, development and validation of a Riemann solver for
then open-source CFD library OpenFOAM, and development of a method for geometry optimisation.
The gradual increase in complexity with each chapter allows the reader to progress with a logical flow
of ideas to the conclusions. A brief breakdown of each chapter is given here:
Chapter 2 Literature Review
An overview of the sCO2 power cycle is given in this chapter to illustrate the need to design the
radial inflow turbine. Theoretical and experimental literatures for sCO2 radial inflow turbines are
then discussed to highlight the inadequacy of existing approaches for sCO2 turbine designs.
Chapter 3 Preliminary design of supercritical CO2 radial inflow turbines
Chapter 3 describes the modification and application of the in house preliminary design code TOPGEN.
The aim for this chapter is to explore the feasibility of low power and low specific speed radial inflow
turbine and to enhance the understanding for design space.
Chapter 4 Development and validation of a Riemann solver in OpenFOAM
The aim for chapter 4 is to overcome the limitations of the open-source CFD library OpenFOAM in
simulating NICFD problems and to enhance the understanding of real gas effects. To reach this goal,
the development of a Riemann solver RGDFoam for OpenFOAM, and the modification for the flux
calculator HLLC ALE are described in detail. This solver and flux calculator allow OpenFOAM to
solve Riemann problems with non-ideal fluid properties. The corresponding verification and valida-
tion cases are presented to show the correct operation of the Riemann solver RGDFoam, and to present
the capabilities for RGDFoam as a tool for the NICFD community.
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Chapter 5 Development of a geometry optimiser
The aim for chapter 5 is to develop a flexible optimiser for complex, time consuming CFD problems,
thereby automating and improving the design process. An optimiser, that automates the mesh gener-
ator, OpenFOAM CFD solver, post processing, and cost evaluation is introduced. The Nelder-Mead
optimisation method is applied to evaluate the value of the objective function. Different technolo-
gies, including the Mahalanobis distance and proximity based interpolation are included to accelerate
the optimisation process. Optimisation of a convergent-divergent nozzle are presented to show the
optimisation capabilities.
Chapter 6 Stator blade geometry Optimisation
The aim for the chapter 6 is to develop optimised stators for a 120 kW small sCO2 radial inflow
turbine. In this chapter, the generation and parametrisation of the turbine stator nozzle geometry is
described. The geometry is then optimised with the Nelder-Mead optimiser. The optimised stator
will perform good agreements with the design targets from the TOPGEN, which provides correct rotor
inlet conditions. Hence, through this work, optimised stator for small sCO2 radial inflow turbine will
be obtained.
Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future work
Chapter 7 summaries the findings of the work and discusses the avenues for future research.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we highlighted the objectives for this thesis and discuss some gaps in the
literature. In this chapter, first the background literature of supercritical carbon dioxide (sCO2) power
cycles and major components, including the turbines, compressors, bearings, seals, heat exchangers,
have been reviewed and discussed. Following section reviews the experimental researches on the
sCO2 power cycles and the turbomachineries. Then, the design procedure for the sCO2 radial turbines,
including preliminary design, CFD simulations and geometry optimisations are detailed reviewed.
Finally, in the last section, the gaps in the literature are described.
2.2 Solar Energy and Concentrating Solar Power Applications
The high consumption of fossil energy by the current society leads to problems in the environment
and economy areas. For the environment issues, there are more and more pollutants release in to
the air and the water. These pollutants and greenhouse gases are causing global warming. For the
economy, running out of fossil energy, such as the petrol, coal and natural gas could push up the price
of fossil energy. Due to these two patterns in current energy strategies, more attention is focused on
the renewable energy.
In Chapter 1, the concentrating solar power (CSP) is highlighted as a suitable solution for Aus-
tralia. Solar energy is the most wide spread and clean renewable energy in the world [1], and three
renewable energy sources, biomas, geothermal and solar energy can be utilised as power generation.
The power from sun directly throw on earth is about 1.8× 1011 W, which is many times larger than
the currently total energy consumption of the entire world [27], but currently solar energy covers only
0.527 % of the total global energy consumption [28]. Of these three renewable energy sources, solar
energy exhibits the highest global potential [29]. Figure 2.1 shows the annual average intensity of
solar radiation over the surface of the earth. Australia has an abundant solar energy resources, the
direct normal irradiation of Australia is shown in Fig. 2.2. The attentions are focused on the solar
energy utility in Australia [30].
There are two primary ways to capture solar energy, photovoltaic (PV) and solar thermal sys-
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Figure 2.1: Annual average solar irradiance distribution over the surface of the Earth [29].
tems [28]. Photovoltaic is based on the photovoltaic effect, while solar thermal power is based on
the heat produced by sunlight. Photovoltaics use solid-state power cells to directly transfer the solar
energy to electricity. Solar thermal systems typically concentrated the light to heat an object or fluid.
The resulting heat then allows the application of a heat engine to generate power.
Photovoltaic operation covers a large range of output powers from less than one Watt to several
megawatts, a photo of a PV installations is shown in Fig. 2.3. The PV systems can be separated in
two different systems, the stand-alone and grid connected systems [28]. The stand-alone systems are
not connected to the main power grid, and the power produced from the PV system can sufficiently
cover the load requirements. These systems are usually supported by external energy storage, such as
electrochemical batteries, when there is no sunlight to produce power. Sometimes the wind or hydro
power generation systems can support the PV systems, to create the hybrid PV systems. The grid
connected systems are the systems that connect to the public power grid [28]. However, due to the
high cost of large batteries installations to store electricity for photovoltaic, the photovoltaic power
fails in economy requirements.
Concentrating solar power (CSP) systems use captured solar thermal heat and heat engines to
generate electric energy. The CSP systems has a key advantage over PV, that the production of a hot
media provides the opportunity for low-cost storage of solar energy, only by simply holding the hot
media in a tank for later use. This key advantage has attracted more and more attention recently. This
approach is more cost effective than using electric batteries as the low-cost and simple requisitions to
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Figure 2.2: Direct normal irradiation for Australia, taken from Ref. [31].
Figure 2.3: Photovoltaic applications, photo by The University of Queensland.
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Figure 2.4: Flow chart for a typical solar thermal power plant.
store hot media compared to battery systems [9].
Many pioneers [32, 33, 34] endeavour into this research are of using solar thermal energy in CSP.
However, the CSP technologies were not well developed for industrial utility until the 1970s, when
the energy crisis was rising up and drawing the attention. Several pilot plants [35] were built and
tested during the 1980s. Unfortunately, these CSP plants did not reach the final target of making the
CSP technologies commercial available. However, it is reported [36] that the contribution of CSP
is expected to be 24 to 36 TW h of electricity by 2020 and 1600 to 2400 TW h by 2050 globally.
Economic analysis [37, 38, 39] shows that although current CSP power generation capital cost is
about 2.5 to 3.5 times higher than the capital cost of a conventional fossil fuel thermal power plant,
it can still have a 60 % cost reduction by 2020. Hence, due to the huge solar resource available on
earth and the cost attraction, CSP generation is foreseen to have significant impact on the world power
supply by 2050 [40].
Figure 2.4 shows the process flow chart for a typical CSP plant. It can be seen from the figure that
the optical concentrator collects and reflects the direct solar radiation to the receiver. Then the working
fluid is heated by the receiver and pushed to the heat engine to generate power. The heat storage
equipment and the backup fossil unit are applied to guarantee continuous operating all day [40].
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Figure 2.5: Example of operational strategy for a CSP plant with thermal storage and fuel backup to maintain
a constant supply capacity a round the clock, taken from Ref. [40].
Figure. 2.5 shows the operational strategy for a CSP plant with thermal storage or fuel backup to
maintain a constant power supply around the day. The thermal storage system supplies most of the
energy required by the turbine after sunset. During the daytime, part of the incoming thermal heat
is used for generation and part is used for storage. The stored thermal heat is used for generator in
the night. If more power is need or the thermal heat storage is depleted, electricity generation can be
ensured by the fossil backup.
Figure 2.6 shows two operating CSP power plant [41, 42]. The large mirror arrays, also called
heliostat, reflect the sunshine into the absorption apparatus, then heat the working fluid to drive the
turbine to generate electric power [43, 44].
In recent years, reduction in the cost of solar collectors for CSP system, which covers approx-
imately 40 % of the total cost of a CSP system [34] has been achieved. This promotes the imple-
mentation of CSP for utility scale power. The performance and cost of CSP power block systems
have remained static, primarily due to the maturity of the steam-Rankine power cycle used in almost
all current CSP systems. This has limited the ability for CSP to reduce costs and increase perfor-
mance [9].
To gain and increase the competitiveness on market, the cycle efficiency should be increased
and the system costs should be decreased for the CSP system. According to Carnot’s law, that if
increasing the operating temperatures, thermodynamic cycle efficiency is also increased. However,
higher temperatures also coincide with requirements for more exotic, expensive materials, and greater
optical and thermal losses from the solar receiver.
Considering these constraints, sCO2 has been identified as a promising working fluid, which can
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(a) CSP power plant in Spain [41] (b) CSP power plant in Morocco [42]
Figure 2.6: Concentrating solar power plant utilizing the tower method and the trough method.
improve system efficiency below the extreme (e.g.,<800 ◦C) temperatures. sCO2 also provides higher
temperature operability than steam and achieves better efficiency than air or helium Brayton cycles
at lower temperatures [7]. As shown by Dostal [7] in Fig. 1.2, when the turbine inlet temperature is
higher than 550 ◦C, the sCO2 power cycle can return the highest cycle efficiency. The sCO2 power
cycle temperature range is under the limit of current power tower capabilities and can be tolerated by
the range of existed commercial metal alloys. The sCO2 Brayton cycles have smaller weight, lower
thermal mass, and less complexity compared with steam Rankine cycles at same output power [9].
This is due to the higher density of the sCO2 and the sCO2 stays in the same phase throughout the
entire cycle which results a simpler distribution. In contrast, the steam Rankine cycles transition
between liquid and gas phases. The advantages of a CSP application with sCO2 power cycle are
listed as follows [9]:
1. Can reach a higher efficiency than the current steam cycles without extreme temperature, which
is compatible with available CSP collector systems;
2. Compactness allowing for design flexibility when sitting the power cycle within a CSP system;
3. Potential capital cost savings due to small size and simplicity versus the existing steam cycle;
4. Cycle pressures lower than ultra supercritical steam at comparable temperatures;
5. Use of sCO2 is compatible with existing thermal energy storage methods and minimises heat
exchanger pinch points.
Gurgenci [45] says that the main attraction of the supercritical CO2 cycle is that the use of CO2
allows higher power cycle efficiencies and more compact of the cycle components than the steam
cycles. This enables the manufacture of small compact commercial CSP power generators. Zhang et
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Table 2.1: Critical conditions of some fluids.
Fluid name Formula Tcr/[◦C] pcr/[MPa] GWP 100 years [47]
Ammonia NH3 132.89 11.28 -
Carbon Dioxide CO2 30.98 7.38 1
Hexafluorobenzene C6F6 237.78 2.77 -
Perfluoropropane C3F8 71.89 2.68 7000
Sulfur Dioxide SO2 157.50 7.88 -
Sulfur Hexafluoride SF6 45.56 3.76 23900
Water H2O 373.89 22.10 -
Xenon Xe 16.61 5.88 -
al. [46] has presented an innovative new concept for theoretical analysis of a solar energy-powered
Rankine thermodynamic cycle, which uses supercritical CO2 as a working fluid.
2.3 Background on supercritical CO2 power cycle
The following sections provide a detailed review of the supercritical CO2 Brayton power cycles.
2.3.1 Properties of carbon dioxide
CO2 is a suitable working fluid for the closed Brayton cycle. That is due to features such as non-toxic,
abundant, non-flammable, stability, and relative inertness, sufficient knowledge of its thermodynamic
properties and moderate critical point [7]. Table 2.1 shows critical properties (critical temperature,
Tcr and critical pressure, pcr) and global warming potential (GWP, is a relative measure of how much
heat a greenhouse gas traps in the atmosphere). It compares the amount of heat trapped by a certain
mass of the specified gas to the amount of heat trapped by a similar mass of carbon dioxide [47] for
several fluids. For a specific cycle, a lower critical temperature will help reduce the rejected heat,
so that cycle efficiency is enhanced. But if the critical temperature is too low, it is impossible to
cool down the fluid to achieve the conditions near the critical temperature so that the work saving for
the compressor can not be realised. The critical temperature of 30.98 ◦C make sCO2 near ideal for
cooling as this temperature is only several Kelvins above the ambient conditions at most places on
earth. Compare with other working fluid properties in the table, CO2 has great potential to enhance
the Brayton cycle efficiency. What’s more, compare to CO2, the other gases have large value of GWP,
which may intensify the global warming. Hence CO2 is a well suited working fluid.
2.3.2 The development of supercritical CO2 Brayton cycle
A typical Temperature-Entropy (TS) diagram for the supercritical CO2 Brayton cycle is shown in
Fig. 2.7 [48]. The sCO2 Brayton cycle contains four progress:
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Figure 2.7: Temperature-Entropy (TS) diagram for supercritical CO2 Brayton cycle, taken from Ref. [48].
• 1-2: Adiabatic expansion, the heated and pressurized CO2 gives up its energy and expanding
through the turbine;
• 2-3: Isobaric cooling, heat rejection to the atmosphere;
• 3-4: Adiabatic compression, the CO2 is guided into the compressor and pressurized;
• 4-1: Isobaric heating, the compressed CO2 runs through a heating chamber and is heated
through a constant-pressure process.
Through out this process the temperatures and pressures in the cycle remain above the critical values.
The first supercritical CO2 cycle was implemented in United States by Feher [3] in 1968. The specific
cycle was operated above the critical point while the compression is performed in the liquid phase.
He also proposed that an engine based on this cycle will have a compact size, which is attractive
especially for electric power generation or propulsion with shaft power. Almost at the same time,
Angelino [4, 5, 49] performed a detailed investigations of the sCO2 cycle. Though his work was
limited to the condensation cycles, he reached the conclusion that the CO2 cycles had a key advantage
over the ideal gas Brayton cycle, being significant more efficient. In 1968, Angelino analysed some
condensation cycles, which are shown in Fig. 2.8, and conclude that the most promising cycle is the
recompression cycle.
Figure 2.9 shows the compressor input work for different pressure ratios and different outlet pres-
sures [7]. This figure shows that the compressor input work changes significantly as a function of
outlet pressure and pressure ratio. It is observed that there is a curve located at the bottom of this
figure, indicated by the critical inlet pressure (7.38 MPa). This curve divides this figure into two part,
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Figure 2.8: Condensation cycles considered by Angelino [5].
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Figure 2.9: CO2 compressor work as function of outlet pressure and pressure ratio.
one has a low slope surface and the other is steep. By operating above the critical point and with
moderate compressor outlet pressure (e.g. <25 MPa) it is possible to attain cycles with low specific
compressor work. The compressor should be operated near the critical point to minimise in com-
pressor work. Applying CO2 as working fluid allows this procedure to be done at about 31 ◦C, only
a few degrees above typical ambient conditions. No complex cooling system is need to reach this
goal. Thus when the CO2 operation as the working fluid through the Brayton cycle, the compressor
work reducing property could save more work compare to other cycles, thus the Brayton cycle based
on supercritical CO2 will have a significantly higher efficiency than other cycle such as supercritical
steam cycles, or refrigerant Rankine cycles.
The Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) is studying the advanced Brayton cycle using sCO2 for
solar, nuclear or fossil heat sources. Unlike the previous works that have largely focus on analytical
efforts, SNL has done pioneering work by building a test loop. They conducted an experimental study
on low pressure closed Brayton cycles [50, 51], that forms the basis for the supercritical CO2 Brayton
cycle. In 2010, SNL set up a test loop to research supercritical CO2 Brayton cycle with very high
power densities, high speeds (65 000 RPM), high pressures (13.5 MPa) and very high fluid densities
(maximum approx. 70 % of water density) [52]. Figure 2.10 shows the core component of the SNL
supercritical CO2 test loop, the turbo-alternator-compressor (TAC) unit.
SNL used radial inflow turbine to generate shaft power. What’s more important, the test rig
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Figure 2.10: Turbo-alternator-unit design for the SNL supercritical CO2 test loop [52].
uses modular and reconfigurable hardware to allow flexibility to construct a range of Brayton cycle
configurations, and also to serve as a test bed for the development of cycle components, such as radial
inflow turbines, compressors, air foil bearings, seals and controller systems [52].
2.3.3 Comparison with alternative cycles
As shown in Fig. 1.2, Dostal [7] compare the supercritical CO2 cycle with several other cycles. It can
be observed from the figure that the efficiency of the supercritical CO2 cycle is always higher than
the helium Brayton cycle, across the reported turbine inlet temperature range, while the supercritical
steam cycle and the superheated steam cycle show the same trends. However, when the turbine
inlet temperature is below 550 ◦C, the supercritical steam cycle has a higher cycle efficiency than
the supercritical CO2 cycle. But when the temperature is above 550 ◦C, the supercritical CO2 cycle
performs better than both the supercritical and the superheated steam cycle. In solar thermal energy
applications, the temperature of the receiver and working fluids are usually higher than 550 ◦C, hence
it is good strategy to use supercritical CO2 Brayton cycle as the operation cycle [53].
Dostal [7] also compared the size between steam, helium and supercritical CO2 turbine systems,
as shown in Fig. 2.11. The first one is a steam turbine, which was constructed by Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries Ltd. The steam turbine has a 55 stages (including high, medium and lower pressure units)
for 250 MW output power, and is almost 35 m long. The helium turbine is smaller than the steam
turbine systems, but still larger than the supercritical CO2 turbine. As shown in the figure, the sCO2
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of the turbine size [7].
turbine can be a single body design, without multi-stage units. This is another advantage of the
supercritical CO2 cycle compare with other cycles. Although many of the earlier studies relating to
supercritical CO2, are focused on nuclear power plant, there is also a growing interest in deploying
it in concentration solar-thermal power plants due to its potential for higher efficiency, compared to
supercritical steam cycle or organic Rankine cycle and also for its compactness and simpler support
system.
2.4 Components of a supercritical CO2 power cycle
A number of challenges need to be overcome before realising supercritical CO2 cycles. The key
components of this cycles, turbine, compressor, heat exchanger, bearing and seal, need to be re-studied
due to the new working fluid and especially the non-linear behaviours and high density exhibited by
sCO2.
Compressor
In the sCO2 Brayton cycle, the power consumption of compressor has a large influence on the total
cycle efficiency. As show in Fig. 1.3, about 4 % increase of the compressor efficiency will deliver ap-
proximately 1 % efficiency increase for the whole power cycle. Low compressibility factor of the fluid
near the critical point will reduce the compressor power, thus increase the total cycle efficiency. As
sCO2 compressors operate slightly above the critical point, significant real gas effects are introduced.
Different from traditional working fluid, sCO2 has a risk of condensing at the impeller inlet because
of the particular properties near the critical point [54]. To design the sCO2 cycle, one of the major
technical challenges is the compressor design itself. In conventional compressors or pumps the fluid
can be easily approximated to be fully compressible or incompressible [55]. However, this is not the
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.12: The compressor design by the Sandia National Laboratory, taken from Ref. [52].
case for sCO2. For instance, the existing sCO2 compressor testing loops used compressors derived
from the gas compression technology [52, 56]. Experimental results have addressed that the fluid
properties of CO2 near the critical point should not be ignored during the compressor design [52].
Wang et al. [57] used AXIAL module of NREC Company and the NASA (National Aeronautics
and Space Administration) ideal gas code for compressor design to design a two stage axial compres-
sor. Wright et al. [52] and Muto et al. [58] designed a small size centrifugal compressor for testing the
sCO2 compressor. Sandia National Laboratory (SNL) released a a design for a small sCO2 cycle loop,
which includes the compressor prototype and heat exchangers, bearings and other major components,
as shown in Fig. 2.12 [52]. Baltadjiev et al. [59] found that the flow acceleration around the leading
edge area will leads the local condensation of CO2, which influences the stability of the compressor.
They also created a non-dimensional method to determine whether CO2 condensation occurs. Kim
et al. [55] investigated a centrifugal compressor using supercritical CO2 as the working fluid with
CFD. The k − ω SST model was found to return satisfactory results for liquid water and for sCO2
operating condition, far from the critical point. However, once the operating condition approached the
critical point, deviation from the experimental data started to become more apparent. Cha et al. [60]
performed flow analysis of sCO2 turbines and compressor using the commercial ANSYS-CFX code
with NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) based real-gas property tables. The k−ω
SST turbulence model was used for flow predictions and the results showed some disagreement with
mean-line codes. Moreover, RANS models might have some limitations on the investigation of tur-
bulence close to the critical point, where a large local property variation are observed. In this case,
direct numerical simulation (DNS) has been applied to the performance simulation for CO2 compres-
sors and varying properties [61]. These challenges are still need to be overcome for sCO2 compressor
design.
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Figure 2.13: Variation of specific heat (Cp) and density (ρ) for sCO2 at 7.6 MPa, taken from Ref. [62].
Heat exchangers
Heat exchangers are important to the sCO2 power cycles for they are the main components for heat
transfer. As the cycle is typically heavily recuperated to attain the high cycle efficiencies, the recu-
perator size and performance a highly important for the cycles.
One thing should be considered is that the thermophysical properties of sCO2 are changing with
temperature. Once the fluid states close to the critical point, the specific heat value (Cp, constant
pressure specific heat) value and the changing rate of the density reach the maxima, leads to problems
for prediction of the efficiency in heat transfer, as shown in Fig. 2.13. Thus work on the heat exchanger
using sCO2 is primarily focusing on the development of heat transfer correlations theoretical [63, 64]
and experimental [63, 65].
Some pioneers carried out experimentally researches on sCO2 heat exchangers. Dang and Hi-
hara [63, 65] investigated the characteristics for heat transfer and losses when using horizontal tubes
to cool down sCO2. The diameters of the horizontal tubes are ranging from 1.0 mm to 6.0 mm.
Through their works, a new correlation was developed for prediction the heat transfer. Similarly, Liu
et al. [66] investigated the heat transfer when cooling sCO2 in large horizontal tubes. The diameters
of the horizontal tubes are up to 10.7 mm. They found that the performance of heat transfer is sig-
nificantly affected by the diameter of the pipes. In order to correct predict the heat transfer, a new
Nusselt number equation for large tubes was created. On the other hand, Kim and co-workers [67, 68]
investigated turbulent sCO2 heat transfer characteristics in vertical tubes when heating up the sCO2
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working flow.
However, in some conditions, it is difficult to direct measure the turbulent flow characteristics
with existing experimental techniques. Thus in that conditions, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
simulations are used to gain more insights of turbulent sCO2 heat transfer, especially for the buoyancy
effects. For the numerical simulations, Wang et al. [62] uses CFD method to investigate the flow and
heat transfer characteristics of turbulent sCO2 in a large horizontal tube with the buoyancy effects
taken into account.
Seals
Sealing is important for sCO2 power cycle due to the high operating pressure. Lost gases requires a
significant amount of energy for re-injection into the closed loop. For the first sCO2 cycle at SNL,
labyrinth seals were used [52]. Yuan et al. [69] study the labyrinth seals experimentally and numeri-
cally. It has been found that as the cavity width is increased individually the leakage rate through the
seal decreases, whereas increasing the radial clearance causes an increase in the leakage rate. Cavity
depth studies indicate that there is an optimum value that results in a minimum leakage rate.
Alternative sealing technologies have been installed with varying degrees for certain applica-
tions [70]. Moreover, with changes in the operating condition, the problems such as high leakage
or relatively short operational life are occurring [71]. That is due to the dry gas seal performs well
in terms of less friction, lower power consumption, lower leakage rate, longer service life, improved
operational safety, rotor stability and reliability [70, 72, 73, 74, 75]. Even though the complexity
of dry gas seals are higher than the other seal types, they are preferred choice for a wide of today’s
industries. As the Brayton power cycle is a closed loop with high operating pressure, dry gas seals
are recommended for sCO2 systems [70].
Some studies are focused on the design and application on dry gas seal. The Reynolds equation
is used to describe the flow field in the dry gas seal. Thatte et al [72] used Reynolds equation for
high pressure CO2 compressible flow simulations, and implement an iterative procedure to solve the
governing equations for dry gas seals. However, the Reynolds equation can only solve the two-
dimensional flows. It can also not capture the non-classical velocity profiles within the rotor and
stator as a result of large centrifugal and inertia forces caused by the increased gas density [76].
Zakariya and Jahn [73] investigated the effect of highly dense CO2 on dry gas seal operation close to
the critical point. The centrifugal effect introduced by the highly dense CO2 is found to be beneficial
for seal performance, reducing seal leakage at the expense of opening force. It was implied that
seal operation with CO2 close to the critical point is not detrimental to seal performances. A further
parametric study was performed by Zakariya and Jahn [70]. It was found that dry gas seals with a
wide dam are preferred, since the leakage is reduced while the change in the lift force is minimal.
Furthermore, the studies in literature on the sCO2 dry gas seals are still missing a clear descriptions
and characterisation of how the real gas properties of the sCO2 affect the performance and operability
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.14: Foil Bearings, (a) Schematic diagram of foil thrust bearings in two dimensions, taken from
Ref. [76] (b) Photos of the gas foil bearings for use in the Gen IV turbomachinery, taken from Ref. [52].
of dry gas seals for sCO2 Brayton power cycles [73].
Bearings
Even though there are lots of studies focused on the sCO2 power cycle, little research has been done
on bearings. The bearings, at the core part of the turbomachinery system, plays an important role for
the sCO2 power cycle. Thus the bearings should be carefully studied and designed. The bearings are
not only carried the shaft but also bearing the thrust load, that arise from the unequal axial pressure
distribution on impeller wheels for the turbomachinery. The thrust loading has a strong impact on the
bearing lifetime. During the initial stage of tests at SNL, the ball bearings were used. The lifetimes
for the ball bearings are quite limited, ranging from 20 h to 2000 h, which is highly depending on the
thrust load [52].
In that application, the gas-foil bearings were selected to support long time testing during high
rotational speed. Gas-foil bearings are composed of a smooth top foil and a corrugated bump foil. In
a typical configuration, the top foil of the bearing is affixed to the bearing stator on the upstream side,
and on the downstream side it sits at the height of its bump understructure, forming a partially ramped
profile as indicated in Fig. 2.14, taken from Ref. [76].
During operation, gas is drawn into the thin region between the rotor collar and top foils, and a
self-generated hydrodynamic pressure field reacts to the thrust load acting on the rotor. The bearing
geometry and operating conditions, the mechanical properties of bump foils, and the material and
coating of the top foil determine the static and dynamic performance of the overall foil bearing [76].
From the perspective of numerical predictions, the Reynolds equation is widely used to predict
the performance of foil bearings [77, 78, 79]. When used as a thermal cycle operating fluid, high
pressure CO2 is far denser than air, less viscous, and can be a highly non ideal gas. These factors
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present challenges when predicting the performance of foil bearings. Qin et al. [76] developed a
computational tool to simulate foil bearings for sCO2 cycles, which could be applied to the modelling
of foil thrust bearings with CO2 as the operating fluid. These confirmed the suitability of foil bearings
for sCO2 applications.
Turbines
Both axial and radial turbines are considered as a candidate for sCO2 power cycles. However, the high
density of sCO2 results in the challenges for the aerodynamic design of turbines and compressors.
Low volume flow rates lead to the design point at very low specific speeds (Ns) and small sizes of
turbine and compressor. The turbine is the most important part of the sCO2 power cycle, as shown in
Fig. 1.3. Increasing turbine efficiency by 2 % results in about a 1 % total cycle efficiency increase [9].
To complement these theoretical studies, and to develop the enabling technologies for sCO2 power
cycles, Sandia National Laboratory [52] developed a sCO2 radial compressor and turbine test rig and
performed test to investigate the key technology issues in regards to the sCO2 power cycle. South West
Research Institute in collaboration with General Electric have built a test facility to test a 10 MW axial
turbine, scaled down to 1 MW [80]. Testing of the 1 MW turbine started in late 2017 [81]. Much of
this axial turbine development is aimed towards future large scale energy productions (> 50 MW),
where sCO2 power cycles are estimated to replace steam in the mid to long term [13]. For power
cycles in the range 0.1 MW to 25 MW, using sCO2 allows a paradigm shift to using efficient radial
inflow turbines. This is the case due to the combined effects of the highly dense working fluid,
comparably low flow rates, and comparatively low pressure ratios resulting in highly power-dense
machines. These machines may have specific speeds, Ns, falling into a range that axial and radial
turbines perform equally well. Using a radial turbine architecture has a number of advantages, such
as fewer seals, rotors that are more vibration resistant and better suited for the high blade loadings,
and simpler overall system architectures to name a few. The design of radial turbines operating with
steam or air has been well studied and detailed design procedures are available in the literature [17,
18, 19, 20]. However, this design knowledge generally focuses on machines for low density fluids and
much larger in diameter compared to what is required for operation with sCO2. Section 2.5 describes
experiments with sCO2 turbines and section 2.6 typical design approaches.
The following section will provide a review about the small sCO2 radial inflow turbines.
2.5 Experiments with supercritical CO2 Brayton cycle and radial
inflow turbine
To complement theoretical studies and to develop the enabling technologies for sCO2 power cycles,
experimental research has been completed by several institutes and companies.
Sandia National Laboratory [52, 82] has installed a advanced Brayton cycles using sCO2 as work-
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(c) (d)
Figure 2.15: Figure for experimental test rigs: (a) the 100 kW sCO2 power cycle system test rig [83] (b) the
basic sCO2 cycle established by SNL [52], (c) the sCO2 cycle established by KAIST [89] and (d) the KIER
10 kW test loop [90].
ing fluids to investigate the key technology issues in regards to the sCO2 power cycle. They have
investigated the performance of the loops and outlines the design of small scale loop, described the
major components and presented models for system performance. The most significant components
part of the test loop is the TAC (turbine-alternator-compressor) assembly, which is shown in Fig. 2.10.
Table 2.2 gives a brief review of the experimental works for the sCO2 power cycles around the
world. Figure 2.15 shows photos of some of the test rigs.
The Bechtel Marine Propulsion Corporation (Bechtel Company) tests a 100 kW sCO2 integrated
system test, which is a two shaft recuperated closed Brayton cycle with a variable speed turbine driven
compressor and a constant speed turbine driven generator [83]. Some research institutes have com-
prehensive experimental apparatuses, includes the SNL, the Koell Atomic Power Laboratory (KAPL),
the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) and the Institute of Applied Energy
(IAE) in Japan, etc. The 100 kW sCO2 power cycle test loop, as shown in Fig. 2.15 (a), was developed
by the KAPL and the Bettis Atomic Energy Laboratory in 2012 [56]. The University of Queensland
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Table 2.2: Comparison of existing experimental test-rig for sCO2 [48]
Country Research Institute Cycle type Main parameters
U.S. Sandia National Laboratory [82] Recompression cycle
7.68 to 13.84MPa, 32 to 342◦C
Pressure ratio: 1.65
Electricity power: 240 kWe
Total efficiency: 31.5 %
Turbine speed: 50 000 RPM
Turbine efficiency: 86 to 87%
Compressor efficiency: 66 to 67%
U.S. Bechtel Company [83] Simple regenerative cycle
9.03 to 13.5MPa, 36 to 299◦C
Electricity power: 100 kW
Total efficiency: 14.7 %
Turbine speed: 60 000 RPM
U.S. Echogen Company [84] Simple regenerative cycle
Capacity: 7 MW
Turbine speed: 30 000 RPM
Turbine inlet temperature: 275 ◦C
U.S. SWRI& GE &Thar Energy [85] Simple regenerative cycle Capacity: 1 MWInlet condition: 700 ◦C and 28 MPa
U.S.
Knolls Atomic Power Lab
simple regenerative cycle
Cycle efficiency: 14.7 %
Turbine inlet temperature: 300 ◦C
& Bettis Atomic Power Lab [86]
Pressure ratio: 1.44
Turbine speed: 55 000 to 60 000RPM
Turbine efficiency: 9.8 %
U.S. GTI, SWRI and GE [81] Recompression cycle
Cycle Power: 10 MW
Inlet temperature: 700 ◦C
Inlet pressure: 23.72 MPa
Cycle efficiency: >50 %
Turbine efficiency: 85 %
Japan Tokyo Institute of Technology [87] Simple regenerative cycle
Thermal capacity: 30 kW
Inlet conditions: 527 ◦C, 20 MPa
Cycle efficiency: 14.7 %
Rotating speed: 100 000 RPM
Japan Institute of Applied Energy [88] Simple regenerative cycle
Thermal capacity: 160 kW
Cycle efficiency: 7 %
Inlet temperature: 277 ◦C
Pressure ratio: 1.4
Rotating speed: 69 000 RPM
Turbine efficiency: 69 %
Korea KAIST [89] Simple regenerative cycle
Compressor inlet temperature: 33.2 ◦C
Turbine inlet Temperature: 500 ◦C
Cycle pressure: 7.78 to 20MPa
Korea KIER [90] Un-recuperated cycle
Cycle power: 12.6 kW
Total inlet temperature: 180 ◦C
Total inlet pressure: 12.98 MPa
Turbine efficiency: 84 %
Australia The University of Queensland [91] Multi-mission cycle
Cycle power: 100 kW
R245fa Subcritical: 210 kPa/1.5 MPa
CO2 Transcritical: 5.5 MPa/12 MPa
CO2 Supercritical: 9.0 MPa/20 MPa
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Table 2.3: Test conditions of the SNL radial inflow turbine [82]
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Rotational speed [RPM] 25 000 35 069 39 140
Inlet temperature [K] 419.45 419.65 475.15
Inlet pressure [MPa] 8.284 9.125 9.365
Mass flow rate [kg s−1] 0.9734 1.6310 1.6300
(UQ) has set up a 100 kW thermal laboratory-scale test loop. With that loop, UQ will have the capa-
bility to validate theoretical cycle performances for pure fluids, mixed fluids, and particulate additive
fluids. What’s more, the loop can also assist in development projects for impulse turbine design, solar
microturbines, near-supercritical CO2 loop control, and foam and supercritical fluid-compatible heat
exchangers [91]. The SNL set up the basic sCO2 cycle with a capacity of 10 MW [6], as shown in
Fig. 2.15 (b). The test conditions for the SNL radial turbines are shown in the Tab. ??.
A disadvantage of the small scale systems in the small size of the turbomachinery and the associ-
ated high rotational speeds. These require bearing, seal, heat transport barriers, and motor alternator
approaches that in some cases would not be fully representative of a commercial scale system. While
these scaling issues are not fundamental to establish performance potential or technical viability, they
should be evaluated at an early stage to assure that there are no important uncertainties in scaling to a
commercial system [52]. The SWRI has compressor mounted and the future aerodynamic tests may
be performed on a 10 MW variation of the turbine [85]. However, in the current stage, the turbine test
is not carried out. The KIER developed two sCO2 test loops with 10 kW, 1 kW and a 60 kW is being
developed. The 10 kW un-recuperated sCO2 cycle is shown in Fig. 2.15. The turbine wheel is about
48.6 mm, running under 30 000 RPM. It is found that all states of the cycle existed in the supercritical
region [90]. The KAERI (Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute) conducted a detail investigation
of sCO2 cycle test system [89]. The sCO2 Integral Experiment Loop was completed for testing the
axial turbine performance (as shown in Fig. 2.15 (c)) [89]. The Echogen company has tested the first
megawatt-class commercial scale sCO2 cycle. This cycle has two turbines, one is connected directly
to the fluid pump (the turbo-pump turbine) and another one coupled to a generator (the power turbine).
The measurement results of the power turbine and the turbo-pump turbine are shown in Fig. 2.16. It
can be seen that the turbo-pump turbine has a better performance than the power turbine and that both
closely follow the performance curve for radial turbines presented in NASA TP-1730.
Based on the discussion, the following observations can be made:
• Most of these experimental rigs are looking at characteristics for cycle loop operations;
• Only few of them have studied the turbine performances;
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Figure 2.16: Turbine performance compared to efficiency curve from NASA TP-1730 [84].
• Most of them use radial turbomachineries (compressor or turbines);
• Most of the turbine and compressors are operating at high rotational speeds.
Thus in order to enhance the understanding of the turbomachineries, more researches need to be
carried on.
2.6 Preliminary design for sCO2 radial inflow turbines
One of the first computer codes to design radial inflow turbines was developed by Glassman [92] in
1976, as a FORTRAN program. The input requirements of this program are power, mass flow rate,
inlet temperature and pressure, and rotational speed. Output variables are the stator-exit angle, rotor
radius ratios and rotor exit tangential velocity distribution. What is important, this program considers
the losses.
After that, different mean-line design codes were created for radial inflow turbines preliminary
design. Ghosh [93] has developed a computer code for design the blade profile of radial cryogenic
turbine. This code will describe the 3D contours of the blades for the radial inflow turbines. Whit-
field [94] developed a procedure for the radial inflow turbine rotor preliminary design. This design
procedure has an objective that to minimise the inlet and outlet Mach number to minimise the pas-
sage losses for the radial inflow turbine with a given pressure ratio. The resultant non-dimensional
design can be transformed into absolute dimensions through the specification of the inlet stagnation
conditions and the mass flow rate of the working fluid.
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It emerges to be a problem that most of these empirical models are developed for large tur-
bines. When applying these models to small turbines, the accuracy for the prediction the losses is
reduced. Hence, Suhrmann et al. [20] collected, reviewed, and validated the commonly used and
well-established loss models used for the preliminary design of radial turbines with their applicability
to small size turbines, i.e. turbines of inlet diameter smaller than 40 mm. They presented the most
important loss models implemented in the new code and compared their relative importance to the
performance of small size radial turbines. Their loss models are optimised and validated for small
size radial turbines, and are valuable tools in the early design process of small turbines and allow for
fast parametric studies of main geometrical features. Due to the increase of aerodynamic losses in
smaller turbine stages, Suhrmann et al. [20] also developed new correlations, thereby increasing the
quality of loss prediction especially for the design of small size turbines.
Jekyoung Lee [95] has attempted to combine and integrate the methods of axial and radial turbo-
machinery design together into one code, and to account for the non ideal nature of the supercritical
CO2 around the critical point. Ventura et al. [15] create an automatic preliminary radial inflow turbine
design code (TOPGEN) based on these well-developed correlations. The working flowchart is shown
in Chapter 3, in Fig. 3.1. Usually, the preliminary design for a radial inflow turbine includes three
step, the stator design, the rotor design, and the performance evaluation. Different geometry models
and performance models are applied to design a turbine stage. What’s more, the real gas properties
based on the NIST Refprop [96] database are employed to correctly capture non ideal gas properties.
The models used by designing a radial turbine stage and evaluate the performance are reviews in
the following sections.
Rotor design
The calculation of the total to static pressure ratio requires an estimation of total to static efficiency.
It can be calculated as:
p6
p04
=
−1 +
(
T06
T04
)
ηts
+ 1

γ
γ+1
, (2.1)
with
−1+
(
T06
T04
)
ηts
> 0.
The number of blades (Zr) is automatically selected based on the equation [92]:
Zr =
pi · (110− α4) · tan(α4)
30
. (2.2)
To be noted that this equation is dependent on the absolute flow angle, which may lead to unrealistic
values.
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The mean surface length Lms and the chord length cr can be calculated as:
Lms =
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2
·
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r4 − r6t + b42
)2
+
(
b6
2
)2
2
(2.3)
cr =
2
√
2 · Lms
pi
(2.4)
The rotor outlet blade angle (β6b) is calculated based on the correlation [20], as show in the
following equation.
90− β6
90− β6b = (2.5)
1 +
(
m˙ ·
√
R · T1
p6 ·D24 · (tan(90− β6b)− 0.5)
)0.02·(90−β6b)−0.255
·
(
3pi
Zr
)
+ 7.85 · 
b6
.
The rotor trailing edge deviation, δ6, is calculated as:
δ6 = β6b − β6 . (2.6)
Equation 2.5 is implicit in β6b, thus an iterative method is needed to find β6b.
Stator
This section describes the procedure for calculation of the radial turbine stator geometry. Typically
an isentropic expansion is assumed for this stage based on the assumption that the losses in the stator
are found to be negligible when compared to the rotor [15]. The vane is typically categorized to be
uncambered. Its height is set to be constant and equal to the rotor blade inlet. The inlet stagnation
conditions as well as velocities are calculated in an iterative procedure calculated from continuity and
assuming radii ratios as follows: (stator outlet/rotor inlet) and (stator inlet/stator outlet). The first of
these ratios can be calculated through the relation proposed by Watanabe et al. [97]:
∆rs,te/r,le ≈ 2 · b3 · cos(α3) , (2.7)
Zs =
2 · pi · r1
cs/ss
. (2.8)
Currently the available models only consider subsonic stator nozzle geometries. For the sCO2
radial inflow turbines, the large pressure ratio may lead the flow condition into supersonic states. Thus
models for designing transonic turbine nozzles or considering supersonic effects are needed. What’s
more, Keep and Jahn [98] compared results from CFD simulation, TOPGEN and data presented by
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Figure 2.17: Breakdown of loss contributions to efficiency, taken from Ref. [98].
Rohlik [99], and decomposed the losses. The result is shown in Fig. 2.17. It can be seen that the
loss introduced by the stator is above 10 %, which cannot be ignored. Especially for the sCO2 radial
inflow turbine stator, large pressure ratio may lead the fluid to supersonic states. Thus non-standard
geometry designs for stator are a good option. Stator optimisation is discussed in Chapter 6.
Performance of radial inflow turbines
During meanline design the performance is evaluated by using well developed loss models for radial
inflow turbines. These loss models include the incidence loss, passage loss, trailing edge loss, exit
energy loss, tip clearance loss and windage loss. The losses are calculated in terms of the enthalpy
drop, which allows the calculation of the total to static isentropic efficiency, which is shown as:
ηts =
∆h0
∆h0 +
∑
∆hloss
. (2.9)
The incidence loss is described as [100]:
∆hincidence =
W 2θ4
2
. (2.10)
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There are two different passage loss model built in the TOPGEN, the CETI model in Eqn. 2.11 and
a combined model provided by Musgrave [101] and Rodgers [102], as shown in Eqn 2.12.
∆hpassage = 0.11mf
[(
Lh
Dh
)
+ 0.68
(
1−
(
r¯5
r4
)2)
·
(
βb, 5
b5/ct
)]
· W
2
4 +W
2
6rms
2
, (2.11)
∆hpassage = ft · Lh
Dh
· W¯ 2 + 2 · C
2
4 · r4
Zr · rc . (2.12)
here mf = 1.0 for (r4 − r5t/b5) ≤ 0.2 and mf = 2.0 otherwise, and r¯5 is the mean radius for the
throat in the rotor passage.
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Exit kinetic energy is accounted as a loss in the presented model and is calculated as in Suhrmann
et al. [20].
∆hexit =
C26
2
(2.16)
∆tip =
U34 · Zr
8 · pi ·
(
Ka · a · Ca +Kr · r · Cr +Ka,r ·
√
(a · r · Ca · Cr)
)
. (2.17)
Where Ka, Kr, and Ka,r are set as 0.4, 0.75, and −0.3 respectively based on the data.
The windage losses are calculated based on the empirical correlations for torque coefficient cal-
culation by Daily and Nece [103]. Two regimes based on Reynolds number are shown as: kf =
3.7·
(
b
r4
)0.1
Re0.5 , for Re < 1× 105
kf =
0.102·
(
b
r4
)0.1
Re0.2 , for Re > 1× 105
(2.18)
Then the enthalpy for windage loss is presented in Ghosh et al. [93]:
∆windage = kf
ρ¯ · U34 · r24
2 · m˙ ·W 26
, (2.19)
where ρ¯ is the average fluid density.
However, those model are developed well suit for large turbines with lower fluid density. For
estimating the performance of the small scale turbine working with higher density fluids, the models
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need to be modified.
2.7 CFD Simulation for sCO2 radial inflow turbines
The preliminary design methods assume the flow to be one-dimensional (1D) , thus 3D effects are
neglected [104]. However, the flow fields inside the blade channel are actually 3D. Thus a more
comprehensive approach such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can be utilised to investigate
CO2 radial inflow turbines.
2.7.1 RANS simulation
All flows encountered in engineering practice, from simple ones to high complex 3D ones, become
unstable above a certain Reynolds number (Re), which is defined as:
Re =
UL
ν
, (2.20)
where U and L are characteristic velocity and length scales of the mean flow and ν is the kinematic
viscosity. At low Re numbers flows are laminar while at higher Re numbers flows are observed to be-
come turbulent [105]. In the final state the flow behaviours is random and chaotic, which precludes an
economical description of the motion of all the fluid particles. Many flows of engineering significance
are turbulent, including the flows inside the blade channel, thus viable tools capable of representing
the effects of turbulence are required. CFD is a branch of fluid mechanics that uses numerical way
to solve and analyse problems that involve fluid flows. In this context, the CFD is used to solve the
fluid problems governed by Navier-Stokes equations. The compressible (most general) Navier-stokes
momentum equation can be written as:
ρ
Du
Dt
= −∇p¯+ µ∇2u+ 1
3
µ∇(∇ · u) + ρg . (2.21)
Instead of directly evaluating the velocity field in the turbulent flow, the velocity is decomposed into
a steady mean value U and a randomly fluctuating component u′(t)
u(t) = U + u′(t) . (2.22)
This is called the Reynolds decomposition. Even in flows where the mean velocities and pressures
vary in only one or two spatial dimensions, turbulent fluctuations always have a 3D spatial charac-
ter. As the development of the turbulent flow, visualisations of turbulent flows reveal rotational flow
structures, so-called turbulent eddies, with a wide range of length scales. All the fluctuating prop-
erties of a turbulent flow contain energy across a wide range of frequencies or wave-numbers (equal
to 2pif/U , where f is the frequency). Figure 2.18 demonstrated the energy spectrum of turbulence
downstream of a grid [105]. However, to correctly capture all the turbulence flow characters is very
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Figure 2.18: Energy spectrum of turbulence behind a grid, taken from Ref. [105].
time consuming and costly, thus different methods are developed to approximate these turbulence
problems, such as the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS), Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). The RANS, LES and DNS can capture different wave length
scales, thus the computational cost and the accuracy in capturing turbulence effects are both increas-
ing with this order. The RANS method is most commonly used to simulate fluid problems, including
turbomachineries.
The Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations (or RANS equations) are time-averaged equa-
tions of motion for fluid flow, and based on the idea of Reynolds decomposition. The RANS equations
are primarily used to describe turbulent flows. For a stationary, incompressible Newtonian fluid, the
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RANS equation is written as:
ρu¯j
∂u¯i
∂xj
= ρf¯i +
∂
∂xj
[
−p¯δij + µ
(
∂u¯i
∂xj
+
∂u¯j
∂xi
)
− ρu′iu′j
]
. (2.23)
This non-linear Reynolds stress term requires additional terms to close the RANS equation. Hence
this purpose leads to the creation of turbulence models.
The following are compressible RANS equation, as:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρuˆj) = 0 , (2.24)
∂(ρuˆi)
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(uˆjρuˆi) = − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂σij
∂xj
+
∂τij
∂xj
, (2.25)
∂(ρEˆ)
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(uˆjρHˆ) =
∂
∂xj
(σijuˆi + σiju′′i )−
∂
∂xj
(qj + cpρu
′′
jT
′′ − uˆiτij + 1
2
ρu′′i u
′′
i u
′′
j ) , (2.26)
where
Hˆ = Eˆ + p/ρ , (2.27)
qj = −kT∂T/∂xj ,≈ −
cpµˆ
P r
∂Tˆ
∂xj
, (2.28)
and the viscous stress tensor is:
σij ≈ 2µˆ
(
Sˆij − 1
3
∂uˆk
∂xk
δij
)
. (2.29)
The Reynolds stress term is defined as:
τij ≡ ρu′′i u′′j . (2.30)
The hat here represents the Favre (density-weighted) average, as:
fˆ =
ρf
ρ
. (2.31)
In order to be able to compute turbulent flows with the RANS equations, it is necessary to develop
turbulence models to predict the Reynolds stresses and the scalar transport terms and close the system
of mean flow equations. Different turbulence models have been developed, including k −  model,
k − ω model, k − ωSST, Sparlart-Allmaras (SA) model etc. The standard k −  model uses the
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following transport equations for k and  [106].
∂ρk
∂t
+ div(ρkU) = div
[
µt
σk
gradk
]
+ 2µtSij · Sij − ρ , (2.32)
∂ρ
∂t
+ div(ρU) = div
[
µt
σ
grad
]
+ C1

k
2µtSij · Sij − C2ρ
2
k
. (2.33)
However, even though the k−  model performs better in prediction of the free stream turbulence,
the  equation has severe limitations in the near wall region. It is well known [107] that models based
on the  equation has proven to be numerically stiff, leading to a significant reduction in numerical
robustness. In addition these models required a very fine near wall resolution, which is normally one
order of magnitude higher than for other one or two equation models.
The Wilcox k − ω model uses the following transport equations for k and ω [108]:
∂(ρk)
∂t
+ div(ρkU) = div
[(
µ+
µt
σk
)
grad(k)
]
+ Pk − β∗ρkω . (2.34)
Where
Pk =
(
2µtSij · Sij − 2
3
ρk
∂Ui
∂xj
δij
)
, (2.35)
is the rate of production of turbulent kinetic energy and
∂ρω
∂t
+ div(ρωU) = div
[(
µ+
µt
σω
)
grad(ω)
]
+ γ1
(
2ρSij · Sij − 2
3
ρω
∂Ui
∂xj
δij
)
. (2.36)
The ω equation has significant advantages near the surface and accurately predicts the turbulent
length scaler in adverse perssure gradient flows, leading to improved wall shear stress and heat transfer
predictions.
However, one main deficiency of the standard k − ω model is that the strong sensitivity of the
solution to free stream values for ω outside the boundary layer [107]. Thus Menter et al. [107]
proposed a combined model between k −  and the standard k − ω model, the SST (shear stress
transport) model, which is
∂ρω
∂t
+ div(ρωU) = div
[(
µ+
µt
σω,1
)
grad(ω)
]
+
γ2
(
2ρSij · Sij − 2
3
ρω
)
∂Ui
∂xj
δij − β2ρω2 + 2 ρ
σω,2ω
∂k
∂xk
∂ω
∂xk
.
(2.37)
Another turbulent model is the Sparlart-Allmaras (SA) [109] model, which involves one transport
equation for kinematic eddy viscosity parameter ν˜ and a specification of a length scale by means of
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an algebraic formula. Then the eddy viscosity is related to ν˜ by:
νt = ν˜fv1 . (2.38)
Then the one-equation SA model is given by:
∂ν˜
∂t
+ uj
∂ν˜
∂xj
= Cb1[1− ft2]S˜ν˜ + 1
σ
{∇ · [(ν + ν˜)∇ν˜] + Cb2|∇ν˜|2}
−
[
Cw1fw − Cb1
κ2
ft2
](
ν˜
d
)2
+ ft1∆U
2 ,
(2.39)
where,
νt = ν˜fv1, fv1 =
χ3
χ3 + C3v1
, χ =
ν˜
ν
. (2.40)
Additional definitions are given as following equations, as:
S˜ ≡ S + ν˜
κ2d2
fv2 , (2.41)
fv2 = 1− χ
1 + χfv1
, (2.42)
fw = g
[
1 + C6w3
g6 + C6w3
]1/6
, (2.43)
g = r + Cw2(r
6 − r), r ≡ ν˜
S˜κ2d2
, (2.44)
ft1 = Ct1gt exp
(
−Ct2 ω
2
t
∆U2
[d2 + g2t d
2
t ]
)
, (2.45)
ft2 = Ct3 exp
(−Ct4χ2) , (2.46)
S =
√
2ΩijΩij , (2.47)
(2.48)
where the σv, κ, Cb1, Cb2, Cw1, Cw2, Cw3, Cv1, Ct1, Ct2, Ct3 and Ct4 are constants, Ωij is local rotation
tensor. This model shows a good performance in boundary layer with adverse pressure gradient. Its
suitability to aerofoil increasing following among the turbomachinery community. However, it is not
good to use SA model in complex geometries, where the length scale is hard to defined.
With RANS simulations, efficient accuracy will be gained with a limited number of grids, which
will lead to a considerable reduction of computational cost.
There are two kinds of simulations that usually performed, the steady-state simulation and tran-
sient simulation. Steady-state simulation ignores many cross terms and higher order terms related to
the time. These terms tend to be zero in steady-state, hence the final results from the steady-state
simulation will not be affected by these terms. The final results are independent to time. Differently,
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the transient simulation includes all these terms, thus the transient simulation can capture the effect
related to the time change. Hence, the steady-state simulations or transient simulations should be
chosen based on the problems.
2.7.2 Simulations techniques for turbomachinery
In addition to the traditional topics such as turbulent model or numerical schemes, issues involved in
the turbomachinery are handling both rotating and stationary components. Historically, researchers
have either analysed the component separately [110, 111] or patched the components together, achiev-
ing a one way coupling [112]. There are different technologies for carrying out high fidelity CFD
simulation for the radial inflow turbines. A radial inflow turbine stage has both rotating and stationary
components, which are connected together by numerical interface when dealing with CFD.
The multi reference frame (MRF) technique is one such interface model [113]. The rotating
component, such as the rotor of the radial inflow turbine, is modelled in a rotating frame of reference,
while the stationary components are assigned to a stationary frame of reference. The governing
equations for the MRF approach in the moving frame are followed. Conservation of mass:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · ρ~vr = 0 , (2.49)
conservation of momentum:
∂
∂t
(ρ~vr) +∇ · (ρ~vr ~vr) + ρ (2~ω × ~vr + ~ω × ~ω × ~r + ~α× ~r + ~a) = −∇p+∇ · τ¯r + ~F , (2.50)
and conservation of energy:
∂
∂t
(ρEr) +∇ · (ρ~vrHr) = ∇ · (k∇T + τr · ~vr) + Sh , (2.51)
where ~α = d~ω
dt
,~a = d~vt
dt
, τr is the viscous stress,Er is the relative internal energy,Hr is the total relative
enthalpy and Sh is the source term. The momentum equation contains four additional acceleration
terms. The beginning two terms are the Coriolis acceleration (2~ω× ~vr) and the centripetal acceleration
(~ω × ~ω × ~r). The third and fourth terms are due to the unsteady change of the rotational speed and
linear velocity. When the turbine running with constant rotational speed, these terms are eliminated.
By solving these modified equations, the CFD solver can properly handling the MRF problems.
An interface is applied between two different frames. In order to carry out a steady-state sim-
ulation, there are two types of interface to exchange the information between the different frames:
Circumferential Averaging (or Mixing plane) and Frozen Rotor.
For Circumferential Averaging (or Mixing plane), the upstream flow properties are averaged cir-
cumferentially at the interface before transferring to the downstream face. This method assumes
the flow going to the downstream is steady and can be approximated as axisymmetric. Since it cir-
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cumferentially averages the values at the interface before imposing them on the neighbouring face,
any upstream flow non-uniformity or distortion in the circumferential direction are not preserved in
the downstream region. However, the mixing progress will generate mixing loss, leads an increase
of entropy at the interface [114]. What’s more, if the supersonic state is reached in upstream, the
downstream calculation is dubious [114].
For the Frozen Rotor method, the variation of the flow field in the circumferential direction will be
preserved at the interface. However, the relative position between the rotational part and the stationary
part on either side of the interface is fixed in time and space. Hence, this interface transfers the non-
axisymmetric flow distribution developed only at the given relative position. The circumferential flow
distributions according to the changing of relative position at different time are not considered.
Neither of the two interfaces implemented in the steady-state CFD solver is capable of correctly
capturing the unsteady effects that result from the interaction between the rotating rotor and stationary
stator [113]. In that condition, the other type of interface, the sliding mesh interface, is created to
simulate the fluid motion caused by the relative movement in a rotating turbomachinery.
Liu and Hill [113] compared the three different interface type for rotating turbomachinery ap-
plications and found that in some special cases, the Frozen Rotor interface tends to over-predict the
non-uniformity of the flow field in the downstream region. The Circumferential Averaging interface
provides a similar result to the transient sliding mesh interface. For steady-state CFD simulation, the
Circumferential Averaging method should be more often used than Frozen Rotor. Even though the
transient sliding mesh method is computationally intensive, it is the necessary approach to predict
the inherently unsteady flow field of a radial inflow turbine. However, it is not always necessary to
perform the transient simulations. Even though the real flow is unsteady due to the relative motion
between rotor and stator, the steady-state assumptions are usually applied for CFD simulations aimed
during the design and assessment of turbomachinery, as they have limited influence on the main flow
features [115]. If the study focuses on the main flow features, the steady-state simulations are suitable
and time-saving.
Many studies performed CFD simulations for sCO2 radial inflow turbines. Zhou et al. [104]
carried out a CFD simulation for a 1.5 MW sCO2 radial inflow turbine using ANSYS-CFX. The
turbine inlet conditions are set to 13 MPa and 773 K, while the outlet boundary condition is 8 MPa.
The rotational speed is 45 000 RPM. Results show that both design and off-design operation has
a good agreement with the 1D predictions. The results are presented in Fig. 2.19. Lv et al. [116]
compared the simulation results from CFD and the experimental data points from SNL. The results
show a good agreement. However, as there are only three experimental data points from the SNL
sCO2 test rig, as shown in Tab. ??, the experimental data cannot be used for further 1D loss model
enhancement. Zhang et al. [117] carried out a CFD simulation with the commercial software NUMECA
for a 1.5 MW sCO2 radial inflow turbine. It illustrates that 80.02 % of efficiency can be reached. The
results also show that the blade load increases from the hub to the shroud. At the leading edge, the
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Figure 2.19: CFD simulation results from Ref. [104], (a) Variation in the isentropic efficiency with total-to-
static pressure ratio at different rotational speeds and (b) Streamline at 90 % spans.
pressure difference between the pressure surface and suction surface also increases. Zhang et al. [118]
use ANSYS-CFX to carry out simulation for a sCO2 radial inflow turbine with a rotational speed of
14 000 RPM. The Mixing Plane (Circumferential Averaging) method is applied at the interface to
perform a steady-state simulation. Real gas properties are obtained from the NIST REFPROP [96].
The results showed that 89.2 % of a total to static efficiency is obtainable. However, the influence of
the surface roughness, heat transfer loss and total pressure loss in other components are not considered
in the CFD simulation. Holaind et al. [119] performs steady-state RANS simulations with the mixing-
plane method. To increase the accuracy of gas properties, the non ideal gas properties are taken into
account here with Peng-Robinson equation of states. The results predict a 70 % efficient turbine is
obtained from the CFD simulation.
2.7.3 Solution for non ideal compressible fluid dynamics
NICFD stands for Non Ideal Compressible Fluid Dynamics. NICFD is a new branch of fluid me-
chanics [120] with the flows of dense vapours, supercritical fluids, and two-phase fluids, in cases in
which the ideal gas law does not apply [121]. In these flows, the variation of the speed of sound with
density is different if compared to the flow of an ideal gas [122]. Thus, the flow field is bound to be
quantitatively [123] or even qualitatively different [124]. When discussing non-classical behaviour,
the fundamental derivative, Γ, is used to determine whether the fluid properties enter the non classical
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Compression Fan
Expansion Shock
M>1
Compression Fan
(a) Shock formation over a conventional (b) CFD simulation of the expansion shock [23]
air-foil with Γ < 0 [122]
Figure 2.20: Non ideal gas phenomenon, the expansion shock (a) and the compression fan (b).
gas region [125]. The fundamental derivative Γ is given by:
Γ =
a4
2 v3
(
∂2v
∂p2
)
= 1 +
ρ
a
(
∂a
∂ρ
)
s
, (2.52)
where v denotes the specific volume, and acoustic speed is given by:
a =
(
∂p
∂ρ
) 1
2
s
. (2.53)
When the fluid states go to non classical region, some non ideal gas phenomenon happens, such
as expansion shock or compression fan. Non ideal gas phenomenon are schematically shown in
Fig. 2.20. Vitalea et al. simulate the expansion shock with SU2, as shown in Fig. 2.20 (b).
The non ideal gas phenomenon introduce new problems to CFD simulations. Usually, real gas
equation of states (EoS) are needed to accurately obtain fluid physical relations, like Peng-Robinson
EoS (detailed equation are provided in Chapter A), Van der Vaals EoS. Several of these complex
EoS need to be solved iteratively. This leads to a significant reduction of the computational effi-
ciency. What’s more, when the fluid states get close to the critical point, the complex model need
more iterations to solve, this can lead to a significant increase in computational cost and a converged
solution is not always guaranteed. An alternative to solving the equation of state is to use a look-up
table [126, 127, 128, 129].
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2.8 Blade geometry optimisation
Advances in optimisation techniques can be used to enhance the performance of turbines in various
applications. Numerical optimisation methods have successfully been used for a variety of aero-
dynamic design problems over the years [130]. However the application of these methods to the
aerodynamic blade shape optimisation of sCO2 radial inflow turbine blade geometry has received less
attention in the literature.
sCO2 has a large density and low viscosity. The optimal designs for sCO2 radial inflow turbine
typically has small blade dimension and high rotational speeds. In these turbines, due to the low
sonic speed of CO2, the flow can easily reach supersonic conditions, and shock waves may occur
in the blade channels. These phenomena drastically decrease the turbine efficiency [26]. Usually,
the geometries of sCO2 radial turbines are designed with preliminary 1D mean-line code, coupled
with well developed loss models. However, the 1D preliminary design and loss models are based on
mean flow properties and only qualitatively capture blade and passage geometries. This makes them
unsuitable to adjust and improve blade geometry. To consider the non ideal gas effect and to enhance
efficiency, a non-standard design procedure is required. This leads to the blade geometry optimisation
procedure [26]. The optimisation of the blade geometry is an essential part in small sCO2 radial inflow
turbine design.
Several studies on turbomachinery optimisation have been completed. Jubori et al. [131] per-
formed a 3D multi-objective genetic algorithm optimisation for small-scale axial turbine blade geom-
etry. Results shown that using working fluid R123 for a turbine with mean diameter of 70 mm, the
maximum isentropic efficiency of the optimised turbine is about 88 % and power output of 6.3 kW
leading to cycle thermal efficiency of 10.5 %. Compared to the original design this is an enhancement
of 14.08 %. These results confirmed the utilisation of the 3D optimisation technique to improve the
organic Rankine cycle efficiencies.
Mueller et al. [132] presented an optimisation for a turbocharger which was used for automo-
tive applications. The aim for this optimisation was to improve the total-to-static efficiency and the
momentum of inertia of the the impeller. This process was performed with a two-level optimisa-
tion algorithm developed at the von-Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics (VKI). The system makes
use of a differential evolution algorithm, an artificial neural network, and a database to store the
previous data. Figure 2.21 illustrate the VKI optimisation algorithm used by the researches. The arti-
ficial neural network (ANN) performance predictions are periodically validated by means of accurate
steady-state 3D Navier-Stokes and centrifugal stress computations. The results show that it is possible
to improve the efficiency and the moment of inertia with only in a few numbers of iterations while
limiting the stresses to a maximum value. The advantage of this approach is that the number of costly
CFD evaluations is reduced as they are partially replaced by the ANN. Based on the large number of
evaluated designs during the optimisation process, this work provides design recommendations of a
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Figure 2.21: The VKI optimisation algorithm, taken from Ref. [132].
turbocharger that delivers a good preliminary design. David et al. [26] develops a method to optimise
the ORC radial inflow turbine nozzle. The simulation process is done with zFlow. The working fluid
is toluene, whose properties are evaluated by an accurate equation of state, available in FluidProp.
The computational grids created during the optimisation process are created through an automated 2D
unstructured mesh algorithm based on the advancing-Delaunnay strategy. Results show that both the
target velocity magnitude and target direction of the ORC stator nozzle are optimised. Figure 2.22,
taken from Ref. [26], which highlights the comparison between the baseline nozzle and the optimised
nozzle. Andrew and Jonathan [133] compared the optimised geometry for ORC turbine blade work-
ing with different refrigerants. The results show that about 5 kW or 4 % more net output power is
delivered as well as improved off-design performance.
Based on the previous study reviewed in this section, it is certain that efficiency can be enhanced
by several percentage points through optimisation. Thereby the optimisation is an essential part in
turbine design.
2.9 Gap in literature
In this chapter, we discussed the CSP applications, the sCO2 power cycles and the sCO2 radial inflow
turbines, and reviewed the research in regards to developments for sCO2 radial inflow turbines. Based
on this review several questions remain, that need to be addressed before the design of small and
efficient sCO2 turbines become a routine activity. These are:
• Are small sCO2 radial inflow turbines feasible?
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Figure 2.22: Comparison of the Mach number (top) and total pressure (bottom) fields between the baseline
(left) and the optimised geometry with half the number of blades (right), taken from Ref. [26].
• What are their main loss contributions?
• Can we reduce the computational cost for carrying out real gas properties based simulations?
• What are optimised turbine geometries looks like?
To close these gaps in literature, this project investigates the feasibility of the small sCO2 radial
inflow turbine and develops well simulation tools.
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Chapter 3
Preliminary design of supercritical CO2
radial inflow turbines
Overview
This chapter explores the feasibility of sCO2 radial inflow turbines for operation with an output power
between 100 kW to 200 kW. This chapter is based on the publication: “Supercritical CO2 radial
turbine design performance as a function of turbine size parameters”. The paper has been peer-
reviewed and published in the “Journal of Turbomachinery” (Qi, J., Reddell, T., Qin, K., Hooman, K.,
& Jahn, I. H. (2017). Supercritical CO2 radial turbine design performance as a function of turbine
size parameters. Journal of Turbomachinery, 139(8), 081008).
This study uses TOPGEN [15] a quasi 1D mean-line design code to perform a design space explo-
ration for small sCO2 radial inflow turbines (100 kW to 200 kW power range). Compared to other
mean-line tools TOPGEN includes the effects of blade thickness, which has a significant impact on
flow areas at this scale. Furthermore TOPGEN produces comprehensive maps of the Flow and Head
Coefficient state space to show a range of feasible designs. Using these maps the effect of flow param-
eters, rotor geometry and operational parameters on turbine design and performance are highlighted.
Equally, they allow the selection of optimal geometries under consideration of the feasibility limits,
performance, and other constraints. By selecting designs away from the feasibility limits it is ensured
that the final design can be further optimised, for example during the detailed design phase, without
encountering limitations.
Three operating points 100 kW, 160 kRPM; 200 kW, 113 kRPM and 100 kW, 120 kRPM are
analysed to explore scaling effects and how these affect the range of feasible designs. The comparison
showed that for this power and speed range geometry parameters at the rotor inlet (stator exit angle,
blade height, and relative flow angle) and the natural frequency of the rotor blade trailing edge are
the major limiters. Using these conditions it is confirmed that constant specific speed scaling results
in geometrically similar turbines with near identical losses.
Overall three feasible turbine designs for the three operating points were identified, having total
to static efficiencies between 78 and 82 %. Using the most suitable loss models an analysis of the loss
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break-down shows that key loss contributors in order of magnitude are Passage Loss, Tip Clearance
Loss, Exit Energy Loss, Incident Loss, Windage Loss, and Trailing Edge Loss. The turbine with
the highest efficiency achieved this predominantly due to lower relative velocities within the rotor,
suggesting this as a preferred design direction to maximise performance.
Through this work new insight towards the design of small scale radial inflow turbines operating
with supercritical CO2 is generated. The exploration of the design space for low specific speed radial
inflow turbines demonstrates that it is feasible to create geometries with acceptable performance.
This is achieved through the enhancement of an existing mean-line design tool and modification of
loss models to suit this ranges.
3.1 Abstract
Supercritical CO2 (sCO2) cycles are considered a promising technology for next generation concen-
trated solar thermal, waste heat recovery and nuclear applications. Particularly at small scale, where
radial inflow turbines can be employed, using sCO2 results in both system advantages and simplifica-
tions of the turbine design, leading to improved performance and cost reductions. This paper aims to
provide new insight towards the design of radial turbines for operation with sCO2 in the 100 kW to
200 kW range.
The quasi one dimensional mean line design code TOPGEN is enhanced to explore and map the
radial turbine design space. This mapping process over a state space defined by Head and Flow
coefficients allows the selection of an optimum turbine design, while balancing performance and
geometrical constraints. By considering three operating points with varying power levels and rotor
speeds the effect of these on feasible design space and performance is explored. This provides new
insight towards the key geometric features and operational constraints that limit the design space as
well as scaling effects.
Finally review of the loss break-down of the designs elucidates the importance of the respective
loss mechanisms. Similarly it allows the identification of a design directions that lead to improved
performance. Overall this work has shown that turbine design with efficiencies in the range 78 %
to 82 % are possible in this power range and provides insight into the design space that allows the
selection of optimum designs.
3.2 Introduction
Problems associated with the fast development of human society, such as climate change, environ-
mental pollution and global warming, have created an international drive towards renewable energy.
Among the renewable energy sources, solar energy is most abundant and it has already been used
by human society in various forms since the ancient times. The solar power that reaches earth is
approximately 1.8× 1011 W [27]. This is many times larger than the total energy consumption of the
earth [27]. However, today solar energy provides less than 0.53 % of the total global energy [28]. This
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creates an opportunity to grow solar energy as a source of renewable energy. Currently significant fo-
cus is on the development of concentrated solar thermal (CST) energy systems using sCO2 Brayton
cycles. Using CST permits cost effective thermal storage [80] and the sCO2 cycle promises improved
efficiencies [7] allowing the solar power to be utilised for base-load electricity supply.
The sCO2 Brayton cycle was first studied in the 1960s, by Feher [3] and Angelino [4, 5, 49].
sCO2 is regarded as an excellent working fluid due to a number of advantages. CO2 can easily reach
its critical point (7.38 MPa, 304.25 K) compared to H2O (22.064 MPa, 647.1 K) or other fluids [7].
The cold side of the sCO2 Brayton cycle (typically between 20 and 40 ◦C), which needs to match
ambient temperatures in order to facilitate effective cooling falls close to the critical point. Here the
rapid changes in density reduce the compressor work and lead to higher heat transfer coefficients in the
recuperator and pre-cooler. Even with simple cycle arrangement the sCO2 cycle can achieve better
efficiencies than alternative cycles [117]. And finally, due to the high densities in the supercritical
range, much more power dense systems can be designed. This leads to significant cost savings.
Dostal [7] proposed and analysed a number of prototype sCO2 cycles and illustrated their perfor-
mance capabilities. He found that for cycle inlet temperatures above 550 ◦C, the sCO2 Brayton cycle
becomes more efficient than the steam Rankine cycle. This makes the sCO2 cycle an ideal candi-
date for applications with high temperature energy sources. Turchi [8] explored sCO2 Brayton cycle
configurations with attributes that are desirable for CST power applications, such as the ability to
accommodate dry cooling. He demonstrated that comparatively simple cycle architectures operating
with source temperatures of 560 ◦C can achieve efficiencies greater than 50 %.
To complement these theoretical studies, and to develop the enabling technologies for sCO2 power
cycles, Sandia National Laboratory [52] developed a sCO2 radial compressor and turbine test rig and
performed test to investigate the key technology issues in regards to the sCO2 power cycle. And today
South West Research Institute in collaboration with General Electric are building a test facility to test
a 10 MW axial turbine, scaled down to 1 MW [134].
Much of this axial turbine development is aimed towards future large scale energy productions
(> 50 MW), where sCO2 can replace steam in the mid to long term. However sCO2 also has a
potential for smaller scales. For power cycles in the range 0.1 MW to 25 MW, using sCO2 allows a
paradigm shift to using efficient radial inflow turbines. This is the case due to the combined effects
of the highly dense working fluid and comparably low flow rates, resulting in highly power-dense
machines. Using a radial turbine architecture has a number of advantages, such as fewer seals, rotors
that are more vibration resistant and better suited for the high blade loadings and simpler overall
system architectures to name a few [15]. These small turbines and sCO2 loops when combined with
thermal storage and small modular heliostat fields [135] are an enabler for solar base-load energy
systems in rural settings.
The design of radial turbines operating with steam or air has been well studied and detailed design
procedures are available in the literature [17, 18, 19, 20]. However, this design knowledge generally
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focuses on machines for low density fluids and much larger in diameter compared to what is required
for operation with sCO2. As preliminary design can be up to 50 % of the total engineering time during
radial turbine design [136] there is a need for effective tools and enhanced design space understanding.
The aim of this work is to present an enhanced mean-line design tool for small scale radial inflow
sCO2 turbines and to present relevant design data in the 100 kW to 200 kW range which is expected
to be the focus of pilot studies in the near future.
The paper is structured as an overview of the mean-line method and enhanced post-processing
tool, a design comparison to highlight effects of scale and speed, and finally a discussion to elucidate
the key aspects of small radial sCO2 turbine design.
3.3 Methodology
Mean-line analysis is a well established method for turbine design. The following section describe
the mean-line tools and the selection of the design point for the 100 kW and 200 kW turbine designs
that will be compared.
3.3.1 Introduction to TOPGEN
TOPGEN [15] is a University of Queensland in-house quasi one dimensional design code for ra-
dial inflow turbines developed by Queensland Geothermal Energy Centre of Excellence. It uses the
methodology presented by Moustapha et al [17] for the rotor blade design calculations and performs
separate calculations to establish a suitable stator design. In addition, the inclusion of a detailed ge-
ometry modules provide the necessary information to construct turbine stage profiles that allows the
estimation of losses (using well-established loss models [137]) and allows the geometry to be as-
sessed in regards to manufacturing and design constraints. For real gas cases TOPGEN is coupled to
the REFPROP database by NIST [96]. For sCO2 this provides access to the Span and Wagner equa-
tions of state [138]. TOPGEN is validated at study [137]. An additional test case for designing sCO2
radial inflow turbine is provided at Appendix E, which confirms the ability of TOPGEN to obtain the
correct geometry of sCO2 radial inflow turbines.
Contrary to other design tools, TOPGEN performs a full design space exploration over a state
space defined by a range of flow coefficient, ϕ and a range of head coefficient ψ:
ϕ =
Cm6
U4
=
Cm4
ξU4
, (3.1)
ψ =
∆h0
U24
=
Cθ4
U4
− r6t
r4
Cθ6
U4
. (3.2)
For each combination of coefficients TOPGEN calculates the stator and rotor geometry and velocity
triangles with the methods provided by Moustapha et al [17]. This is an iterative process as illustrated
in Fig. 3.1, which uses well established loss models to reach a point where overall efficiency and losses
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generated by the geometry match. The output from TOPGEN is a chart of ϕ versus ψ, showing all the
designs. This chart can be interrogated with respect to performance, geometry or other characteristics.
Based on empirical evidence, for example data by Moustapha et al [17], suggests that the optimum
region for radial turbine design, yielding maximum efficiency (ηts) is defined as ϕ = 0.1− 0.4, and at
ψ = 0.7− 1.1. A further input variable for TOPGEN is rotor speed, which indirectly influenced both
ϕ and ψ (U4 = ω r). In the current case rotor speed is pre-defined to fixed levels of interest. One thing
should be mentioned is that, the calculation for a single standalone run is fairly quick, about 1 s (test
on a Core i7-4950 CPU, with a 3.0 GHz frequency). Hence a single exploration for a typical design
space, with given ψ and ϕ ranges at constant rotational speed, may take about 20 min.
In addition to analysing the rotor, TOPGEN also incorporates a stator model to calculate the ge-
ometry of the nozzle guide vanes. Currently this model assumes loss free stator operation. This is a
plausible assumption for sCO2 turbines due to the fact that the typical design pressure ratio (approx.
2.2) is only marginally above the critical pressure ratio for carbon dioxide. Similarly for small ge-
ometries with high exit flow velocities effects such as deviation have been identified to be small [139].
Finally, in contrast to the original version of TOPGEN [15] and many alternative mean-line codes,
the ability to model rotor blade thickness as part of the design process has been added. Particularly
with small turbines blockage due to blades can have a notable effect on rotor inlet flow area (up to
10 %).
3.3.2 Feasibility Check Criteria
Only a sub-set of the designs generated in the ϕ and ψ state space are feasible. The designs are
filtered by a feasibility check considering both manufacturing and structural constraints, and guideline
performance constraints. The former ensure that the turbine can be manufactured and operated within
the constraint of today’s technologies, while the latter ensures that the geometries generate appropriate
flow features and efficiency.
Manufacturing Criteria
The manufacturing criteria include manufacturing limitations, structural constraints and vibration
constraints. These arise both due to tooling limitations and operational effects, for example ther-
mal expansion that affect the actual operating geometry. Manufacturing limitations are provided by
Ventura [137] and are based on radial inflow turbines used in turbochargers. The minimum inlet
radius is set to 10 mm to ensure sufficient machining resolution is available to generate the turbine
geometry. The next constraint is tip clearance to blade height ratio, which is realised as a minimum
blade height. For the size of turbines under consideration, operating clearances are limited to ap-
proximately 0.1 mm due to manufacturing tolerances and uncertainties in thermal expansion during
operation. Consequently, to maintain appropriate tip clearances ratios of less than 10 % the inlet blade
height (b4) is limited to 0.9 mm. A structural constraint is implemented by comparing the rotor elas-
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Figure 3.1: An overview of TOPGEN calculation process [137].
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tic stress (σr) caused by centrifugal loading to the material Yield stress (σY ). Rotor stress (σr) is
calculated by the equation from Marscher [140]:
σr = 0.3 ρm U
2
4 . (3.3)
To allow for uncertainties and variations a conservative limit of 0.9 × σY has been selected. For
the current study INCONEL IN718 is used as the rotor material due to its good performance when
exposed to high thermal and corrosion resistance. IN718 is one of a number of materials implemented
in TOPGEN.
In addition, the rotor blades of radial turbine are exposed to additional dynamic stresses that arise
from the aerodynamic excitation of blade and disc modes. A vibration constraint is implemented to
prevent rotor excitations that can lead to blade damage and fatigue failure. The primary cause of
vibrations is the interaction between nozzle guide vanes and rotor blades, which result in excitation
frequency of:
fr =
N [RPM ] Zs [−]
60
[Hz] . (3.4)
The vibration constraint is set by comparing the excitation frequency (fr) to the natural frequency
of the rotor trailing edge (ωn), which is considered the most flexible part of the turbine and prone to
excitations. The natural frequency is calculated using the model presented by Blevins [141]:
ωn =
6.94
2 pi b26
√
E t2
12 ρm (1− ν2) . (3.5)
Furthermore, in the current designs the actual trailing edge thickness is tapered (tt = t2 ), as shown
in Fig. 3.2, to reduce the trailing edge loss while maintaining trailing edge stiffness.
Typically, a factor 4 is applied to separate the excitation and response frequencies [15]. However,
for the current design study this factor has been reduced to 2 for the preliminary design process. It is
expected that approaches such as filleting the blade root radius, trailing edge cutting, and 3D geometry
optimization, all of which are highly efficient for small rotors, can be employed to re-establish a larger
frequency separation during detailed design.
Guideline Performance Criteria
The guideline performance criteria consist of flow feature constraints, geometric constraints and op-
erational constraints. They are recommended values from literature that have been proven to deliver
high performance turbines. The flow feature constraints are settings to obtain the optimum range for
the rotor inlet absolute angle (α4) and relative flow angle (β4). As reported by Koppela [142] and
presented by Woolley and Hatton [143] for optimum performance the inlet absolute angle (α4) should
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t
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Figure 3.2: The schematic of the rotor blade plate thickness and trailing edge thickness.
lie between 68° to 76°, while the relative angle (β4) should be considered within the range −40° to
−20°. To allow investigation of designs at the edges of the feasible space these ranges have been
increased by ±2°, respectively.
For the geometry constraints, according to the research of Rohlik [99] the rotor inlet radius to
rotor outlet tip radius ratio ( r4
r6t
) should be no less than 1.42 and the outlet hub to tip radius ratio ( r6h
r6t
)
should not be less than 0.4.
Regarding the operational constraints, TOPGEN discards cases with a total to static efficiency (ηts)
below 50 %. The resulting criteria used for the TOPGEN feasibility check are summarised in Tab. 3.1
and the definitions for rotor geometric parameters are shown in Fig. 3.3.
Table 3.1: TOPGEN feasibility check criteria.
Parameter Constraint Parameter Constraint
α4 66° to 78° r4 ≥ 10 mm
β4 −40° to −20° vi ≤ 1.0 %
M4 < 1 σr < 0.9σY
r4/r6t ≥ 1.42 ηts ≥ 50 %
r6h/r6t ≥ 0.4 fr ≥ 2ωn
b4 ≥ 0.9 mm
3.3.3 Selection of Test Cases
Due to current limitations of available test facilities, it is envisaged that the next generation of turbines
will be designed in the 100 kW to 200 kW range, which is the focus of the current study. Design
know-how from these turbines allows read-across to larger mega-watt scale designs.
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Figure 3.3: Radial turbine rotor blade geometric parameters [15].
As the operating conditions for the cycle are fixed by the Concentrated Solar Thermal application
(see Tab. 3.2), the first variable to be selected is rotational speed (N ). Speed is limited by rotor
materials (see feasibility checks) and the bearing design choices. Gas foil bearings permit operation at
speeds up to 350 kRPM [144]. However, for the current study oil lubricated rolling element bearings
are considered only as they are more robust for early development.
The results of a survey of commercially available bearings by Swann [145] highlights the relation-
ship between bearing diameter and maximum bearing speed in Fig. 3.4. Reviewing these data, and
based on recommendations from Swann, two turbine design speeds have been selected for the 100 kW
design study. The preferred speed of 160 kRPM and a more conservative speed of 120 kRPM, allow-
ing for operational margins in relation to shaft diameter and bearing loads. Investigating these allows
the benefits or penalties associated with rotor speed (N ) to be analysed.
Besides rotor speed (N ), turbine output power (Wout) is another important parameter to consider.
Different output powers naturally require smaller or larger turbines and correspondingly different
geometries. Such geometry changes can affect the feasibility of designs as manufacturing, strength
or dynamic vibration issues arise. It has been shown that turbomachine designs can be scaled while
maintaining the same aerodynamic flows and performance by using the specific speed parameter
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Figure 3.4: Bearing selection criteria calculation for radial turbines [145].
(Ns) [10, 17, 146].
Ns =
ω V˙ 1/2
∆h
3/4
0
(3.6)
To investigate this relationship and to explore the impact of scaling on turbine geometry and
performance, a second turbine design with an output power of 200 kW, but with the same specific
speed (Ns), is analysed.
Due to the fixed cycle operating conditions the power extracted per unit volume flowing through
the turbine (∆h0) is constant. Hence as net power is given by
Wout = ηts ρ V˙ ∆h0, (3.7)
it can be shown that to maintain a constant specific speed the following relationship exists between
output power and shaft speed
ω1
ω2
=
√
Wout 2
Wout 1
ηts 1
ηts 2
≈
√
Wout 2
Wout 1
. (3.8)
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Table 3.2: The initial conditions of the calculation.
Parameters Design value Parameters Design value
p04 20 MPa ψ 0.70 to 1.1
T04 560
◦C ϕ 0.10 to 0.40
PR, p04
p6
2.22 Zr 9
Fluid CO2 Zs 11
Operating Point 1 100 kW, 160 kRPM
Operating Point 2 200 kW, 113 kRPM
Operating Point 3 100 kW, 120 kRPM
The approximation is permissible as turbine efficiency is roughly constant for fixed specific speeds [10,
17] ( This is also confirmed by the current study). Hence, to generate a geometrically and aerody-
namically similar turbine to the one used for the 100 kW, 160 kRPM operating point, but providing
an output power of 200 kW, a shaft speed of 113 kRPM must be selected.
3.4 Results and Discussion
For each of the three Operating Points (100 kW, 160 kRPM; 200 kW, 113 kRPM; 100 kW, 120 kRPM)
TOPGEN creates a design map including a total of 1271 potential designs. On these graphs, for ex-
ample Fig. 3.5, the outcome of the feasibility checks are plotted as point markers and the geometric
and non-dimensional properties are plotted as contour lines. For clarity the outline of the feasible
design space has been marked by a bold line. Not only does this facilitate the selection of optimum
designs but it also provides an excellent overview of the feasible design space in relation to design
input parameters (e.g. blade dimensions). This permits the appropriate selection of a turbine design
that meets operating conditions (speed and power) and that is appropriately far from feasibility limits,
allowing further optimization and adaptation.
3.4.1 Operating Point 1: 100 kW, 160 kRPM
The area of feasible designs is located in the central part of the map shown in Fig. 3.5. It can be
seen that the top and the bottom boundaries of the feasible area are cropped by contours of relative
inlet flow angle (β4). The left side of the feasible area is determined by the critical blade trailing
edge frequency (ωn) and the right limit is set by the blade height limit, (b4) set at 0.9 mm. All turbine
designs outside of this polyhedron are discarded as unfeasible turbines.
The observed trends for inlet absolute angle (α4) and relative angle (β4), which have a significant
impact on the feasible design space are actually constant in relation to Flow and Head Coefficient.
This is due to the approach used for the inlet velocity triangle calculation. Inlet relative angle (β4) is
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A
Figure 3.5: Turbine design map for 100 kW, 160 kRPM Operating Point.
calculated by,
β4 = tan
−1 Cθ4 − U4
Cm4
, (3.9)
β4 = tan
−1
(
ξ
(
1− 1
ψ
))
, (3.10)
using
Cθ4 = ψ U4; Cm4 = ξ ϕU4.
Similarly, absolute angle (α4) is define by the following relationship
α4 = tan
−1(
ψ
ξ ϕ
). (3.11)
This implies that the range of feasible designs limits imposed by α4 and β4 are fixed in the Flow
and Head Coefficient state space. To alter these ranges the meridional velocity ratio (ξ) has to be
altered.
The remaining contours give an indication of turbine geometry trends. Inlet blade height (b4) is
inversely linked to stator exit angle (α4), showing low angles are desirable to maintain tall blades.
A further parameter to consider is exit blade height, (b6), which has a significant influence on the
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Figure 3.6: Turbine efficiency contour for 100 kW, 160 kRPM Operating Point.
rotor blade stiffness which influences blade trailing edge natural frequency (ωn). The effect of Flow
Coefficient on geometry can be explored also. Reducing Flow Coefficient has a strong effect on blade
height, leading to increases for both b4 and b6. The resulting changes in flow area, particular at the
exit are manifested in an increased rotor exit blade angle (β6 rms). According to Kopplea [142], the
optimum value of β6 rms should be in the range−50° to−70°, though the value of β6rms should not be
a feasibility check criterion. Currently, all feasible designs fall within this range. Similarly, increasing
Head Coefficient has a strong effect on rotor inlet radius (r4) and rotor hub radius at the outlet (r6h).
The absolute values of these dimensions, approximately 20 mm and 6 mm, reiterate the compact and
highly power dense nature of these sCO2 turbines.
Particular attention should be given to the contours for blade trailing edge frequency (ωn), which
sets the left limit of the feasible quadrangle. To ensure sufficient separation between the excitation
frequency, a natural frequency limit of ωn = 58 666 Hz (2 × fr for 160 kRPM) is selected. Should
rotor excitation be identified as an issue, the position of this line can be changed by adjusting material
properties or blade thickness as defined in Eqn. (3.4).
The final contours to consider are specific speed (Ns) and efficiency (ηts), shown in Fig. 3.6 for
clarity. The feasible area lies between Ns = 0.28 and 0.32. This is lower than the typically recom-
mended specific speed range. However, as shown by Rohlik et al. [99] high performance turbines
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Figure 3.7: Turbine design map at 200 kW and 113 kRPM.
are still feasible in this range by utilising high stator exit angles which is in agreement with the ob-
served trends from Fig. 3.5. The corresponding contours of total-to-static efficiency show that the
feasible design cases have efficiencies between 0.74 and 0.82. In theory, more efficient designs could
be attained by moving towards the top left of the Flow and Head coefficient state space. However, as
shown in Fig. 3.5, designs here are not feasible as the geometries require too high inlet stator angles,
α4, and due to the rotor dynamic constraint.
Using Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 it is possible to select an optimum rotor design, while balancing
performance, geometric parameters and separation from feasibility limits. In the current study, for
comparison with the other design points the geometry at the centre of the feasible design space has
been selected. This is marked by A in Fig. 3.5 and corresponds to the combination of ϕ = 0.28 and
ψ = 0.82. If the focus was the selection of a high performance design (high ηts) a design closer to the
top left of the feasible area should be selected.
3.4.2 Operating Point 2: 200 kW, 113 kRPM
Figure 3.7 shows the design map for the 200 kW, 133 kRPM design point. This operating point
is scaled from Operating Point 1, while maintaining a constant specific speed (Ns). As discussed
previously, the design constraints relating to the inlet velocity triangle, β4 and α4 are in the same
position. Similarly, the specific speed lines are at the same locations. By scaling the speeds between
Operating Point 1 and 2 in accordance with Eqn. (3.8) it is expected that the resulting geometries are
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Figure 3.8: 200kW 113 kRPM turbine efficiency contour.
identical, but geometrically scaled. Comparing actual dimensions, rotor inlet radius (r4) and rotor hub
radius (r6h) shows that the factor of 2 increase in power has resulted in a factor
√
2 ≈ 1.41 increase
in turbine dimensions.
Reviewing the feasible design region some changes relative to Operating Point 1 can be observed.
The top and bottom boundaries are defined by β4 = −18° and β4 = −42° again. And the left limit
is also defined by trailing edge natural frequency (ωn). However, the right limit is now defined by the
lower limit for stator inlet angle α4 = 66°. Consequently the feasible design space has shifted to the
right.
This arises as the blades are now larger, thereby moving the limitations for b4 > 0.9 mm away
from the area of interest. The more stringent constraint for trailing edge natural frequency arises due
to two effects. First, the new excitation frequency for the 200 kW turbine is reduced to fr = 20 741 Hz
as the rotational speed is lower. Second, the increased blade height at the outlet (b6) leads to reduction
in trailing edge stiffness and a lower natural frequency. Due to the 1
b26
relationship in Eqn. (3.5) this
causes part of the design space previously feasible to be eliminated. This is a clear example of how
scaling a turbine affects the feasible design space. These effects are created by different non-linear
scaling relationships for turbine geometry and feasibility criteria.
Figure 3.8 shows the feasible design in relation to specific speed and efficiency. For this higher
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power setting the feasible designs have been pushed towards the lower right and thus a higher specific
speed (NS). The resulting efficiencies (ηts) now lie in the range 0.70 to 0.80. Compared to Fig. 3.6,
it is evident that efficiency contours are in the same positions and that the reduction in efficiency is
caused by loss of feasible design space.
For further comparison two designs are selected. Design B1, a non-feasible design, is selected to
coincide with design A (ϕ = 0.28 and ψ = 0.82). This allows a direct comparison of two geometri-
cally similar designs. In addition, design B2 is selected at the centre of the feasible design space with
a combination of ϕ = 0.32 and ψ = 0.81. This allows an investigation of how the shift in design
space affects performance.
3.4.3 Operating Point 3: 100 kW, 120 kRPM
C
Figure 3.9: Turbine design map at 100kW and 120 kRPM.
Figure 3.9 shows the available design space for the 100 kW turbine restricted to a lower speed
of 120 kRPM. Again, the contour lines of β4 and α4 remain unchanged and angle β4 constitute
the top and bottom boundaries of the feasible design space. The major difference to the faster case
(N = 160 kRPM) shown in Fig. 3.5 is that the right hand boundary of the design space, given by
the blade height constraint b4 ≥ 0.9 mm has shifted towards the left eliminating most of the feasible
design space. And the blade natural frequency (ωn), which now lies at 44 000 Hz has moved away
from the design space. This is the case as the smaller blades are significantly more stiff and as the
excitation frequency is lower. The left limit of the feasible design space is set by the upper limits
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Figure 3.10: 100KW 120 kRPM turbine efficiency contour.
of inlet absolute flow angle (α4 = 78°). Considering turbine dimensions the designs have grown
relative to Operating Point 1. Rotor inlet radius (r4) and hub radius (r6h) are now 26.5 mm and 8 mm,
respectively, compared to approximately 20 mm and 6 mm for the faster design. Meanwhile, the outlet
rotor blade height (b6) has remained at approximately 4.5 mm, which is similar to the 160 kRPM case.
Effectively, the rotor has grown in overall dimensions, but the passage cross-sections have remained
small. Considering specific speed (Ns), shown in Fig. 3.10, it is apparent that the feasible turbines
have a lower Ns value around to 0.2.
Figure 3.10 illustrates the efficiency (ηts) contours for this case. All feasible turbines are around
the ηts = 0.82 line. More importantly, when comparing Fig. 3.10 to Fig. 3.6, it can be seen that
the efficiencies for the lower speed turbine have shifted to lower value (They have shifted slightly
leftward). This shows that for two designs (160 kRPM and 120 kRPM), with a fixes combination of
ϕ and ψ, efficiency increases as speed increases. This shift is caused by the loss models responding
to both the speed and resulting geometry changes.
Comparing the feasible areas between Operating Point 1 and 3 it is clear that the speed reduction
has lead to a significant reduction of the design space. However, the trend suggests that a more
efficient turbine should be attainable. Again, a design at the centre of the design space has been
selected for further comparison. Design C has ϕ = 0.21 and ψ = 0.88.
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Figure 3.11: Turbine profiles for three turbine cases.
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Figure 3.12: Turbine losses decomposition for three turbine cases.
3.4.4 Turbine Cases Comparison
For a more detailed comparison four turbine designs have been selected. Designs A, B2 and C cor-
respond to the turbines at the centre of the feasible design spaces for Operating Point 1, 2 and 3.
Design B1, a non-feasible design, is a geometrically scaled version of design A. To better visualise
these designs the rotor profiles are plotted in Fig. 3.11 at the same scale. From Fig. 3.11 it is clearly
that the 100 kW, 160 kRPM turbine has the smallest size and that the others are comparable. The
corresponding geometric parameters are listed in Tab. 3.3.
Comparing designs A and B1, it is evident that stator geometry (inlet flow) are identical as shown
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Table 3.3: Details for four turbine designs. (* non feasible).
Case No. A B1 * B2 C
ϕ 0.28 0.28 0.32 0.21
ψ 0.82 0.82 0.81 0.88
Ns 0.29 0.29 0.30 0.20
Wout[kW] 100 200 200 100
N [kRPM] 160 113 113 120
α4[°] 71.15 71.15 68.44 76.58
β4[°] -32.74 -32.74 -30.70 -29.75
β6rms[°] -56.53 -55.96 -51.85 -61.87
r4[mm] 20.15 28.55 28.25 26.54
r6h[mm] 6.05 8.57 8.48 7.96
r6t[mm] 10.44 14.38 13.90 12.41
b4[mm] 0.97 1.33 1.23 0.94
b6[mm] 4.40 5.81 5.42 4.45
ηts[%] 78.25 78.60 76.01 82.03
m˙[kg s−1] 1.07 2.13 2.20 1.02
C4[m s
−1] 292.48 293.12 291.51 301.76
W4[m s
−1] 112.36 112.60 124.57 80.67
U4[m s
−1] 337.55 338.29 334.72 333.55
C6[m s
−1] 94.51 94.72 107.11 70.04
W6rms[m s
−1] 171.37 169.19 173.40 148.57
U6h[m s
−1] 101.26 101.49 100.42 100.06
Rer[×106] 4.637 6.706 7.459 4.594
by the bold numbers in Tab. 3.3 and that the geometric parameters are geometrically scaled. A minor
difference exist for efficiency and rotor exit properties, shown in italics. These are a consequence
of slight variations of losses as a consequence of the larger design. This confirms that when scaling
turbines and keeping specific speed (NS) constant the performance is maintained. However, design
B1 is non-feasible due to failing the rotor dynamics check.
Comparison of the other designs and parameters highlights the previously discussed trends. De-
sign B2 and C are towards opposing ends of the Flow and Head Coefficient Design space resulting in
a turbine with easy geometry and lower performance (B2 ) and a turbine with high performance, but
challenging geometry (high stator exit and rotor exist angles) (C).
3.4.5 Turbine Loss Analysis
A main driver in turbine selection is turbine efficiency, warranting a closer analysis of the loss con-
tributions and the underlying models. Figure 3.12 provides a break-down of the different loss types
and their contribution for the four different turbine designs. It can be noticed that for case A and case
B1 the loss contributions are nearly identical. Passage losses are the largest, contributing over 40 %
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of the total loss. The next smaller contributors are tip clearance losses, exit energy losses, incident
losses and, for design C, windage losses. Comparison of the different designs show that tip clearance
losses are similar for all designs, but that passage, exit energy and incident losses are increased and
decreased for designs B2 and C respectively, resulting in the overall efficiency trends.
The following sections review the primary losses in detail to demonstrate their accuracy for sCO2
and to elucidate the cause of the losses and how they can be reduced.
Passage Loss
The passage loss is calculated using the CEIT model presented in Moustapha et al [17],
∆hpassage = 0.11mf
[(
Lh
Dh
)
(3.12)
+0.68
(
1−
(
r5
r4
)2) (
βb,5
b5/ct
)]
W 24 +W
2
6rms
2
,
here mf = 1.0 for r4−r5tb5 ≥ 0.2 and mf = 2.0 otherwise and r5 is the mean radius for the throat in
the rotor passage.
Exit Energy Loss
The exit energy loss (∆hexit) corresponds to the kinetic energy exiting the rotor is calculated as:
∆hexit =
C26
2
. (3.13)
Tip Clearance Loss
To calculate tip clearance losses, a bespoke model was developed to suit the high tip clearance ratios
(up to 10 %) experienced with small turbines. The model is a polynomial response surface fit to ex-
perimental data presented by Futral et al. [147], optimised for the high clearance range. The resulting
relationship is
∆htip = ∆h0 (−0.09678A− 1.69997R (3.14)
+0.096844R2 − 0.03379AR) 1
100
.
Here A and R are the axial and radial clearance ratio in %. The agreement between the response
surface and the experimental data was confirmed using hypothesis testing, showing an agreement in
excess of 99.99 %.
For the current design space analysis the values for A and R are set to 9 % and 4 % in accordance
with recommendations by Glassman [92] or the minimum permissible tip clearance. Considering a
minimum tip clearance of 0.1 mm, this results in a constant loss of 7.4 % once an inlet blade heigh of
1.11 mm is exceeded.
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Incidence Loss
The incidence loss is modeled as a complete conversion of relative tangential velocity into internal
energy of the working fluid [20, 100] at the rotor inlet
∆hincidence =
W 2θ4
2
. (3.15)
Windage Loss
Windage losses arise due to flow being entrained on the rear surface of the rotors disc in the cavity
between the rotor rear-face and the turbine housing. This loss is calculated based on the empirical
correlations for torque acting on rotating discs, developed by Daily and Nece [103].
Mr =
1
4
· Cm · ρ¯ω2r54 . (3.16)
where ρ¯ is the average fluid density in the rear cavity and Cm is a flow regime dependent torque
coefficient defined as:
Cm =
3.7·
(
b
r4
)0.1
Re0.5r
for 1× 103 < Rer < 1× 105 ,
Cm =
0.102·
(
b
r4
)0.2
Re0.2r
for 1× 105 < Rer .
The resulting loss in specific enthalpy is given by
∆hwindage =
Mr · ω
m˙
. (3.17)
Trailing Edge Loss
Trailing edge loss is calculated based on the relative total pressure loss caused by the expansion due
to the exposed trailing edge area [93, 148].
∆p0,rel =
ρ6 ·W 26,rms
2 · gc
(
Zr · tt
pi(r6t + r6h) · cos(β6,rms)
)2
, (3.18)
∆hte =
∆p0,rel
ρ6
. (3.19)
Here gc is the force-mass conversion constant, equal to 1 when using SI units.
Loss Discussion
Several of the above loss models, including their empirical components have been developed for the
use with air or light gases as the working fluid. In the absence of substantial sCO2 radial turbine data
these models are the best starting point for preliminary analysis. However, consideration must be
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given for their appropriateness both for the small size of the turbines and the high density of the fluid.
Of the significant loss models both Exit Energy Loss and Incident Loss are related to kinetic
energy in the non rotating environment. It is not expected that these losses are affected by scale or
fluid density.
Passage Losses, however, are are a complex combination of both viscous losses within the passage
and losses due to secondary flows induced due to Coriolis and centripetal forces. As such, passage
shape and fluid density strongly affect these losses. The suitability of CETI loss model for small air
turbines was demonstrated by Samuel [149]. He validated the model with a 116.6 mm diameter tur-
bine operating at a specific speed (Ns) of 0.29. This gives confidence in the model to correctly capture
the passage shapes of the turbines currently explored. However, no comparison data is available for
secondary flow structures and how these are affected by the high fluid densities of sCO2. Hence, some
uncertainty is associated with this loss prediction.
Tip Clearance losses are a manifestation of how the desired flow pattern is affected by the tip gaps
and the associated mass flow that is lost to high speed jets between adjacent rotor passages. As such,
rotor geometry and size will be the major drive for variation. The turbine used for the development
of the response surface model had a diameter of 152.9 mm and a specific speed of 0.91 [147]. As the
large specific speed difference results in highly different passage aspect ratios some uncertainty in the
model is expected.
Finally, windage losses are caused by the well studied phenomenon of fluid being entrained by a
moving disc. This phenomenon has been well characterized in regards to Reynolds number (Re). As
the rotational Reynolds numbers of the test turbines are within the existing ranges of experimental
data no additional errors are expected.
Options for loss reduction
The loss model formulations also allow a deduction about possible routes to improve efficiency. For
example, from the tip clearance loss model in Eqn. (3.14) it is clear that radial clearance at the turbine
outlet is a dominant factor and requires close control. Similarly, to minimise passage loss designs
with tall blades and short passages (low Lh
Dh
) a throat close to the rotor inlet is desired. This can be
achieved through the use of higher specific speed designs that create a throat closer to the rotor inlet.
Incident losses can be minimised by reducing the relative flow angle between the incoming flow and
the rotor blades at the inlet. However, to effectively achieve this, actual flow directions should be
obtained using higher order methods that account for the flow development in the vane-less gap.
The rotor exit losses, which are high for these small turbines, can be reduced through the use of
efficient diffusers. An alternative approach would be to increase the exit flow area while reducing
the outlet hub radius. Such a design change would maintain the appropriate exit velocity triangles,
without the need for high blade exit angles (β6), leading to a reduction of both W6rms and C6.
Finally, a initially counterintuitive trend is seen for windage losses. Here design C shows the
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largest loss, despite having a rotor radius (r4) and speed comparable to designs B1 and B2. This is
a consequence of windage loss being primarily dependent on rotor speed and rotor radius. Thus for
design C, which has a lower output power, windage has a much higher impact on efficiency. This
highlights that there should be a strong push to minimise rotor radius in order to control this loss.
3.5 Discussion
The current work uses an enhanced mean-line design code, which has been adapted for the simu-
lation of sCO2 turbines in the 100 kW to 200 kW range. Through visualisation of the design space
(Figs. 3.5,3.7,3.9) it was possible to identify the geometry constraints and operational constraints that
limit the feasible design space. For the operational range considered these are relative flow angle at
the rotor inlet (β4), stator exit angle (α4), rotor blade height at the inlet (b4) and resonance of the rotor
blade trailing edge (ωn). These highlight the strong impact of stator geometry and rotational speed,
which define the inlet velocity triangle as the dominating aspects that influence radial turbine design.
The risk of trailing edge excitations is considered to be a less significant factor as the compact and
complex 3-D shapes allow a wide range of optimisation approaches to shift resonant frequencies. One
option to overcome these limitations are the use of rotor blades with foward sweep at the inlet. The
sweep angle offsets the relative flow angle, thereby allowing designs with a higher Head Coefficient.
Similarly, complex blade geomtries with increased trailing edge stiffness are being considered.
Selecting the three operating points, 100 kW, 160 kRPM; 200 kW, 113 kRPM and 100 kW,
120 kRPM allowed the effect of scaling on performance to be investigated. Considering the constant
specific speed (Ns) scaling from 100 kW to 200 kW (designs A and B1) showed that near identical
performance is achieved. However, the actual design B1 is not realisable due to failing a feasibility
constraint. The replacement design for 200 kW (design B2) has a more benign geometry, but is more
than 2 % less efficient. As the rotors are almost identical in size (see Fig. 3.11) these losses arise
predominantly in the rotor passage which has a lower aspect ratio.
Considering the two 100 kW operating points with rotor speeds of 160 and 120 kRPM the trend
is that the slower speed design requires more aggressive angles at the stator and rotor outlet, which
are close to the practical limits. However, this design offers the best performance, primarily due to
reduced exit energy, passage and incident losses, which outweigh increased windage that arises from
the larger rotor. This occurs as the slower rotor speed results in reduced flow velocities within the
rotor passage, which has a number of positive effects. Even more significant performance advantages
are expected for a low speed variant of the 200 kW turbine, but studying this was outside the scope of
the current work.
In the absence of bespoke loss models for sCO2 the current work uses models that have been es-
tablished for conventional working fluids and calibrate using empirical data. Considering the physical
mechanisms they try to recreate it can be concluded that due to the empirical nature not all physical
phenomena leading to losses are correctly recreated. Particularly, the impact of secondary flow struc-
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tures in the rotor passages, which are affected by the increased density of sCO2 will not be included
correctly. However, it is expected that this affects all the designs equally, meaning that trends between
the designs will persists, however that absolute efficiencies may shift.
3.6 Conclusion
This study uses TOPGEN a quasi 1-D mean-line design code to perform a design space exploration for
small sCO2 radial inflow turbines (100 kW to 200 kW power range). Compared to other mean-line
tools TOPGEN includes the effects of blade thickness, which has a significant impact on flow areas
at this scale. Furthermore TOPGEN produces comprehensive maps of the Flow and Head Coefficient
state space to show a range of feasible designs. Using these maps the effect of flow parameters, rotor
geometry and operational parameters on turbine design and performance are highlighted. Equally,
they allow the selection of optimal geometries under consideration of the feasibility limits, perfor-
mance and other constraints. By selecting designs away from the feasibility limits it is ensured that
the final design can be further optimised, for example during the detailed design phase, without en-
countering limitations.
Three operating points 100 kW, 160 kRPM; 200 kW, 113 kRPM and 100 kW, 120 kRPM were
analysed to explore scaling effects and how these affect the range of feasible designs. The comparison
showed that for this power and speed range geometry parameters at the rotor inlet (stator exit angle,
blade height, and relative flow angle) and the natural frequency of the rotor blade trailing edge are
the major limiters. Using these conditions it was also confirmed that constant specific speed scaling
results in geometrically similar turbines with near identical losses. However, for current design range
the resulting turbine was not realisable due to failing other constraints.
Overall, three feasible turbine designs for the three operating points were identified, having total
to static efficiencies between 78 and 82 %. Using the most suitable loss models an analysis of the loss
break-down shows that key loss contributors in order of magnitude are Passage Loss, Tip Clearance
Loss, Exit Energy Loss, Incident Loss, Windage Loss, and Trailing Edge Loss. The turbine with
the highest efficiency achieved this predominantly due to lower relative velocities within the rotor,
suggesting this as a preferred design direction to maximise performance.
Through this work, new insight towards the design of small scale radial inflow turbines operating
with supercritical CO2 has been generated. This has been achieved through the development of an
enhanced mean-line design tool and analysis of the design space to highlight both the existence of
feasible designs and design trends that lead to more efficient turbines at this scale.
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Summary
Through this chapter, the aim to explore the feasibility of low power and low specific speed radial
inflow turbine and to enhance the understanding of the design space is accomplished. The preliminary
design of small scale sCO2 radial turbine shows that:
1. TOPGEN [15] is a quasi 1D mean-line design code can be used to perform design space explo-
rations for small sCO2 radial inflow turbines (100 kW to 200 kW power range). Through this
study, the feasibility of small sCO2 radial inflow turbines is evaluated. Three operating points
are discussed and the scaling characteristics of the turbines are studied.
2. The loss models for predicting the tip clearance loss and passage loss are enhanced to predict
the performance of sCO2 radial inflow turbines.
3. The most important part for this chapter is to study the design space for the small sCO2 radial
inflow turbines. Multiple design parameters forms different combinations of turbine geometries.
The constraints criteria are used to determine the feasibility of the turbines. The details for the
natural frequency model development are then provided in Chapter D.
Through this work, new insight towards the design of small scale radial inflow turbines operating
with supercritical CO2 has been generated. This has been achieved through the development of an
enhanced mean-line design tool and analysis of the design space to highlight both the existence of
feasible designs and design trends that lead to more efficient turbines at this scale.
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Chapter 4
Development and validation of a Riemann
solver in OpenFOAM
Overview
This chapter presents the development and validation of a Riemann solver in OpenFOAM for non
ideal compressible fluid dynamics. This chapter is based on the submitted peer reviewed paper
“Computers & Fluids”(Qi, J., & Jahn, I. H. (2018). Development and validation of a Riemann
solver in OpenFOAM for non ideal compressible fluid dynamics, Computers & Fluids). This chap-
ter describes an extension of the open source CFD library OpenFOAM (version 3.0 ex) to perform
turbulent Non Ideal Compressible Fluid Dynamics simulations. In this work, a fast solver, RGDFoam,
and Riemann flux calculator are developed, which exhibit the following features:
(1) accurate captures of non ideal fluid properties and transport properties;
(2) not restricted to a specific gas model;
(3) correct solution of compressible flows;
(4) accurate solution for shock and expansion waves, as maybe encountered in NICFD problems.
To achieve the high speed and flexibility with respect to gas models, a gas property look-up table,
which can be populated from any gas model, is implemented. Thus the solver employs look-up tables
to efficiently access the non-ideal fluid properties.
Three test cases are simulated to validate and verify the RGDFoam solver. The simulation of NASA
transonic air nozzle confirms the ability of RGDFoam to correctly simulate transonic flow phenomena
and shock waves. The simulation of the VKI 2D cascade shows the ability of RGDFoam to correctly
simulate non-ideal gas flows in near sonic stator geometries. The simulation of dense gas flow over a
backward step, verifies RGDFoam for simulations of compressible flow close to the critical point.
In conclusion, a new solver, RGDFoam, is available for solving non ideal compressible fluid dy-
namics problems for OpenFOAM. This work is not limited to introduction of the new developed solver,
but also provides fidelity simulations cases for future verifications and reviews of non-classical gas
behaviours, which do help the developments for the NICFD community.
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Consider to the objective of this thesis, during operation of sCO2 turbomachineries, when the
operating point is closing to the critical points, especially for the compressor, the non-ideal gas
phenomenon occurs. Applying this solver, an acceptable accuracy for the simulation of sCO2 turbo-
machinery (including the compressor and turbine) simulation will be gained, which helps the under-
standing of the sCO2 power cycles.
4.1 Abstract
This paper presents a new solver for OpenFOAM for Non Ideal Compressible Fluid Dynamics. The
new solver uses a real-gas Riemann solver, which is based on look-up tables to capture real gas
properties. This is achieved by the addition of a new thermodynamic library tightly coupled with
the OpenFOAM library. For the solver the HLLC ALE flux calculator has been modified to operate
with the gas properties available from the look-up table. To validate the solver, flux calculator, and
look-up table mechanism, three test cases are analysed. Simulation of a NASA transonic nozzle,
operating with air, to confirm the ability to correctly simulate transonic flow phenomena and shock
waves. Simulation of the VKI 2D cascade operated with MDM , at compressibility factors between
0.601 and 0.777, to assess the ability to correctly simulate non ideal gas flows typical to industrial
applications. Finally, the simulation of dense gas flow (MD4M ) passing a backward step illustrate
the ability of the Riemann solver, look-up table, and flux calculator, to correctly operate in the non-
classical region of fluid properties. The result is a new solver, flux calculator, and thermodynamic
library integrated in OpenFOAM, which can be used for the accurate calculation of non ideal gas flow.
4.2 Introduction
Due to their ability to achieve higher thermodynamic efficiencies, there has been an increased interest
in transcritical and supercritical cycles for the conversion of thermal energy (heat) to shaft power. In
these cycles the non ideal relationship between thermodynamic properties are exploited to enhance
energy conversion. This results in fluid dynamic components that operate with non ideal fluids. Unless
these components can be simulated and designed appropriately, all gains in cycle efficiency are lost
due to poor comp
Of the cycles considered, the supercritical carbon dioxide (sCO2) power cycle has attracted sub-
stantial attention in recent years, due to its compactness, higher efficiency, and simpler cycle lay-
out [7, 150]. sCO2 is regarded as an excellent working fluid due to a number of advantages, such
as an easily attainable critical point (7.38 MPa, 304.25 K) compared to H2O (22.064 MPa, 647.1 K)
or other fluids, availability, and low global warming potential compared to other gases. Today, sev-
eral companies are working on large scales axial sCO2 turbines demonstrations [52, 134]. For power
cycles in the range of 0.1 to 25MW, using sCO2 allows a paradigm shift to using efficient radial
inflow turbines [13]. This is possible due to the combined effects of the highly dense working fluid,
comparably low flow rates, and low specific speeds, resulting in highly power-dense machines.
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Similar focus has been given to Rankine cycles using organic fluid (ORC), who exploit the ther-
modynamic properties to ensure better matching between low temperature heat sources and working
fluid. Here, especially the turbines operate in the non ideal gas region, requiring good knowledge and
careful consideration of the non ideal gas properties [21, 22].
The necessity to accurately predict fluid flows at these non ideal conditions, how to correctly cap-
ture the actual characteristics of dense and supercritical fluids, and compressible high Mach number
flows whose thermodynamic behaviours are differing from perfect gas relations has lead to research
in the area of Non Ideal Compressible Fluid Dynamics (NICFD). Accurate NICFD simulations are
essential for CO2 cycle components that operate in the supercritical region or close to the critical
point. Especially for sCO2 compressors, whose operating conditions are near the critical point, the
non ideal gas dynamics for sCO2 significantly affect the flow properties. Similarly, ORC turboma-
chineries require appropriate simulation tools [21, 22]. For both the ORC and sCO2 research fields,
reliable simulations of such flows still represents a challenge, as sophisticated tools coupled with
highly complex and experimentally calibrated thermodynamic models are needed.
In high pressure ratio ORC turbines, it is common that shock waves appear when flow passes tur-
bomachinery channels. They are consequences of sudden expansions in nozzles or at blade tips.
Numerical solutions to these highly compressible flows, using CFD, are reported by several au-
thors [151, 152, 153], however, most of these use methods developed for perfect gases [154].
In practical applications, it is quite common to carry out CFD simulations of such flows using the
perfect gas relations with modified gas constants and isentropic coefficients. However, these assump-
tions can introduce errors, due to the limited accuracy of the approximation of gas properties. In some
cases changes in basic design parameters are observed [155] due to different gas models. This is espe-
cially important when studying compressible flows with properties in the non ideal gas region, where
real gas phenomena can alter the flow relationships. Poor evaluation of total pressure and temperature
values leads to poor prediction of losses, specific work, heat exchange, and density, which influence
computation of momentum components and, consequently, the predicted flow structure [155]. Thus it
is essential for CFD solvers to use the most accurate real gas properties to correctly capture and solve
flows.
Several CFD solvers exist to solve NICFD problems, including ANSYS, SU2 and zFlow [24, 156,
157]. SU2 obtains real gas properties by selecting a polytropic equations of states, for example the
polytropic ideal gas, polytropic Van der Waals, or polytropic Peng-Robinson model. When solving the
Riemann problem, the Vinokur-Montagne` approximate Riemann solver with the Averaged-Gradient
formulation for the viscous counterpart is used [156]. zFlow simulates inviscid dense gas flows with
real gas properties calculated from the Peng-Robinson real gas equation of state. Flux is calculated by
a Roe approximate Riemann flux calculator. However, zFlow is inviscid only, limiting its capabilities
to flows dominated by in-viscid effects.
The current paper uses OpenFOAM, a leading open-source projects for continuum mechanics and
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computational fluids dynamic (CFD) applications to address the NICFD problems. Using OpenFOAM
gives a high reuse and development potential. OpenFOAM consists of a flexible framework to combine
the required tools and libraries to solve CFD problems [158]. The ability to link mathematical/nu-
merical tools with physical models using the OpenFOAM C++ language allows rapid development of
different solvers and utilities.
Currently, OpenFOAM has several methods to capture non ideal gas properties. The existing
thermophysical libraries, includes the following non ideal equation of state (EoS): Peng-Robinson,
Redlich-Kwong, and polynomial transport and thermodynamic properties [25]. However for the tur-
bomachinery simulations in sCO2 or ORC applications a fast non ideal gas Riemann solver, coupled
with non ideal flux calculation, with the ability to select any gas model is required. Currently none
of existing solvers in OpenFOAM provide the ability to solve compressible Riemann problems and
to use non ideal equations of state at the same time. Furthermore the implemented non ideal equa-
tion of state require iterative solutions, leading to a large computational burdens and slow solution
process [128].
This work develops a fast solver and Riemann flux calculator, which accurately captures non ideal
fluid properties and transport properties, is not restricted to a specific gas model, can correctly resolve
compressible flows, and can accurately resolve shock and expansion waves, as maybe encountered
in NICFD problems. To achieve the high speed and flexibility with respect to gas models, a gas
property look-up table, that can be populated from any gas model, is implemented, following the
work of Qi and Jahn [159]. Similarly the flux calculator has to be agnostic to the gas model. This
eliminates common flux calculators (e.g. Roe, AUSM), which rely on ideal or polytropic equation
of state to re-construct interface properties. Instead the HLLC ALE flux calculator, which does not
require reconstruction of interface properties is implemented [160].
The paper is organized as follows: Section 4.3 describes the governing equations for the newly
developed solver and the non ideal gas HLLC ALE flux calculator. Section 4.4 presents three test
cases to verify, validate, and demonstrate the capabilities of the solvers. Finally section 4.5 finishes
with concluding remarks.
4.3 Numerical Methods
In this section, the simulation tool OpenFOAM is introduced and the theory of the thermophysical and
transport models is discussed. This is followed by the theory of the non ideal HLLC ALE scheme,
which allows the solver to calculate non ideal Riemann fluxes at the interface, without requiring a
polytropic equation of state to reconstruct interface properties. Finally, the governing equations and
work flow of the new solver RGDFoam are introduced.
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4.3.1 Simulation tools
The development and simulations is done using the OpenFOAM extend project, version of
3.0[161]. The OpenFOAM extend project is a fork of the OpenFOAM source code library.
The OpenFoam extend project provides additional features including dynamic mesh, gen-
eral grid interpolation (GGI), mixing plane [162, 163], that provide additional capabilities for future
simulations targeting non ideal fluid turbomachinery.
4.3.2 Thermophysical and transport models for real gas properties
The thermophysical library for OpenFOAM is devised with a high-level of object orientation. This
means the code can easily be inspected and extended by developers. For the original ideal gas ther-
mophysical model, the state of fluid is univocally determined by the ideal gas equation of state, such
as:
p = ρRT, (4.1)
h = CvT. (4.2)
Alternatively, the state of fluid can be calculated by more general and complex non ideal equations
of state. Currently, the library includes the Peng-Robinson, Redlich-Kwong, Soave-Redlich-Kwong,
and Aungier-Redlich-Kwong equation of state [164].
However, the complex non ideal equations of state need to be solved iteratively for every cell and
every iterative step, to calculate the current fluid states. Especially close to the critical point, where
multiple iterations are required, this can lead to a significant increase in computational cost.
An alternative to solving the equation of state done regularly [126, 127, 128, 129], is to use a
look-up table. Calling the look-up table functions, L, which interpolates on a priori calculated tables
of fluid properties, avoids the need to iterate. As long as the interpolation process is fast this leads to
a substantial calculation speed-up. In this approach, the original thermophysical models and transport
property models are replaced with respective functions
Φ3 = LΦ3(φ1, φ2) (4.3)
Where L denotes the substitution function. This look-up table approach makes use of the fact that
once two state properties (e.g. φ1 and φ2) are know, all other state properties (e.g. Φ3) can be cal-
culated. Depending on the solver formulation, look-up table functions may be required for specific
enthalpy, h, specific heat capacities, Cp and Cv, density, ρ, ratio of specific heats, γ, kinematic vis-
cosity, µ, and acoustic speed, a.
The look-up tables are generated through an tabular data generator, with details describe in study [159].
When creating look-up tables, two issues need to be considered, the maximum error introduced by
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the interpolation and table size (resolution of tabular data nodal points). When the solver accesses
the real gas properties based on 2D interpolation, interpolation errors are introduced. The magnitude
of the interpolation error can be reduced by using higher order interpolation methods or by using
finer look-up tables [128]. However this increases the computational cost required for searching and
interpolating. Thus it is important to choose a table with few nodal points, but acceptable error lev-
els. Study [159] provides a methods to identify suitable table resolutions to meet a maximum error
requirements.
During simulation initialisation (see section 4.3.4), scalar fields of pressure, p and temperature, T
are used by OpenFOAM. Thus in this first step, tables based on pressure and temperature are used to
set initial fields of the other solution parameters.
However, thereafter during the iterative simulation process, density, ρ, internal energy, e, and
momentum ρv are the primary conserved variables. As the updating methods for internal fields and
boundary field are different in OpenFOAM, the properties that are subjected to boundary conditions
must be considered as primitive properties in subsequent iterations. The boundary conditions for
pressure, p and temperature, T are assigned by the input files, while internal energy, e is assigned
according to the boundary condition type for pressure and temperature. Consequently temperature,
T value is updated inside thermophysical model rather than the main solver, where all look-up tables
are based on pressure, p and internal energy, e to minimise errors.
The RGDFoam solver uses four tables,
h = Lh(e, p), (4.4)
a = La(e, p), (4.5)
T = LT (e, p), (4.6)
ρ = Lρ(e, p), (4.7)
to updated the fluid states. In the first step pressure p, needs to be evaluated from density and internal
energy. However, using a look-up table based on density and internal energy (e.g. p = Lp(ρ, e))
introduces inconsistent interpolation errors, as Lp(ρ, e) 6= L−1ρ (p, e). Instead an iterative solution
is used to solve Eqn. 4.7, for a given density and internal energy. The solution is obtained using the
secant method,
pn+1 = pn − pn − pn−1
Lρ(e, pn)− Lρ(e, pn−1) · (Lρ(e, pn)− ρ). (4.8)
Where e and ρ are known values of internal energy and density. Equations 4.8 is iterated until the
difference between pn+1 and pn is lower than the convergence criteria (typically 10−7).
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4.3.3 Non ideal HLLC ALE flux scheme
Solving the compressible Euler equations requires a solution to the Riemann problem. The Riemann
problem is an initial value problem for partial differential equation, with the initial condition
v(x, 0) =
{
Ui, for x < 0
Uj, for x > 0
. (4.9)
The solution of the Riemann problem is shown in Fig. 4.1 (a), where i and j denote the values
on the left and right. Solving Riemann problems is an essential part for capturing and resolving
compressible flows and shock waves, as shock waves are mathematically discontinuities. Several flux
schemes have been designed to solve this kind of problem. However, many popular flux schemes
cannot operate with a general fluid equation of state. For example the Roe’s flux scheme [165] and
van Leer’s [166] flux scheme, are derived under ideal gas assumption [160], making use of ideal gas
relations to reconstruct properties at the interface. Hong et al. [160] studied three different schemes,
AUSM+, HLLC, and Godunov, with Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation for solving
the unsteady compressible Euler equations. Numerical results indicate that HLLC ALE and Godunov
schemes demonstrate robustness for solving such problems, while the AUSM+ ALE scheme exhibit
strong oscillations at the interfaces [160]. For NICFD problems, especially when using a look-up table
in lieu of an analytical equation of state, it is preferred to use a flux solver that is based on properties
in cells on the left and right side of the interface rather than having to to reconstruct properties at the
interface, this ensures the flux calculator is agnostic of any assumptions relating to the equation of
state. The HLLC ALE flux scheme provides such an ability [160]. Flux across the interface between
two adjacent cells is schematically shown in Fig. 4.1 (b). As the HLLC ALE flux scheme, for ideal
gas equation of state is already available in OpenFOAM extend project 3.0 [167], and as it
doesn’t require reconstruction of interface conditions, the HLLC ALE flux scheme is selected for the
current non ideal gas solver. The HLLC ALE flux scheme is also more suitable for solving unsteady
rotating turbomachinery problems, where moving grids are important [160].
The following derivation of the HLLC ALE flux scheme is based on the unsteady compressible
Euler equation for a moving control volume. Here Euler equations can be expressed in an integral
form as
∂
∂t
∫
Ω(t)
U dΩ +
∫
Γ(t)
F dΓ = 0. (4.10)
Where Ω(t) is the moving control volume and Γ(t) is its boundary, both varying with time (t). The
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of (a) solution of the Riemann problem in physical space and (b) flux at the interface of
two adjacent cells.
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flow variable vector U and the inviscid flux vector F are defined by
U =
 ρρv
ρE
 ,F =
 (v − x˙)·n ρ(v − x˙)·n ρv + pn
(v − x˙)·n ρE + pv·n
 , (4.11)
where ρ, p, and E are the density, pressure, and specific total energy of the fluid, v is the fluid velocity
vector. n denotes the unit outward normal vector to the moving boundary Γ(t), whose velocity is
defined as x˙ [160]. This set of equations is completed by the addition of an equation of state which
establishes the relationship between, at most, three thermodynamic variables. In the generic form the
equation of state is taken to be
ρ = ρ(e, p) (4.12)
When using look-up table method this becomes Eqn. 4.7. The specific internal energy, e, is related to
the specific total energy by
e = E − |v
2|
2
. (4.13)
To make the fluid properties conservative, the following geometric conservation law must be satisfied
during grid motion and deformation.
∂Ω
∂t
−
∫
Γ(t)
x˙·n dΓ = 0. (4.14)
The geometric conservation law can be satisfied, either by explicitly updating the volume Ω(t) through
an evaluation of Eqn. 4.14 or by implicitly defining the control surface area Γ(t) as a weighted average
of the n and n+1 time level areas, such that Eqn. 4.14 is satisfied automatically by construction [160].
The solution of the Riemann problem in physical space is show in Fig. 4.1 (a). The HLLC ALE
flux calculator in this study follows the research of Batten et al. [168]. The fluxes are defined by
FHLLCij =

Fi, if Si > 0,
F(U∗i ), if Si ≤ 0 < S∗,
F(U∗j), if S
∗ ≤ 0 ≤ Sj,
Fj, if Sj < 0,
· (4.15)
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where
U∗i =
 ρ
∗
i
(ρvi)
∗
(ρE)∗i

=
1
Si − S∗
 (Si − qi) ρi(Si − qi) (ρv)i + (p∗ − pi)n
(Si − qi) (ρE)i − pi qi + p∗ S∗
 , (4.16)
U∗j =
 ρ
∗
j
(ρv∗j )
(ρE)∗j

=
1
Sj − S∗
 (Sj − qj) ρj(Sj − qj) (ρv)j + (p∗ − pj)n
(Sj − qj) (ρE)j − pj qj + p∗ S∗
 , (4.17)
F∗i ≡ F(U∗i ) =
 S
∗ ρ∗i
S∗ (ρv)∗i + p
∗ n
S∗ (ρE)∗i + (S
∗ + x˙·n) p∗
 , (4.18)
F∗j ≡ F(U∗j) =
 S
∗ ρ∗j
S∗ (ρv)∗j + p
∗ n
S∗ (ρE)∗j + (S
∗ + x˙·n) p∗
 . (4.19)
In these equations, i and j are denote the left and right cell index, ∗ denotes the value at star region (the
wedge region between Si and Sj) as shown in Fig. 4.1 (a), and the normal relative speed is calculated
by
q = ((U− x˙)·n). (4.20)
In the original version for HLLC ALE flux calculator presented by Luo et al.[160], the energy flux
ρE is calculated:
ρE =
p
κ− 1 + ρ (
1
2
U2 + TKE), (4.21)
where TKE is turbulent kinetic energy. For the new non ideal implementation, the ρE flux calculation
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is changed to
ρE = ρ h− p+ ρ (1
2
U2 + TKE), (4.22)
making use of the fundamental relationship between internal energy and enthalpy to negate the de-
pendence on γ. The remaining variables are attained through an equation of state call, which can also
refer to the look-up table (Eqn. 4.4 to 4.7). The signal speed in star region (S∗) is calculated,
S∗ =
ρj · qj · (Sj − qj)− ρi · qi · (Si − qi) + pi − pj
ρj · (Sj − qj)− ρi · (Si − qi) . (4.23)
Where the signal speed on the left and right is calculated by:
Si = min(qi − ai, (U˜− x˙)·n− a˜), (4.24)
Sj = max(qj + aj, (U˜− x˙)·n+ a˜), (4.25)
with U˜ and a˜ being Roe’s average variables for velocity and acoustic speed. U˜ and a˜ are calculated
as
U˜ =
√
ρi ·Ui +√ρj ·Uj√
ρi +
√
ρj
, (4.26)
a˜ =
√
ρi · a2i +√ρj · a2j√
ρi +
√
ρj
+ η2 · (qi − qj)2, (4.27)
where ai and aj are the local acoustic speed for the i and j cell volume calculated by Eqn.4.5. In
accordance with research by Bernd[169], to extend to more general non ideal fluid properties, η2 is
an approximated term calculated as
η2 =
1
2
·
√
ρi · √ρj
(
√
ρi +
√
ρj)2
. (4.28)
The pressure in star region, p∗, is calculated as
p∗ = ρi · (qi − Si) · (qi − S∗) + pi
= ρj · (qj − Sj) · (qj − S∗) + pj.
(4.29)
The resulting HLLC flux calculator is found to have the following properties: (1) exact preservation
of isolated contact and shear waves, (2) positivity-preserving of scalar quantity, (3) enforcement of
entropy condition [160]. This makes the flux calculator suitable for the current NICFD applications.
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4.3.4 Real gas properties density based solver
In this section, the governing equations and work flow of the real gas properties density based solver
RGDFoam are discussed. The newly developed solver for the OpenFOAM extend project
is a derivative of the SIG turbomachinery DensityBasedTurbo solver, developed by Oliver
Borm [167], and validated in studies [170, 171].
This solver is an approximate Riemann solver, with multiple flux calculator options. The imple-
mented ALE formulation is rotating grid capable. Second order spacial accuracy is reached as the
interpolation of the inviscid terms is done with Van Leer’s Monotone Upstream-Centred Schemes for
Conservative Laws (MUSCL) [172]. For acceleration, local and dual time stepping is implemented
for steady and unsteady solution and Runge-Kutta time stepping is also available.
In order to solve turbulence in a practical way, the solver is implemented for Navier-Stork equa-
tions with Favre averaged quantities, using the Reynolds-Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations.
The governing equations for Favre averaged Navier-Stokes equation for rotating frames are [167]:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇· (ρUrel) = 0, (4.30)
∂ρU
∂t
+∇· (ρUrel ⊗U) +∇p = −ρ (ω ×U) +∇·σ, (4.31)
∂ρE
∂t
+∇ ((ρE + p)Urel + pUrot) = ∇·(σ·U) +∇2·T +∇(µ+ β µT )∇TKE. (4.32)
Here, Urel is relative speed, Urot is rotational speed of the reference frame, and TKE is turbulent
kinetic energy. σ is the total shear stress tensor, the sum of laminar and turbulence shear stress tensor.
The original implementation of the density based solver is based on the ideal gas equation of state.
To create a density based solver, capable of solving the compressible non ideal gas RANS equations,
modifications are required, resulting in the new solver, RGDFoam, denoted as Real Gas Density-based
Foam. The flow chart of the RGDFoam solver is provided in Fig. 4.2.
Compare to the original density based solver RGDFoam is modified in the following steps. Dur-
ing step I, scalar fields for static internal energy, e and acoustic speed, a are created. In step VI,
the pressure, p field for the previous iteration is stored to allow usage of the waveTransmissive
boundary condition with steady solutions. In step VII, the non ideal HLLC ALE flux scheme dis-
cussed in section 4.3.3 is initialized and solved. In step VII, the pressure is solved with the secant
method, described in Eqn. 4.8. In step XII, where pressure, enthalpy and acoustic speed are updated
by a call to the equation of state, the call to the ideal gas equation is replaced by a call to the respective
look-up-table function from section 4.3.2. The resulting solver, RGDFoam is capable of using look-up
tables to solve compressible flow problems. This makes the solver independent of any assumptions
relating to the equation of state.
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Figure 4.2: Flow chart of the RGDFoam solver.
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Figure 4.3: Grid dependency study for the NASA transonic air nozzle.
4.4 Validation And Verification
To verify, validate, and demonstrate the capabilities of the newly implemented real gas solver RGDFoam,
this section presents the results for three reference cases, taken from literature.
First, RGDFoam is validated with experimental data for a transonic convergent-divergent noz-
zle operating with air, published by NASA [173]. This case is to show the accuracy of RGDFoam
when simulating transonic flows and shock waves. Next, a cross verification is presented, comparing
RGDFoam results against the result from the NICFD solver SU2 [174] in a simulation of the VKI
turbine cascades with the dense gas MDM [156]. This case shows the ability to simulate non ideal
gas flows in a turbine relevant application. Finally, a 2D expansion corner case is set up for the dense
gas MD4M. Here analytical solutions are developed using the REFPROP database [175, 176], and
compared to the simulation results from RGDFoam. This explores the solver’s ability to capture non
classical fluid dynamics.
4.4.1 2D simulation for NASA Transonic Air Nozzle
This validation case consist of transonic air flowing through a convergent-divergent nozzle. Details of
the geometry, experimental set up, and experimental data are presented in studies by Hunter [173] and
Abdol-Hamid et al. [177]. Grid dependency study was carried on with four meshes, 40k, 60k, 90k
and 135k, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Results shows that all of these meshes can return a good accuracy for
the simulation. Hence, in order to keep a balance between accuracy and simulation speed, the mesh
composed of 60k is chosen to perform the calculations.
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Table 4.1: Details for 2D simulation of NASA convergent-divergent air nozzle.
Items Value
Solver transonicMRFDyMFoam transonicMRFDyMFoam RGDFoam RGDFoam
Case label TR-0 TR-1 RGD-0 RGD-1
Fluid Air
T0in [K] 294.45
p0in [Pa] 102387.1
po [Pa] 42449.07
Cp [J kg−1 K−1] 1006.88 1006.88 1006.88 Look-up table
µ [m2 s−1] 1.8296× 10−5 1.8296× 10−5 1.8296× 10−5 Look-up table
γ [-] 1.4 1.4 1.4 Look-up table
pressure ratio [-] 2.41
Gas model Ideal gas Ideal gas Look-up table
ideal gas
Look-up table
real gas
Turbulent model k-ω SST k- k-ω SST k-ω SST
Turbulent intensity [%] 0.0375
Mixing length [m] 0.005
Spatial scheme Gauss vanLeer
Flux scheme HLLC ALE Flux HLLC ALE Real Flux
Temporal scheme EulerLocal
Local max CFL [-] 0.5
In order to capture the complicated physics of the shock-boundary layer interaction process, the
grid resolution of the divergent part of the CD nozzle is increased. The first cell height has a y+
of approximately 0.5. To validate RGDFoam, four different simulations are performed to assess the
effect of solver choice, turbulence model, and equation of state implementation. The main parameters
of the simulations are summarized in Tab. 4.1.
First, the simulations are carried out using the established turbomachinery solver transonicMRFDyMFoam [167,
170]. These simulations use the ideal gas equation of state and are performed with two different tur-
bulence models, k − ω SST and k − . The results are compared with the experimental data to
show the influence of different turbulence models on the boundary layer separation position. Next,
a simulation is carried out using RGDFoam using a look-up table generated using the the ideal gas
equation of state (case RGD-0). This allows a direct comparison to transonicMRFDyMFoam (case
TR-0) to verify the numerical implementation of the look-up tables. Finally, the simulation is carried
out using RGDFoam using a look-up table based on non ideal gas properties for air, taken from the
REFPROP database [175, 178]. Comparing these four simulations with experimental data allows the
implemented look-up table formulation and solver to be validated. For the RGD-0 and RGD-1 simu-
lations, look-up tables with a resolution of 50 × 50 (e, p) are used. When using linear interpolation,
these tables introduce an error of less then 0.1 % compared to the exact equation of state, assessed
using the method described by Qi and Jahn[159]. The results are presented in Fig. 4.4 and 4.5. This
figure compares the normalized wall pressure (p/p0) along the nozzle centre line (centre line with
respect to direction normal to page) obtained from experiment and predictions from the four different
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the wall centre line pressure between ideal gas and real gas solver, experimental
data from Hunter[173].
simulations.
The comparison between experimental data and simulation cases TR-0, TR-1 from Fig.4.4 shows
that k-ω SST turbulent model has a better performance in capturing the location of boundary layer
separation. The k- matches the k-ω SST model in the upstream region, and far downstream of
the separation location. However, based on the experimental data, the k- model predicts a delayed
boundary layer separation. This is consistent with literature, which reports that the  equation over
predicts the turbulent length scale in flows with adverse pressure gradients, resulting in high wall
shear stress and over prediction of separation length [107].
As the k-ω SST model includes a better near wall treatment, it is more capable of predicting the
separation for regions with adverse pressure gradients, as demonstrated in this case. The k-ω SST
model is used for subsequent simulations with RGDFoam.
When comparing the experimental data to simulation cases TR-0 and RGD-0, it is observed that
both are in close agreement with the experimental data for nozzle centre line pressure and that there
is only a marginal difference between the two predictions. Both simulations have the same pressure
magnitudes, however there is a minimal difference in separation location. As both simulations use the
same equation of state (once by direct evaluation and once through the look-up table), the same tur-
bulence model, and flux calculators, this demonstrates the appropriate implementation and operation
of RGDFoam.
The data lines for simulation cases RGD-0 and RGD-1, corresponding to ideal gas and real gas
look-up tables, are generally indistinguishable. This is because, the conditions are far away from
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the air critical point of air (405.56 K, 3.77 MPa). Thus the fluid properties from the look-up table,
capturing actual gas properties are more or less identical to the ideal gas properties.
Fig. 4.5(a) presents the experimental schlieren image presented by Hunter [173], for a pressure
ratio of 2.41. It can be seen that the air flow is fully detached at the top and bottom wall, and that a well
defined lambda foot and Mach disk are formed at a position of approximately x/xt = 1.70. Before
the Mach disk, there are two oblique shocks originating from the walls, that connect the walls and
the Mach disk. The shock detachment from the side walls happens near x/xt = 1.45. Fully turbulent
flow exists after the shock boundary layer detachment, resulting in a long turbulent jet plume after
the lambda foot. Fig. 4.5(b) is a computational schlieren like image that shows the spatial density
gradient obtained from the results of RGDFoam, RGD-1, when simulating with non ideal gas look-up
tables. Inspection of the images illustrates that the numerical results are in excellent agreement with
the experimental data, such as the shock detachment points and oblique shock angles. The shock
detachment locations, as seen in Fig. 4.4 and Mach disc position has shifted slightly compared to
the experimental result. This is most likely caused by back flow from the outlet corner, whose angle
is uncertain and different between the schematic diagram in study [173] and their schlieren image,
reproduced in Fig. 4.5(a). For the current simulations an angle of 69.41° is used. The comparison
between Fig. 4.5(b) and Abdol-Hamid’s study [177] (figure 10) shows excellent agreement. This
confirms that the numerical solver correctly handles the solution of the Riemann problem. Thus the
ability of RGDFoam to correctly simulate transonic flow phenomena and shock waves is validated.
4.4.2 VKI 2D stator cascade
The second case tests the ability of RGDFoam to predict the flow of a dense organic fluid (non ideal
gas) through the VKI LS-89 turbine stator cascade [179]. The case uses thermodynamic inlet con-
dition close to the critical point, previously analysed by Vitale et al. [156] using SU2, to demonstrate
the ability of the solver to work with non ideal gas properties. The working fluids belongs to the
MDnM class and is among the non ideal fluids, commonly used in organic Rankine cycles [180].
In the absence of high quality experimental data for validation of non ideal flows, a cross-verification
between Stanford Unstructured 2 (SU2) and OpenFOAM is conducted to show that RGDFoam can
capture the non ideal flow properties correctly. SU2 is a well-established open-source platform for
solving multi-physics PDE problems on general unstructured meshes, with a Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver capable of simulating the compressible, turbulent flows typical of
aerospace engineering problems [174, 181]. SU2 has recently been extended to NICFD simulation,
and cross-verified with a range of different solvers [156]. Different equations of state are implemented
in SU2 to perform NICFD simulations. The case studied in by Vitale et al. [156] uses the Peng and
Robinson equation of state (see Appendix), together with constant ratio of heat capacity and constant
dynamic viscosity, leading to a pseudo-real gas simulation.
For the purpose of the cross-verification, two RGDFoam simulations are conducted. Grid depen-
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(a) Experimental schlieren image [173].
(b) Computational schlieren image of RGD-1
Figure 4.5: Comparison of experimental and computational schlieren images for NPR 2.41 test case.
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Figure 4.6: Grid dependency study for the VKI turbine case.
dency study was carried out with four grids, the grids resolution are 40k, 80k, 160k and 320k, as show
in Fig. 4.6. Obviously, the 160k mesh will return a good balance between accuracy and simulation
speed. Thus the mesh composed of 160k is chosen to perform the calculations. The first, OF-1, mim-
ics the pseudo-real gas implementation from SU2 to allow a direct comparison. The second, OF-2,
uses fully non-ideal fluid properties, with look-up tables values developed from the REFPROP data
base [175, 182]. This case shows the influence of varying viscosity and heat capacity on the fluid
dynamics. A detailed case description is available in the study by Vitale et al. [156]. The simulation
settings, fluid properties, and boundary conditions are listed in Tab. 4.2. It is worth to note that the
turbine cascade operation condition is selected to be near the critical point to promote strong non
ideal fluid dynamic behaviour. The compressibility factor for MDM in the simulation is between
0.601 and 0.777. The three different simulation cases are marked as SU2, OF-1, OF-2 respectively.
The comparison of temperature, pressure, density, and Mach number along a stream line following
the cascades channel are shown in Fig. 4.7, and Mach number contours are shown in Fig. 4.8, with
the SU2 data obtained from [156].
A limitation of the SU2 data is that the exact location of the streamline used by the authors
for data extraction is not provided. In the current work the channel centre line is picked for data
comparison. Figure 4.7 shows that the OF-1 case has very good agreement with the SU2 simulation
before x = 0.025 for all properties. In this region the spatial property gradients normal to the channel
centreline are small, meaning that the uncertainty in location of data extraction only has a minor
impact. As such it confirms that the OF-1 simulation can correctly recreate the results from SU2.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of fluid properties along streamline at near mid passage in the VKI cascade.
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Table 4.2: Details for 2D simulation of VKI stator cascade.
Items Values
Solver SU2 (Peng-Robinson) OpenFOAM (Peng-Robinson) OpenFOAM REFPROP
Case label SU2 OF-1 OF-2
Cell number [-] 16000 125516 125516
Fluid MDM
Tcr [K] 564.1
pcr [Pa] 1.415× 106
Acentric factor [-] 0.529
R [J kg−1 K−1] 35.23
T0in [K] 592.1
p0in [Pa] 1.387×106
po [Pa] 1.10×106
Gas model Peng-Robinson Peng-Robinson based look-up table REFPROP based look-up table
Cp [J kg−1 K−1] 2170.38 2170.38 REFPROP based look-up table
Cv [J kg−1 K−1] 2135.15 2135.15 REFPROP based look-up table
γ [-] 1.0165 1.0165 REFPROP based look-up table
µ [m2 s−1] 1.3764×10−5 1.3764×10−5 REFPROP based look-up table
Spatial scheme Gauss vanLeer
Temporal scheme EulerLocal
Flux scheme Roe HLLC ALE Real Flux
Spatial accuracy 2nd order
Turbulence Model Spalart Allmaras k-ω SST k-ω SST
Local max CFL [-] 5.0 0.8 0.8
However, after x = 0.025, the data lines separate. This location corresponds to the nozzle exit
area where large spatial property gradients exist. Furthermore the two simulations use different tur-
bulence models. In SU2, the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) one equation turbulence model is chosen to close
the momentum equation, whereas, in OpenFOAM the k-ω SST turbulence model is selected. These
models result in different turbulence and entropy wakes forming at the nozzle trailing edge. These
different wakes manifest as the variations in properties seen in Fig. 4.7 and also visible in Fig. 4.8.
The predicted properties converge again at the downstream end of the simulation domain, con-
firming that this is a localized effect. Overall, apart from the turbulent wake, good agreement exists
between the SU2 and OF-1 simulations confirming the ability of RGDFoam to correctly simulate non
ideal gas flows in turbine cascades.
In the OF-2 simulation, fully non ideal gas properties are used. It can be seen from Fig. 4.7 that the
predicted pressure, and Mach number are close, but that there is an off-set in pressure, temperature,
and density from the outset. This is due to the differences in the equations of state. A further reason
is the non-constant fluid viscosity that is applied via the look-up table method. The deviations in the
wake (x > 0.025), where turbulent viscosity has an important influence on temperature and density
highlights the importance of correct non ideal fluid modelling.
As there is no obvious difference in Mach number between OF-1 and OF-2, the Mach number
contour for SU2 and OF-2 cases are shown in Fig. 4.8. This figure shows a good agreement of Mach
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(a) Case SU2, carry out by SU2 with the Peng-Robinson equation of state.
(b) Case OF-2, carry out by RGDFoam with REFPROP based look-up tables.
Figure 4.8: Comparison of SU2 and OF-2 Mach number contours of the VKI LS89 turbine stator cascades.
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Table 4.3: Behaviour of fluid properties along an isentrope for various values of Γ[125].
Γ Behaviour
Γ > 1 Acoustic speed increases with pressure, behaviour of usual substances
Γ = 1 Constant acoustic speed, pressure is a linear function of ρ
0 < Γ < 1 Acoustic speed decreases with pressure
Γ = 0 Pressure is a linear function of 1/ρ
Γ < 0 Negative curvature of isentrope, behaviour of unusual substances
number contour upstream of the wake region. However, the SU2 case has a longer low velocity wake
(low Mach number) than the OF-2 case, which can be attributed to the different turbulence models.
The quantitative comparison of centre line properties and qualitative comparison of Mach number
contour confirms the ability of RGDFoam to correctly simulate non ideal gas flows in near sonic stator
geometries.
4.4.3 Dense gas flow over a backward step
At thermodynamic conditions close to the critical point, some dense gases exhibit non-classical be-
haviour. Cramer published a detailed study of non-classical dynamics of gases [122], to unveil new
phenomena including the formation and propagation of expansion shocks, sonic shocks, double sonic
shocks, and shock splitting, and gave an analytical solution for these new phenomena. Cramer et
al. [183] studied the relationship between Prandtl-Meyer function and Mach numbers for dense gases,
and gave an estimation of the non-classical behaviour for the Prandtl-Meyer function. The expansion
shock is reviewed and studied by Thompson et al. [184].
When discussing non-classical behaviour, the fundamental derivative, Γ, is used to determine
whether the fluid properties enter the non classical gas region [125]. The fundamental derivative Γ is
given by:
Γ =
a4
2 v3
(
∂2v
∂p2
)
= 1 +
ρ
a
(
∂a
∂ρ
)
s
, (4.33)
where v denotes the specific volume, and acoustic speed is given by:
a =
(
∂p
∂ρ
) 1
2
s
. (4.34)
Based on Thompson’s study[125], the behaviours of fluid properties along an isentrope for various
values of Γ are shown in Tab. 4.3.
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For a perfect gas (p v = RT ), it can be shown that
Γ =
γ + 1
2
. (4.35)
Obviously,
Γ > 1, if γ > 1. (4.36)
Hence for perfect gases acoustic speed increases with density and pressure along an isentrope [183].
For air, steam, or CO2, the value of the fundamental derivative is greater than 1, meaning that the
acoustic speed, a, increases in a compression and decreases through an expansion [185]. However
for organic fluids with high molecular complexity, the fundamental derivative, Γ, close to the critical
point can drop below 1 or 0 [186]. For isentropic processes as Γ reduces, the rate of change of the
acoustic speed with density decreases. And for Γ < 1 the acoustic speed decreases with pressure. The
effect of fundamental derivative, Γ, on the Prandtl-Meyer function is discussed by Thompson [125]
and Galiana et al. [185]. They shows that for certain conditions with Γ < 1, acoustic speed increases
through an expansion, leading to the possibility of rarefaction shocks.
Thompson [125] has shown that the region of inverted gas dynamics is defined byM2 > 1/(1−Γ).
Here Mach number decreased with increasing flow velocity in a steady isentropic expansion. Thus a
region of non-classical behaviour delimited by J > 0, where J is defined by the relationship between
Γ and Mach number,
J = − ν
M
(
dM
dν
)
= 1− Γ− 1
M2
, (4.37)
is introduced. For certain thermodynamics conditions and thermodynamic models, gas can enter this
non-classical region. The region of J > 0 is defined as the non-classical region. In this region,
classical gas dynamics are inverted, meaning that Mach number decreases through expansion waves
as the Prandtl-Meyer function (ν) is inverted.
This phenomena has attracted attention from researchers working on ORC design. Some dense
gases, considered as ideal working fluid for ORCs, such asR245fa, MDnM, exhibit this non-classical
region [185, 187]. Thus it is important for a non ideal gas CFD solver with potential for turbomachin-
ery applications to accurately simulate the fluid dynamics when fluid properties are in this particular
region.
Vitale et al. [156] performed a numerical study to capture one of the non-classical gas dynamics
phenomena, expansion shock, during verification of the NICFD solver SU2. For their case, the value
of fundamental derivative, Γ, is less than 0.
Francisco et al. [185] performed a numerical study to show that dense gas properties can enter
the non ideal region through an isentropic expansion from given stagnation conditions. In such an
expansion, the Mach number first increases but then decreases, while the fundamental derivative (Γ)
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Figure 4.9: Grid dependency study for the backward step.
first decreases to near zero, before increasing again to near 1. Thus there is a maximum Mach number
during the isentropic expansion, and the non ideal gas dynamics for 0 < Γ < 1 can be captured.
As the expansion process is isentropic and Mach number is greater than unity, properties along a
streamline are described by the analytical solution of an isentropic process. This process in analogous
to the works for SU2 by Vitale et al. [156].
Investigating a similar case and comparing RGDFoam predictions to the analytical solution is a
further way to assess the capabilities of RGDFoam and especially to assess the operation of the non
ideal gas look-up tables in this non-classical gas region. The fluid considered is MD4M, with critical
properties of Tcr = 653.2 K and Pcr = 0.877 MPa. An isentropic expansion routine is designed
to determine the analytical solution for the non ideal expansion process. To ensure that the fluid
properties enter the non-classical region through expansion, the stagnation temperature and pressure
are chosen based on the study by Francisco et al. [185], as T0 = 1.025Tcr and p0 = 2.0Pcr. A
pressure, p = 0.001Pcr is applied as the outlet. The analytical solution for the properties along this
isentropic expansion process are calculated using properties obtained from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) real gas database (REFPROP) [175, 182]. Using the isentropic
assumption, Mach number, static temperature, pressure, fundamental derivative and Prandtl-Meyer
function for each point along a streamline through the expansion are evaluated.
Four grids have been chosen to established the grid dependency study, with resolutions of 28k,
48k, 75k and 131k. The result is shown in Fig 4.9. Even tough the 48k grid can return a independent
simulation results, due to this case is used to validate the solver with an analytical simulation, hence,
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Figure 4.10: Changing properties as a function of Mach number for an isentropic expansion of MD4M.
the highest resolution of grid is chosen to carry out the following simulations.
Figure 4.10 shows values of pressure, temperature, fundamental derivative, and value of Prandtl-
Meyer function versus local Mach number along the isentropic expansion process. It can be seen
that at the beginning of expansion, the local Mach number increases, as pressure and temperature
decreases (Fig. 4.10(a) and (b)). However, once the expansion enters the non-classical region, Mach
number starts to decrease again. Thus a maximum local Mach number of 1.962 is reached.
Figure 4.10(c) shows the non-classical region, based on J > 0. It is clear that the peak in Mach
number coincides with the fluid properties entering the non-classical region. While J > 0 Mach
number decreases, until properties exit the non-classical region. Once the gas properties are outside
of the non-classical region, the Mach number increases again.
For validation of the CFD solver RGDFoam, the fluid dynamics near the local peak in Mach
number are of interest. Thus a test case, which allows the fluid to expand from the classical region
into the non-classical region is designed. For this a backward step with angle 30° is selected to expand
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(a) Mach number change through isentropic expansion (b) Pressure change through isentropic expansion
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Figure 4.11: Contours for (a) Mach number, (b) pressure, (c) temperature and (d) density of the 2D simulation
for dense gas flow passes a backward step.
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Table 4.4: Simulation details for expansion from classical into non-classical region over a backward facing
step.
Items Values
Solver RGDFoam
Cell number 139 400
Fluid MD4M
Tcr 653.2 K
pcr 0.877× 106 Pa
T0in 1.025Tcr
p0in 2.0 pcr
Uin Mach = 1.8
Gas model REFPROP based look-up table
Spatial scheme Gauss vanLeer
Temporal scheme EulerLocal
Flux scheme hllcALE Real Flux
Viscosity model inviscid
Spatial accuracy 2nd order
and accelerate the fluid. The simulation details are listed in Tab. 4.4.
Contours of Mach number, static pressure, static temperature, and density are plotted in Fig. 4.11
and corresponding properties along two streamlines are shown in Fig. 4.12. Fluid enters the domain
with a constant Mach number, 1.8, at conditions corresponding to an isentropic process from the
total conditions. Once the fluid reaches, the Mach waves originating from the corner, the fluid starts
accelerate. The Mach number first increases, while still in the classical region (J < 0), forming
an expansion fan. However once the fluid properties enter the non-classical region (J > 0), Mach
number starts to reduce, signifying a non-classical process.
In order to gain a better understanding of this phenomenon, two streamlines are selected from the
calculation domain, marked with 1 and 2. Properties along these streamlines are shown in Fig. 4.12.
A close-up view of the Mach number contours along streamline 2, during the expansion process,
marked with a rectangular frame in Fig. 4.11 (a), is shown in Fig. 4.13(a). Corresponding relationships
between fundamental derivative, Γ and Prandtl Mayer function, ν, and Mach number are shown in
Fig. 4.13(b) and (c). Five markers, as positioned in Fig. 4.13 have been added to allow a better
description of the expansion process.
Figures 4.12(a) and (b) show the Mach number along the x position for streamline 1 and 2 respec-
tively. It is clear from Fig. 4.12(a) that Mach number gradually increase once the fluid starts to turn. A
maximum Mach number is reached at x = 0.32. After this point, the streamlines enter non-classical
region and the Mach number starts to drop.
Once the streamline is parallel with the second wall, the Mach number is constant again and equal
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Figure 4.12: Changing in Mach number through isentropic expansion, corresponding to Fig. 4.10 and 4.11.
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Figure 4.13: Close-up views of MD4M expansion routines along streamline 2 with markers to identify key
steps in the process.
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to 1.46. Comparing streamline 1 and 2, it can be seen that the expansion process is more spaced out,
due to the increased distance from the corner. The maximum and minimum Mach number remain the
same, 1.96 and 1.46, respectively.
It can be seen from Fig. 4.12(b) and 4.13(a) that Mach number increases from point a to point b.
An expansion fan is formed, as the fluid accelerates and approaches the non-classical region. Point
b marks the position where the maximum Mach number is reached and also the start of the non-
classical flow, as shown in Fig. 4.13. As properties enter the non classical region, Mach number starts
to decrease.
Considering Fig. 4.12(b), the most rapid reduction in Mach number, exists between point c and
d. Here the spatial rate of change of Mach number, ∂M
∂x
is highest for the entire process between
points b and e. The region c to d also corresponds to the lowest fundamental derivative, as shown
in Fig. 4.13(b). This is explained by the local ratio of the Prandtl-Meyer function to Mach number
( ∆ν
∆Ma
). Using data obtained from Fig. 4.13 (c) the values of ∆ν
∆Ma
for bc, cd and de are −0.90, −0.69
and −1.46, respectively. Thus in region cd, the most rapid Mach number decrease per unit turning
angle, is obtained. For fluids or conditions that result in a lower fundamental derivative, this could
lead to the formation of a rarefaction shock.
Figure 4.12(c) to (f) shows the variation of static pressure and temperature for both analytical solu-
tion and CFD simulations obtained using RGDFoam along the streamlines. It is clear that the pressure
changing against Mach number along both streamline 1 and 2 (bold line) show good agreements with
the analytical solution obtained from the MD4M expansion routine (dashed line). The implemented
look-up tables, HLLC ALE flux calculator, and RGDFoam solver as a whole is able to accurately
recreate the analytical solution. This further demonstrates the ability of RGDFoam to perform pre-
dictions for dense gases with operating conditions close to the critical point and in the non-classical
gas region. The close agreement between the NICFD simulation results and the analytical solutions,
obtained by direct evaluation of the REFPROP fluid property database, further confirms that using the
look-up tables with appropriate resolution, does not introduce an appreciable error.
This case verifies RGDFoam for simulations of compressible flow close to the critical point.
4.5 Conclusions
This paper describes an extension of the open source CFD library OpenFOAM (version 3.0 ex) to per-
form Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) simulations of trans-sonic compressible flows of non
ideal fluids The new solver, RGDFoam, using look-up tables to capture non ideal gas physical prop-
erties and transport properties, together with an appropriate Riemann flux calculator are described,
verified, and validated. The new solver has the following features:
1. Accurate modelling of non ideal fluid properties and transport properties through use of user
defined look-up tables (tables can be generated for any gas and based on any equation of state).
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2. HLLC ALE flux calculator. This avoids polytropic assumptions during the reconstruction and
the flux calculation process.
3. Solver is validated for trans-sonic nozzle flows.
4. Solver is verified for non ideal and non-classical fluid flows as may be encountered in super-
critical Carbon Dioxide (sCO2) or Organic Rankine Cyle (ORC) turbomachinery.
5. Implementation in OpenFoam to allow continued development.
The result is a rapid and highly flexible solver for the simulation of non ideal CFD (NICFD) problems.
Three test cases are simulated to validate and verify the RGDFoam solver. First, a test case pub-
lished by NASA, consisting of transonic under expanded air flow through a convergent-divergent
nozzle is simulated. This confirms the ability of RGDFoam to correctly simulate transonic flow phe-
nomena and shock waves. Second, a VKI 2D cascade operating with the dense gas belonging to the
MDnM family at conditions near the critical point is simulated (compressibility factor between 0.601
and 0.777). This shows that the look-up tables and RGDFoam can correctly simulate non ideal gas
flows in near sonic stator geometries. Finally, flow of MD4M over a backward step, at conditions
that results in non-classical effects is simulated and compared to analytical conditions. This further
verifies the abilities of RGDFoam for simulations of non ideal gas dynamics.
In conclusion, the new solver, RGDFoam, suitable for solving non ideal compressible fluid dynam-
ics problems for OpenFOAM has been presented. Results from several verification cases are reported
to demonstrate the accuracy and capabilities of OpenFOAM as a tool for the NICFD community.
In future we plan continued development of the solver and to add further capabilities. These
include optimisation techniques for steady and unsteady flows in two dimensional nozzle geometries
and fully 3-dimensional turbine geometries. The source code for RGDFoam is available from the
following repository [188].
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Summary
This chapter bridges the gap between preliminary design and high fidelity CFD simulations. The
aims to overcome the limitations of the open-source CFD library OpenFOAM in simulating NICFD
problems and to enhance the understanding of real gas effects are accomplished. This solver and
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flux calculator allow OpenFOAM to solve Riemann problems with non-ideal fluid properties. During
the validation progress, the non-ideal gas phenomena are reviewed in detail. This gives a good
understanding of the non-ideal gas fluid dynamics. With this solver, a comprehensive understanding
for the sCO2 turbomachineries (including compressors and turbines) can be obtained from the CFD
simulations.
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Chapter 5
Development of a geometry optimiser
5.1 Introduction
Currently, sCO2 radial inflow turbines or turbine components are designed using quasi-one-dimensional
inviscid or two-dimensional (2D) viscous flow solvers, coupled to the thermodynamics models avail-
able at the time [26]. For the radial inflow turbines working with high pressure ratio, supersonic flow
conditions may occur. Resulting shock waves may decrease efficiency. Thus non-standard geome-
tries are required for the turbomachinery design to minimise losses. A good way to enhance turbines
performance is to adjust the three-dimensional (3D) blade geometry. Due to the complexing of the
flow and the 3D nature of the passages modifying the shape is a challenging undertaking especially
as the optimum shape may be non-intuitive.
An alternative approach for the design is the intensive use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
with appropriate optimisation strategies. An efficient design procedure is described in this work,
which is based on the coupling of different tools, namely, an optimiser, a geometry generator, a mesh
generator, a CFD solver, and a post processor, which evaluates the design quality by analysing the
numerical results. During the search for the optimal design, many candidate geometries are analysed
in a fully automated manner without any input from the user. The the optimiser calls a high fidelity
CFD solvers to simulation the given geometries. Based on the results returned by CFD solvers, the
optimiser finds the optimal geometry based on the CFD results. Furthermore, all the tools used in
the optimisation loop have to be robust and effective, in order to efficiently evaluate the widest set of
possible configuration. Time consumption must also be considered. Optimisation is a computational
resources intensive task, every kind of saving should be considered. Thus techniques focused on
reducing computational cost should be applied.
In this chapter, an optimiser technique based on the Nelder-Mead simplex method [189] is em-
ployed.
The Nelder-Mead method is a commonly applied numerical method used to find the minimum
or maximum of an objective function in a multidimensional space. It is applied to non-linear op-
timisation problems for which derivatives may not be known. The Nelder-Mead method optimises
parametrised blade geometry. The geometry parametrisation is a crucial aspect for the success of any
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shape optimisation, as it must be able to generate a wide variety of realistic geometries within the
smallest set of design parameters. Furthermore, a careful definition of the ranges of design variables
must be done.
The structure for this chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 describes the fundamental methodologies
for the Nelder-Mead based optimiser, which includes a description of the Nelder-Mead method and
a method for reducing computational cost. Section 5.3 presents the verification and validation of
the developed optimiser, using an example of optimising a convergent-divergent air nozzle. Finally,
section 5.4 gives a brief conclusion for this chapter.
5.2 Optimisation methodology
In this section, the methodology for optimisation progress is introduced. This includes a detail de-
scription of the optimisation method.
Before starting, a question is raised: what is optimisation? Here is an example to show the answer.
Usually if we have a function, for example, the Himmelblau function,
f(x, y) = (x2 + y − 11)2 + (x+ y2 − 7)2 , (5.1)
the optimisation progress is the way to find the minimum value of f(x, y). The Himmelblau function
is emplicity, and the minima can be directly calculated:
• f(3.0, 2.0) = 0.0 ,
• f(−2.805118, 3.131312) = 0.0 ,
• f(−3.779310,−3.283186) = 0.0 ,
• f(3.584428,−1.848126) = 0.0 .
The f(x, y) is denoted the objective function, whose value should be minimised. Figure 5.1 shows
the 3D plot for the Himmelblau function. The four identical local minima are shown on this figure.
The method to find the minima of a given function is the optimisation process.
However, in many engineering applications, the results we want to minimised don’t have an ex-
plicit relationships to the input parameters. Especially for the turbine design, it is very hard, even
impossible to find an explicit relationship between the turbine geometries and the turbine perfor-
mance. Thus it is impossible to optimise the turbine efficiency by simply solving the explicit control
function, that connects the turbine geometry parameters and the turbine performance. In that condi-
tion, we need an optimisation method which is independent of the explicit control function needed to
minimise the given objective function.
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Figure 5.1: The 3D plot of the Himmelblau function
5.2.1 The progress of optimisation
Based on the discussion above, an optimisation methodology is developed and the flow-chart for the
optimisation process is shown in Fig. 5.2.
The core parts of this optimisation methodology are the optimiser and the function evaluation part,
shown in the blue and red dashed frame. At first the optimiser reads the input files, which includes the
control file, initial conditions, ranges, to correctly start the optimisation process. Once the optimiser
generates a new state vector, the corresponding objective function is evaluated with given method (e.g.
high fidelity CFD simulation), which is shown in the red dashed frame. The value of the objective
function is then returned back to the optimiser for determination, at which part a new state vector
may be generated. Once the the results satisfied the converging criteria of the optimiser, the output
results is provided to indicate the right optimum. During the whole progress, the state vectors and
the values of corresponding objective functions are stored in database, which helps the restart of the
optimisation progress.
Details about the optimisation process are discussed in the following sections.
5.2.2 The Nelder-Mead methods
Usually, optimisation methods required the local gradient or the first derivative of the objective func-
tion to find the optimal solutions, such as the method presented by Fletcher and Reeves [190], the
method presented by Davidon [191]. For turbomachinery problems, it is hard, even impossible to
find the local gradient or the first derivative of the objective function, thus derivative-free optimisa-
tion methods that do not use derivative information in the classical sense to find optimal solutions are
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Figure 5.2: The schematic of the optimisation algorithm.
required. The Nelder-Mead simplex transform method [189] is one of these methods.
The Nelder-Mead simplex method for function value minimisation is first discussed by J. A.
Nelder and R. Mead [189] in 1965.
The Nelder-Mead algorithm is designed to solve the unconstrained optimisation problem through
minimising the value of a given function. This method uses only function values at some point in
Rn and does not try to extract or calculate an approximate gradient or local derivative at any of given
points. Hence it is one of the general class of direct search methods [192], and is well suited for the
turbomachinery blade geometry optimisation problems.
The Nelder-Mead method is a simplex-based method, that working on an given simplex. A sim-
plex S in Rn is defined as the convex hull of n + 1 vertices, [x0, . . . , xn] ∈ Rn. For example, a
simplex in R2 forms a triangle, and a simplex in R3 forms a tetrahedron, which is shown in Fig. 5.3.
A simplex-based method usually starts with a given set of n+ 1 points [x0, . . . , xn] ∈ Rn. These
points are considered as the vertices of the current working simplex S, with the corresponding set of
function values at the vertices fj = f(xj) , for j = 0, . . . , n. The initial working simplex S has to
be non-degenerate, i.e., the points [x0, . . . , xn] must not lie in the same hyperplane. That allows the
optimiser to know all directions in Rn space.
The method then performs a sequence of transformations of the working simplex S according to
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Figure 5.3: Examples of the simplex S for Nelder-Mead methods.
the procedure describes in section 5.2.3, aimed at decreasing the function values corresponding to its
vertices.
At each step, the value of one or more point on the simpex is calcualted, together with their
corresponding function value. The transformation for the working simplex is determined by compar-
ing the newly calculated value with the other vertices value. This process will be continuous till to
the working simplex S becomes sufficiently small, or the function values fj are close enough. The
Nelder-Mead algorithm usually requires only one or two function evaluations at each step, however,
many other methods use even more function evaluations [193]. Thus this algorithm is a ‘naturally’
time saving optimisation technique. In order to offer a detail description of this method, the general
algorithm of the Nelder-Mead method is given below.
1. Construct the initial working simplex S .
2. Calculate the termination test information, if criteria is met, terminated.
3. Transform the working simplex.
4. Return the best vertex of the current simplex S and the associated function value.
5. Return to step 2.
As describes before, the simplex or n-simplex is the convex hull of a set of (n+ 1) vectors in the
Rn space. It can be said that it is an n-dimensional analogue of a triangle. It is quite important for
defining a right and suitable initial simplex for starting the optimisation procedure, for the reason that
it not only gives the information for the all directions of the Rn space, but also gives the initial steps
in different directions. A suitable initial step allows the optimiser to work more globally. A too small
initial simplex can lead to a local search, consequently the Nelder-Mead method can get more easily
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stuck in a local minimal. In this project, the initial simplex is determined by the nature of the problem
and to make sure a large enough initial simplex is applied on the optimisation problem.
The Nelder-Mead method needs a N × (N + 1) initial simplex, to make sure that variations for
every component are considered, the initial matrix is designed, as:
V0 V1 V2 . . . Vn−1 Vn
V0 + s0 V1 V2 . . . Vn−1 Vn
V0 V1 + s1 V2 . . . Vn−1 Vn
V0 V1 V2 + s2 . . . Vn−1 Vn
...
...
... . . .
...
V0 V1 V2 . . . Vn−1 + sn−1 Vn
V0 V1 V2 . . . Vn−1 Vn + sn

. (5.2)
In this matrix, every single line is a state vector, which consist of N variables, and s denote the
increment step. The increments of every variable create an convex hull in the n-dimensional space.
The value of increments should be determined by the given problem.
Once the simplex is introduced, the whole process of Nelder-Mead method can be suited in to the
blue frame in Fig. 5.2, and the flow chart for the Nelder-Mead method is shown in Fig. 5.4.
It can be seen from Fig. 5.4 that at the beginning of the optimisation process, the optimiser read
the initial simplex and the ranges information from the given input files. Then the optimiser evaluates
the initial simplex with the given evaluation method (will detailed discussed in section 5.2.5). Once
the optimiser finishes the evaluation of the initial simplex, working simplex transformation begins,
till to the convergence of the optimisation problems. To be noted, each optimised variable need has a
valid range, to eliminate the cases without physical meanings. The optimiser use a limitation function
to enforce this. The upper and lower limits are read from the input files for each optimisation variable.
The new generated state vector are checked to confirm that no variable is outside the range. If the new
state vector generated from the transformation of the working simplex is located outside of the range,
a high penalty value is assigned to the optimiser to force the optimiser to search in an other direction.
More details about the Nelder-Mead optimiser will provided in the following sections.
5.2.3 Simplex transformation algorithm
The Nelder-Mead method transforms the working simplex to search for the minima. In this section,
the simplex transformation method is introduced.
The following three steps are needed to finish one iteration of the simplex transformation algo-
rithm [194].
1. Ordering. In current working simplex S, the worst (w), second worst (s) and the best indices
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Figure 5.4: Schematic for the Nelder-Mead simplex transform methodology.
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(b) vertex are determined.
fw = max jfj , fs = max j 6=wfj , fb = max j 6=wfj (5.3)
2. Calculate the centroid. The centroid c of the best side is calculated with
c =
1
n
∑
j 6=w
xj (5.4)
3. Transformation. Update the working simplex based on the current one.
There are four transformations for a working simplex illustrated forR2 in Fig. 5.6. The final work-
ing simplex after each stage is shown in red. Flow chart 5.5 shows different transforming conditions
corresponding to Fig. 5.6. Details are presented:
• Reflect: the Nelder-Mead optimiser compute the reflection point over the line between xb and
xs, as shown in Fig. 5.6 (a). The reflection point is calculated by xr = c + α(c − xw). If
fb ≤ fr < fs, xr is used to replace xw and terminate the iteration.
• Expand: However, if fr < fb, then a farther reflection point, called the ‘expansion’ point xe is
computed by xe = c + γ(xr − c). If fe < fr, accept xe and terminate the iteration. Otherwise,
accept xr and terminate the iteration. The corresponding figure is Fig. 5.6 (b).
• Contract: If fr ≥ fs, compute the contraction points xc by using the better of the two points
xw and xr. Then, if fs ≤ fr < fw, compute xc = c + β(xr − c). If fc < fr, accept xc and
terminate the iteration, and the xc is located outside of the initial simplex, as shown in Fig. 5.6
(c). Otherwise if fr ≥ fw, compute xc with xc = c + β(xw − c), and xc located inside of the
initial simplex. If fc < fw, accept xc and stop the iteration, as shown in Fig. 5.6 (d). If not,
perform a shrink transformation progress.
• Shrink: Compute the new vertices with xj = xb+δ(xj−xb). The schematic is shown in Fig. 5.6
(e). The shrink transformation was used to avoid the failing of the algorithm. It is rarely for the
algorithm to be failed in convergence, however once a valley is curved and one vertex of the
simplex is far away from the valley bottom than the others may lead to fail.
The Nelder-Mead optimiser used in this work is taken from NumPy [195].
5.2.4 Objective Function
As discussed in previous section, the geometry is defined by parametrised variables, who form the
state (geometry) vectors. The geometry vectors are assigned to the optimiser for evaluation through
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Figure 5.5: Flow chart of Nelder-Mead simplex transform.
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Figure 5.6: Examples of the simplex S for Nelder-Mead methods. (a) Reflect, (b) Expand, (c) Contract outside,
(d) Contract inside, and (e) Shrink.
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the simplex transformation method. The corresponding values on the vertices of the simplex used for
determining the transformation are calculated through solving the corresponding functions.
In engineering applications, there are typically more than one objective function that needs to
be minimised. For example, during the design of turbine, we actually want to achieve both higher
efficiency, correct power output, and correct outlet temperature or pressure. This results in a multi-
objective optimisation problem. In mathematical terms, a multi-objective optimisation problem can
be formulated as:
min(f1(x), f2(x), · · · , fk(x)) . (5.5)
In this project, as the formula for the objective functions are ambiguous, we use a uniformed objective
function Φ, defined as:
Φ =
n∑
i
ϕV i ·Wi (5.6)
Where ϕ is the cost value for the objective function, returned from the function evaluation, and W is
the weighting factor for different objectives (costs). The sum of the weighted costs of the objective
functions is the total objective function Φ, whose value is minimised by the optimiser.
One thing to be reminded is that in multi-objective optimisation, there does not always exist a
feasible solution that minimises all objective functions values. Hence, the Pareto optimal solutions,
i.e. solutions that cannot be improved in any of the objectives without degrading at least one of
the other objectives, are used to determine the results of optimisation process. The Pareto optimal
solutions are shown in Fig. 5.7.
5.2.5 Strategy to reduce computational load
In an optimisation context, any gain in computational efficiency for function evaluations is advanta-
geous, especially when using time-demanding CFD simulations to evaluate the objective functions.
It can be noticed that, the optimiser need many iterations to find a optimum. Thus it is essential to
find a good way to reduce the numbers of function evaluations. During the operating of the optimiser,
an interest phenomenon is observed. In the earlier stage of optimisation progress, the future func-
tion evaluations fall outside the convex hull of the current simplex, which leads the working simplex
transforming and ‘walking’ to the optimum, as shown in Fig. 5.6 (a), (b) and (c). Once the work-
ing simplex gets close to the optimum, future function evaluations will fall within the convex hull of
the current simplex (as shown in Fig. 5.6 (d) and (e)). And multiple, small steps are then required to
converge to the optimum. Usually, the future function evaluation fall within the convex hull of the cur-
rent simplex and previously visited points. Evaluating these intermediary iterations consumes much
computational time. However, these intermediary function evaluations are almost ‘useless’ once the
optimum is found. It is only essential to do evaluation for obtaining the objective function when the
future state is located outside the current working simplex. Hence, the intermediary iterations can be
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Figure 5.7: Example of a Pareto front (in red), the set of Pareto optimal solutions (those that are not dominated
by any other feasible solutions). The boxed points represent feasible choices, and smaller values are preferred
to larger ones. Point C is not on the Pareto front because it is dominated by both point A and point B. Points
A and B are not strictly dominated by any other, and hence do lie on the front [196].
substituted to reduce computational cost. One idea is to replace evaluation by interpolation based on
the evaluated data that already exist. In this project, the n-dimensional linear interpolation method is
applied to reduce computational cost and enhance the computational efficiency.
Figure 5.8 shows the evaluation method corresponding to the red frame in Fig. 5.2. Once a new
state vector is generated from the optimiser, it is passed directly to the evaluation module to calculate
the value of the objective function.
As shown in Fig. 5.8, before doing CFD simulation (shown in green frame), the newly generated
state vector is compared to the database, to determine whether to do interpolation or a new evaluation
with the time consuming CFD simulation. In order to carry out the n-dimensional linear interpolation,
first we need to determine if the new state vector is inside or outside the convex hull formed by existing
vector points. To avoid accumulation of errors, that may arise from interpolation of interpolated data,
only function evaluations are stored in the database.
The green frame shows the high fidelity simulation tools, it this context, it is the CFD solver.
The high fidelity simulation consist of three parts: pre-processing, simulation, and post processing.
The processing tools are detailed in Appendix B. The value of the objective function is calculated
and returned to the Nelder-Mead optimiser. Simultaneously, the state vector, the results from post
processing and the value of objective functions are stored in the database.
Figure 5.9 illustrates different situations for a new state vector N in R2 space. The x-axis and
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Figure 5.8: The schematic of the objective function evaluation module.
y-axis are normalised of Mahalanobis distance (DM ). Mahalanobis distance is described in sec-
tion 5.2.5. In Fig. 5.9(a), ‘a’,‘b’,‘c’ and ‘d’ denote four state vector points already evaluated in R2
space. Their objective function values are f(a), f(b), f(c) and f(d). A convex hull is formed from
these points, as shown in the figure by the dashed line. Six different conditions used for choosing
between interpolation or evaluation, as shown in Fig. 5.9, and corresponding to Fig. 5.8.
At the starting of the evaluation process, the data points are ordered by the distance to the new
point. According to the distance to the new point in the R2 space, two cut off distances R0 and R1
are defined, as shown in Fig. 5.9. Different methods are applied, depending on the cut off distance R0
and R1:
• if in convex hull:
– if min|N − Pi| < R0
If the new point N is close enough to a point whose value of objective function already
evaluated, use the objective function value of the nearest point f(Pn) as the value of point
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Figure 5.9: Two dimensional schematic for different methods used in interpolation, (a) New geometry is
located within the convex hull and within the distanceR0 from the nearest point; (b) New geometry is located
outside of the convex hull but within the distance R0 from the nearest point; (c) New geometry is located
inside of the convex hull and the distance to the nearest point is between R0 and R1; (d) New geometry
is located outside of the convex hull and the distance to the nearest point is between R0 and R1; (e) New
geometry is located inside of the convex hull but the distance to the nearest point is larger than R1; (f) New
geometry is located outside of the convex hull and the distance to the nearest point is larger than R1
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N .
– else if R0 < min|N − Pi| < R0
If the new point N is located between R0 and R1 from the nearest point, then an interpo-
lation method is applied. However, an randomise strategy is applied here to guaranteed
the accuracy of interpolation, will detailed discussed later.
– else
Do evaluation.
• else:
Do evaluation
Figure 5.9 illustrates a number of possible scenarios. Fig. 5.9 (a) shows that if the next geometry
point located inside the convex hull and close enough to a previously evaluated point (point a), then
the Nearest interpolation method is applied for pointN , i.e. f(N) = f(a). For the second case shown
in Fig. 5.9 (b), even though the next geometry point lies within the circle around point a with a radius
of R0, point N lies outside of the convex hull, hence the evaluation method is applied. Fig. 5.9 (c)
illustrates that point N located between R0 and R1 to the nearest point (point a) and located inside
of the convex hull, the linear n-dimensional interpolation method is applied. Fig. 5.9 (d) illustrates
that point N located between R0 and R1 to the nearest point (point a), but outside of the convex
hull. Hence, do the evaluation. As shown in Fig. 5.9 (e) even though the point N is located inside of
the convex hull, the distance between the nearest point is larger than R1, thus the evaluation method
is applied. Similarly, Fig. 5.9 (f) shows that the point N is located outside the convex hull and the
distance to the nearest point (point c) is larger than R1, evaluation method is applied.
Mahalanobis Distance
As discussed above, all the state vector points are arranged by Mahalanobis distance DM . That is
because, the components of the state have different units. Especially for an optimisation problem
with multiple design parameters in different units, for example degree (°), meter (m), percent (%),
results in a highly non-uniform n-dimensional space. Thus a normalisation grid method needs to
be applied on the state vectors prior to proximity evaluation. To normalize the grid scale, the Ma-
halanobis distance method [197] is employed. The Mahalanobis distance of an observation x =
(x1, x2, x3, ..., xN)
T from a set of observations with mean µ = (µ1, µ2, µ3, ...µN)T and covariance
matrix S is defined as:
DM(~x) =
√
(~x− ~µ)TS−1(~x− ~µ) . (5.7)
Mahalanobis distance can also be defined as a dissimilarity measure between two random vectors x
and y of the same distribution with the covariance matrix S,
d(~x, ~y) =
√
(~x− ~y)TS−1(~x− ~y) . (5.8)
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The calculation of Mahalanobis distance (DM ) is performed with the spatial.distance.mahalanobis,
package from open source scientific tools for Python [198]. For the initial step, the covariance matrix
is formed from the initial simplex. Subsequently, the covariance matrix is formed from all available
geometries. Then according to the Eqn. 5.7, the Mahalanobis Distance is calculated.
Randomisation strategy
However, once points are within the range R0 to R1, purely applying interpolation may cause some
loss of details, even causing failing to find the real optimum. One way to mitigate this is to ran-
domly select only some state vector points for interpolation. The rest cases are still evaluated with
high fidelity CFD simulations. That method provides accurate data for interpolations, guarantees the
accuracy of the final optimum.
The accuracy for the interpolation decrease with the distance from the data points used for in-
terpolation. Thus, in order to optimised the randomisation interpolation progress, the possibility of
interpolation should be increase with decreasing distance to the nearest point. For N within the range
of R0 to R1 to the nearest point, the evaluation or interpolation is determined is randomly selected. A
threshold value Tr is set, a random number Nr is generated, then
if for Nr ≥ Tr, an evaluation is performed;
else for Nr < Tr, an interpolation is performed.
In order to adjust the possibility to do interpolation, the threshold value Tr should be linked to the
distance. A good way is to determine the threshold Tr by the cumulative distribution function (cdf )
of a normal distribution.
In probability theory and statistics, the cdf of a random variable X , evaluated at x, is the probabil-
ity that X will take a value less or equal to x. In the case of a continuous distribution, it gives the area
under the probability density function from minus infinity to x. The Cumulative distribution function
of a normal distribution is:
F (x;µ, σ) =
1
σ
√
2pi
∫ x
−∞
exp
(
−(t− µ)
2
2σ2
)
dt , (5.9)
where µ shows the value where the cdf is 0.5, the mean of the corresponding standard deviation func-
tion. If we set µ = 1
2
(R0 + R1), that guarantees around 50 % state vector points will be calculated
through interpolation methods, while the rest 50 % will evaluated through high fidelity CFD simula-
tions. σ is the standard deviation of the cdf . If we set σ = 1
4
(R1−R0), i.e. (R1−µ) = (µ−R0) = 2σ,
the cdf is at 2.5 % and 97.5 % at R1 and R0.
In the following example, when setting R0 = 1 × 10−7, R1 = 1 × 10−2, the corresponding cdf
with 1
2
(R1−R0) = 2σ is plotted in Fig. 5.10. In this example, the value of the cdf is increasing from
2.5 % to 97.5 % as the Mahalanobis distance approaches to 0.01. During the determination section,
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Figure 5.10: Cumulative distribution function for the normal distribution.
for example, if the DM of next state vector point N to the nearest point is 0.004, the value of cdf is
0.3452. This means, an average 34.5 % of cases at this distance will be evaluated.
This method gives a continuous transmission from high possibility of doing interpolations to a
high possibility of doing new evaluation with CFD simulations as DM increases.
5.2.6 The method to create a minimum convex hull in n-dimensional space
In order to carry out the interpolation, it is essential to create a convex hull in the n-dimensional design
space. If using all of the data to do the linear interpolation in n-dimensional space, the interpolation
time will increase dramatically. A good way to reduce the interpolation time is to only use the closet
points.
First, the minimum convex hull covering the new geometry point is identified, and then interpola-
tion is performed with the vertices of the minimum convex hull.
The convex hull for the geometry point cloud is found by the Quickhull algorithm [195, 199].
Figure 5.11 shows the detailed strategy for finding the minimum convex hull in 2D space. The black
dash line marks the convex hull of the selected point cloud. The solid points are part of or inside
the convex hull. The empty points are outside the convex hull. First, the convex hull of the whole
data cloud is obtained, as shown in Fig. 5.11 (a). Next, it is determined, if N is inside the convex
hull or not. Next step, the farthest point (determined by Mahalanobis distance DM ) is removed from
the point cloud, and the new convex hull is generated, as shown in Fig. 5.11 (b). Then again it is
assessed if point N is inside the reduced convex hull. This procedures repeats, until the optimiser
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finds the minimum convex hull that covers the point N in n-dimensional space or until the point
cloud has reduced to n + 1 points in n-dimensional space. As shown in Fig. 5.11 (f), the minimum
convex hull to cover the point N is determined. The three vertices, j, k and l will be used to for linear
interpolation.
5.2.7 Interpolation method
Two methods are implemented to carry out the interpolation in n-dimensional space, linear interpola-
tion and Kriging interpolation. The linear interpolation is carried out by Python class
LinearNDInterpolator from the Scipy package [198]. Linear interpolation is applied for all
presented work.
After the development of method to reduce the computational cost, optimisation progress are
tested with and without the interpolation methods. The results show that the acceleration ability is
determined by the time of single CFD simulation. Once a single CFD simulation use less or equal time
to a single interpolation, the acceleration effect is not obvious. In that case, only do CFD simulation
is a wise choice to guarantee the accuracy of the optimisation. However, once the optimiser applying
heavy CFD simulation that cost much longer time than a single interpolation, the acceleration effect
is quite significant.
5.3 Verification and validation of the geometry optimiser
This section presents an example to show the capability of the geometry optimiser. What is more
important, this example also validates the operation of the geometry optimiser.
5.3.1 Case description
The verification and validation process needs to show that the optimiser can find a geometry that
is better than the baseline design, and which exhibits conditions of optimality. In this chapter, a
minimum length convergent-divergent nozzle with an exit Mach number of 2.4, taken from Ref. [200]
is used as a reference solution to be studied and optimised. The reference nozzle shape is shown in
Fig. 5.12.
The nozzle shown in Fig. 5.12 is a minimum-length convergent-divergent air nozzle designed by
the method of characteristics. The target outlet flow is a uniform flow with a Mach number of 2.4.
For the reference case, the area ratio is 2.33, which is within 3 % of the value Ae
A∗ = 2.403 obtained
for isentropic 1-D Mach number relations. This small error is induced by the graphical construction
of the nozzle. The goal for the CFD optimisation in this example is to use the nozzle designed by
method of characteristic and to generate an improved geometry. Improved geometry means that the
nozzle has more uniform flow and that the exit Mach number is closed to the target of 2.4.
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Figure 5.11: The methodology to find the minimum convex hull in 2D space, (a) The convex hull of the point
cloud; (b) the convex hull without the farthest point a; (c) the convex hull without point a and b; (d) the
convex hull without point a, b and c; (e) the convex hull without point a, b, c and d; (f) the minimum convex
hull that covering the point N .
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Figure 5.12: Schematic of the minimum length nozzle with an exit flow of Mach number 2.4, taken from
Ref. [200].
5.3.2 Methodology
In this section, the methodology of the optimisation of a convergent-divergent air nozzle is presented.
Mesh geometry parametrization and blocking strategy
Figure 5.13 shows the lines and blocking strategy used for the mesh generation for the nozzle. It can
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Figure 5.13: Nozzle geometry and parametrization.
he seen from the figure that the inlet section or the subsonic section of the nozzle consists of two
blocks, BLK0 and BLK1. The nozzle shape of the inlet section is controlled by line a0a2, which is
consist of a straight line a0a1 and a Be´zier curve a1a2. The control points of line a1a2 are c0, c1 and
c2. The throat is defined by the point a2 and b2 (b2 is located at origin).
As the problem for transonic nozzle is hyperbolic, which means that the downstream will not affect
the upstream flow field of the nozzle. Even though the upstream flow will affect the downstream flow,
the influence is weak. In order to reduce the complexity of the problem, the geometry of the subsonic
section of the nozzle is set to constant. The nozzle throat width is set to a fixed value to keep a
constant mass flow rate and to reduce the complexity of the optimisation problems.
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The supersonic section of the nozzle is one single block, BLK2. The nozzle shape is defined by
another Be´zier curve, line a2a3. This curve is defined by 6 control points (d0 to d5). The position of
these control points for the supersonic section of the nozzle and a3 form the geometry vector,
X = [d0x, d0y, d1x, d1y, d2x, d2y, d3x, d3y, d4x, d4y, d5x, d5y, a3x, a3y] . (5.10)
Point a3 determines the nozzle length and nozzle exit area ratio, which is given by:
Ra =
Ae
A∗
=
a3y
a2y
, (5.11)
where a3y is the y coordinate of the point a3. The optimiser adjusts the nozzle geometry through
modifying the geometry vectors during the optimisation progress.
Mesh description
The mesh of the convergent-divergent nozzle is created by the geometry package of the in-house code
Eilmer4 [201, 202], and the foamMesh utility to convert the mesh to OpenFOAM format. A 2D
structured mesh with constant clustering towards the wall is generated, which is shown in Fig. 5.14.
The 2D problems for the convergent-divergent nozzle is symmetric, thus only half part of the nozzle
Wall
Inlet
Symmetry
Outlet
Figure 5.14: The schematic of the convergent-divergent nozzle mesh.
is simulated.
Operating conditions
The inviscid CFD simulation is done with the open-source library OpenFOAM [164]. The transonic/-
supersonic, compressible gas transient solver sonicFoam [164] is used to solve the RANS equation.
Total pressure and total temperature boundary conditions are applied to the inlet boundary, shown in
Fig. 5.14. The waveTransmissive boundary condition is applied to the nozzle outlet boundary
for pressure field to allow the passing of shock waves. The pressure ratio is set to a larger value
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Figure 5.15: Grid dependency study.
which guarantees that choke conditions occur at the nozzle throat. A slip wall boundary condition
and a symmetry boundary condition are applied to the nozzle wall and centre line, respectively. The
turbulent models are switched off and inviscid condition is applied to give a better comparison with
the analytical solution.
Grid dependency study
Three grids with cell number of 513, 2033, 8463 have been used to carry out a grid dependency study.
The result of the grid dependency study is shown in Fig. 5.15, which is the value of Mach number
from the throat to the nozzle exit along the centre line. It can be seen from the figure that, the results
from the medium size mesh is in good agreement with the result from the fine mesh.Thus the medium
size mesh is used in the following simulations.
Objective functions and post processing
During the optimisation, after each simulation run, the post processor carries out post processing
procedure and returns the values for cost evaluation.
The optimiser is used to reduce the cost for the objective functions, thus robust and meaningful
objective functions are needed. As a minimum length nozzle with uniform Mach 2.4 outlet flow
should be obtained, the objective function should be focused on three terms, the exit flow Mach
number, the length of the divergent part of the nozzle and the exit flow uniformity. To achieve this we
select an objective function of the form:
ϕtotal =
n∑
i
Wiϕi. (5.12)
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Here ϕtotal denotes the total value of the objective function, ϕ denotes the cost of every terms, and
W denotes the weighting factor. The optimiser explores the design space to reduce the total cost.
The individual cost for Mach number and flow direction should consider both the target value and
the uniformity, and minimise length. This can be achieved by calculation the standard deviation for a
given value, for example the Mach number, through the following equation:
Maσ =
√√√√ n∑
i
(Mai −Ma)2
n
, (5.13)
where i corresponds to different cell faces across the nozzle exit. The standard deviation is a measure
that is used to quantify the amount of variation or dispersion of a set of data values. It is good to
applied here to determine the dispersion of the exit flow Mach number. If replacing Ma by Mat, the
equation is considering the standard deviation from the target Mach number. As the area is different
for faces, the weighting with respect cell area is required. Thus the cost for Mach number is calculated
as:
Macost =
√∑n
i (Mai −Mat)2 · Ai∑n
i Ai
. (5.14)
Similarly, the cost for outlet flow angle is used to considering the uniformity of the outlet flow, which
is written as:
αcost =
√∑n
i (αi − αt)2 · Ai∑n
i Ai
. (5.15)
For an ideal nozzle, the value of Macost and αcost is zero and the length is minimum. Hence the
objective function becomes:
ϕtotal = WMa ×Macost +Wα × αcost +WL × L. (5.16)
In general, the weighting factors need to be chosen carefully and determined by the experience
gained in previous optimisation process. During the optimisation process, it was found that the length
of the nozzle has a strong impact on the value of the cost function. That means if setting same
weighting factors for these three cost functions, 1 % changing of the length will returns hundreds
times of changes for the Mach cost or α cost. That is because once the length of the nozzle changed,
the whole exit flow field is changed simultaneously. Thus the uniformity and the deviation for the
Mach number is affected by the changing of the nozzle length.
If the weighting factor for the length scale is enough small, and the length cost value could be
ignored. Thus a good way to carry out optimisation progress is to try different combinations of
simplex and weighting factors to allow the optimiser scanning the design space.
In this example, the starting vectors for the initial simplex are selected randomly. The nozzle
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Figure 5.16: CFD runs distribution as a function of Mach cost value and α cost value.
length is selected between 6 to 12 times the nozzle throat width, which covers the analytical solution,
whose value is 7.9 times of the nozzle throat [200]. Then different combinations of weighting factors
are applied to the optimiser to obtain different optimal solutions.
5.3.3 Results and discussion
Different initial simplexes with different combinations of weighting factors, results in a total number
of 4196 CFD runs. Figure 5.16 shows the Mach cost value versus α cost value for all these CFD
simulations. It can be seen from the figure that, a large portion of the CFD runs are crowded near the
left bottom corner of the figure which corresponding to the ‘ideal’ result. The x-axis is the value of
the Mach cost while the y-axis is the value of the α cost. This means, if the CFD results are located
near the left part of the figure, the exit flow is close to Mach number 2.4. If the CFD results are located
near the bottom part of the figure, the exit flow is more parallel with α = 0.
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The example nozzle from literature [200] is shown in this figure as a red dot, located at the bottom
side. This nozzle has good uniformity of the exit flow, however, the Mach number cost value is
not optimal. That is because the area ratio for the analytical solution is about 2.3 rather than 2.403.
This figure confirms that the optimiser successfully finds nozzle geometries that are better than the
reference nozzle. These geometries result in more uniform flow and exit flow close to the target Mach
number.
It can be seen on Fig. 5.16 that there are some local ‘shining’ regions, with a lot of geometries
cumulated around these regions. These are local optimal related to different nozzle length. For the
current case, instead of allowing the optimiser to adjust the nozzle length, different fixed length are
set to carry out the optimisation. Different initial simplexes and weighting factors will affects the
locations and the distribution of the dots. However, no matter how we setting the initial simplexes or
the weighting factors, there is a line the dots cannot lie beyond, which is the Pareto front, formed by
the cumulated CFD runs at the left bottom side of the figure. It is due to that, the ideal nozzle with
the target Mach number and a 100 % parallel exit flow will have an infinite length. In practise, this
cannot be realized. Thus for a nozzle with finite length, there is a trade-off between the Mach number
and the exit flow uniformity. The Pareto front shows this balance.
Figure 5.17 shows a zoomed in view of Fig. 5.16 for the left bottom part. As shown in Fig. 5.17,
three points are selected and marked as Case A, Case B and Case C. Case B has the lowest value of
Mach cost, Case C has the lowest value of α cost. Case A is a balance of Mach cost and α cost, which
is selected from the Pareto front, and has the minimum distance to the origin (0, 0) of all simulated
geometries.
The nozzle shape of these three cases and the analytical nozzle geometry are plotted and compared
in Fig. 5.18. It can be seen from the figure that, Case A has the longest nozzle length. Case B, which
has the lowest Mach cost, shows a divergent exit at the outlet of the nozzle. It is always best to have
a uniform Mach number 2.4 flow with an continues divergent part of the nozzle. Case C has the most
uniform outlet flow compared to the other cases.
Figure. 5.19(a) to (d) show the Mach number contours for different cases. It is obviously that for
the analytical nozzle from literature [200], the outlet Mach number does not reach 2.4 yet, as shown
in Fig. 5.19(a). For Case A, as shown in Fig. 5.19(b), the Mach number 2.4 contour almost occupies
the whole outlet section and good uniformity of the exit flow exist. For Case B, which is shown in
Fig. 5.19 (c), even thought the nozzle exit flow is closer to the target number, the uniformity is low,
as shown by the flow streamline. Case C is the nozzle with best exit flow uniformity, as shown in
Fig. 5.19(d), however, the exit Mach number is away from the target Mach number 2.4.
To have a better comparison of the outlet flow for these nozzles, the Fig. 5.20 and 5.21 show
profiles of exit flow Mach number and flow angles distribution. Obviously, the Case B has the best
distribution of Mach number, and the area average Mach number is almost equal to the target Mach
number 2.4. The reference nozzle from the literature [200] does return an exit flow whose Mach
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Figure 5.17: Zoom in view for Mach cost against α cost figure.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of the nozzle shape between different cases.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 5.19: The Mach number contours for (a) reference nozzle, (b) Case A, (c) Case B, and (d) Case C,
according to the geometric scale.
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Figure 5.20: The exit flow Mach number distribution for different nozzles.
number is less than 2.3. This confirms that the optimiser can truly find a geometry that returns an
exit flow with almost zero Mach deviation cost, as shown by Case B. Figure 5.21 illustrates the
distribution of flow angles α for the four nozzles. It can be seen from the figure that Case B has the
worst distribution of flow angles, especially near the wall, here the exit flow angle is almost 8.0°. To
have a better understanding the flow angle distribution, vectors have been plotted on the data dots. It
can be seen that the Case C has the best uniformity for the outlet flow. These results confirm that the
optimiser finds various optima, depending on the objective function.
One extra item to be added into this context is the optimisation convergence history. Figure 5.22
shows the convergence history for optimisation process and different state vector components for
Case B. It can be noticed from the Fig. 5.22 (a) that large fluctuation in total cost happen in the first
few steps. That is due to the initialising of the initial simplex, which is large. After about 50 steps
the simplex starts to shrink on to approach the local minimum. Then after about 160 CFD-runs, the
state vector no-longer changes, which implies that the optimal is found. Figure 5.22 (b) shows the
changing of each geometry parameters corresponding to the CFD-runs. It confirms that after about
50 steps the geometry parameters are tending to steady, and after about 160 CFD-runs, the geometry
parameters no longer changes, which implies the optimum is found.
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Figure 5.21: The exit flow angle α distribution for different nozzles.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, a geometry optimiser is developed. Multiple techniques are applied to this optimiser,
which including the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm, Mahalanobis distance algorithm and linear in-
terpolation methods. The application of these techniques can potentially reduce the computational
cost of the optimisation iterations. The new developed geometry optimiser has the following features:
1. Can successfully find the optimum satisfying the objective function;
2. Through adjusting the weighting factors, different optimal can be attained;
3. An interpolation algorithm, supporting the interpolation method is implemented to reduce com-
putational cost;
4. Optimiser is verified through optimisation of a convergent-divergent air nozzle;
5. Developed with modular strategy, that allows future continued development.
To test the optimiser, a convergent-divergent nozzle for air with a target Mach number equal to
2.4, is optimised. Different starting points and combination of weighting factors are used to create
a Pareto front. The results shows that the optimiser can successfully find optimal geometry than a
base-line case. Three different objectives have been chosen and analysed. One is the lowest Mach
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Figure 5.22: Convergence history for (a) the optimisation process and (b) different state vector components for
Case B.
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number cost, and one is the lowest exit flow angle cost, the final one is a compromise between the two
objectives, and has the lowest total cost. This shows that adjusting the weighting factor for different
terms of the objective function causes the optimiser to go in different directions to return different
results. The optimiser is suitable to be applied to other fluid dynamics problems.
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Chapter 6
Stator blade geometry Optimisation
6.1 Introduction
As discussed in chapter 5, a good way to enhance turbines performance is to adjust the three-
dimensional (3D) blade geometry. Due to the complexing of the flow and the 3D nature of the
passages, modifying the shape is a challenging undertaking especially as the optimum shape may
be non-intuitive. An alternative approach for the design is the intensive use of computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) with appropriate optimisation strategies. In the context of sCO2 turbines, the use of
intensive computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and optimisation strategies allows a more completive
exploration of the design space. The Nelder-Mead optimiser developed and discussed in Chapter 5 is
applied.
Considering a whole turbine stage, the stator plays an important role. For a small sCO2 radial
inflow turbine operating under high rotational speed, it is desirable to keep the mass flow rate constant
and steady, to maintain an steady power output and meet the requirements for the close loop cycle.
What’s more, if the stator maintains a uniform exit flow, with required velocity and mass flow rate, the
rotor operates at the designed working condition, which usually is the optimum operation condition.
This project is mainly focused on the optimisation of the stator of a sCO2 radial inflow turbine.
There are several methods to maintain a constant mass flow rate for a radial turbine. One way to
achieve a constant mass flow rate is to use a transonic stator nozzle, as once the flow reaches chocked
condition in the nozzle throat section, the mass flow rate becomes fixed. Meanwhile, expansions
through the sCO2 radial turbine stators are commonly characterised by large pressure ratios and a low
speed of sound of the working-fluid is generally observed. Thus the flow can easily reach sonic condi-
tions, which increases viscous (friction) losses in the stator. In that case, the non-standard geometries,
such as the stator blade shapes with a converging-diverging channel, are therefore required in order
to correctly control the mass flow rate and to provide a better rotor inlet flow field.
The optimiser is used to find a non-standard geometries to reach the specific target conditions. The
target conditions are realised by the optimiser by setting the objective function. Hence, through this
chapter, the experience of optimisation for a small sCO2 radial inflow turbine stator blade geometry
is gained.
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Table 6.1: Targets and geometry for the optimiser.
Parameter Symbol Value
Mach number M 0.65
Outlet flow angle α 74.21°
Total mass flow rate m˙0 1.46 kg m−3
Total pressure p0 maximum
Mach number standard deviation - minimum
Outlet flow standard deviation - minimum
Inlet radius Ri 75.0 mm
Outlet radius Ro 65.2 mm
Exit radius Re 63.7 mm
Vane number Zr 30
Start angle θs 0 rad
Rotational speed RPM 42000
The structure for this chapter is as follows. Section 6.2 describes the motivation for designing
a specific stator and the targets to be achieved. Section 6.3 presents the objective functions, stator
geometry generation, mesh blocking strategy, geometry parametrisation and CFD settings. Results
and discussion are provided in section 6.4. Finally, a brief summary is presented in section 6.6.
6.2 Motivation for optimisation
As discussed in previous chapter, that due to the large pressure ratio, the supersonic conditions may
happens on the turbine stator. However, in another pattern, once the choke condition is reached at the
nozzle throat, the mass flow rate will be remain a constant. Thus it is a good idea to design a transonic
stator nozzle for a small sCO2 radial inflow turbine.
In chapter 3, preliminary designs for 100 kW to 200 kW sCO2 radial inflow turbines are developed
with TOPGEN [15]. It would be well suited if the target power is within this range. A slightly large
output power 120 kW turbine is preliminary designed by TOPGEN [15], and the outlet flow variables
for the stator are given as the targets for the optimisation problem. Following that, a non-standard
designed transonic nozzle, which can returns both correct mass flow rate and required velocity triangle
will be designed and discussed. The detailed geometry parameters are provided in Tab. 6.1.
Hence, in this chapter, the optimisation process for the 120 kW turbine transonic stator will be
presented. In the mean while, the optimised stator geometries will be discussed and analysed.
6.3 Methodology
In this section, the optimisation methodology for the transonic stator nozzle is provided.
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Figure 6.1: Example of the stator nozzle.
6.3.1 Objective function
It is essential to correctly define the objective function. As discussed in chapter 5 the objective
function delivers the targets to the optimiser. The outlet flow fields are most important for the stator,
as they affect the operation of the rotor, the objective functions are set at the stator outlet boundary.
Figure 6.1 presents an example of the stator geometry and flow fields. In this project, the six different
targets shown in Tab. 6.1 need to be reached, leading to a multi-objective optimisation problems. To
achieve this we defined a linear combination of objects,similar to Eqn. 5.6:
Φ =
n∑
i
ϕV i ·Wi , (6.1)
where Φ should be minimised. ϕV i is the cost term, related to different targets, and Wi is the corre-
sponding weight.
Obviously, the mass flow rate m˙0 is one of the cost term, which related to the turbine output power
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and cycle operating condition. The mass flow rate for a single turbine blade passage is m˙ = m˙0/N .
Stator efficiency needs to be considered, and is defined as the ratio of total pressures p0. To achieve
the correct spouting velocity, the magnitude of velocity and the flow averaged angle are critical.
Considering the local sound speeds, the average Mach number M is selected as further target. The
average outlet flow angle α is also considered. Besides the average value of Mach number and outlet
flow angle, the deviation are also important characteristics, which reflect the stability of operation.
The deviation of Mach number σM and outlet flow angle σα are added as targets. Hence, there are six
objective functions terms that need to be considered, resulting:
Φ = ϕM ·Wm + ϕσM ·Wm + ϕα ·Wα + ϕσα ·Wα + ϕm˙ ·Wm˙ + ϕp0 ·Wp0 . (6.2)
The targets value of these six objectives are listed in Tab. 6.1. Standard deviation for a variable (x) is
calculated through the following equation:
σx =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(xi − x) , (6.3)
where N is the total number of the sample and x is the mean value of variable x. The standard
deviation gives a measurement of the deviation from the expectation or average value. Among the six
objective function terms, the Mach number and the Mach number standard deviation, the outlet flow
angle (α) and outlet flow angle standard deviation can be modified in to one equation, as ϕMσ and
ϕασ , which corresponding to the deviations to the targets value rather than the expectation or average
value. This reduces the total number of terms to four:
Φ = ϕMσ ·Wm + ϕασ ·Wα + ϕm˙ ·Wm˙ + ϕp0 ·Wp0 . (6.4)
This approach reduces the number of objective function terms, thus the complexity of the optimi-
sation is reduced. The detailed equations are listed as:
• ϕMσ is the deviation between the flux averaged Mach number and the target Mach number,
calculated by:
ϕMσ =
√∑n
n=1 ρi · umi · Ai · (Mi −Mtar)2 · ~ni∑n
n=1 ρi · umi · Ai · ~ni
(6.5)
• ϕασ is the deviation between the flux averaged outlet flow angle and the target outlet flow angle,
ϕασ =
√∑n
n=1 ρi · umi · Ai · (αi − αtar)2 · ~ni∑n
n=1 ρi · umi · Ai · ~ni
(6.6)
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• ϕm˙ is the term related to the mass flow rate, which is calculated by:
ϕm˙ =
√(
m˙− m˙tar
m˙tar
)2
, (6.7)
where m˙ =
∑n
i=1 ρi · umi · Ai · m˙i · ~ni∑n
i=1 ρi · umi · Ai · ~ni
. (6.8)
• ϕp0 is the total pressure cost term, which is calculated by:
ϕp0 =
∑n
i=1 ρi · umi · Ai · p0i · ~ni∑n
i=1 ρi · umi · Ai · ~ni
(6.9)
Where ρi is the fluid density, umi is the meridional component of the flow velocity, Ai is the area and
Mi is the Mach number of the outlet boundary patch and ~ni is the normal vector of the face. The
footnote ‘tar’ denotes the target value, and n is the total face number of the outlet boundary patch.
The cost contributions of Eqn. 6.4 are evaluated at the outlet boundary of the computational domain.
The Nelder-Mead method minimises the value of the objective function. One thing to be considered
is that, if looking at the objective equation terms, all the terms are odd functions apart from the mass
flow rate. The objective function for mass flow rate is a parabolic function, that means it has a lowest
point. Hence, for a given optimisation problem, a large weighting factor for m˙ is given firstly to force
the optimiser to find the correct mass flow rate. Then these cases are used as initial step to start the
optimisation of the other variables.
6.3.2 Stator Geometry Generation
In order to optimise the turbine stator blade geometry, the most important part is geometry parametri-
sation, as poor parametrisation can results in too many degrees of freedom or geometries that are not
flexible. A 2D schematic of the stator geometry is shown in Fig. 6.2. In this study, the stator geometry
is generated through the following procedures.
First: Set the fixed parameters
The basic parameters for the transonic stator nozzle are provided in the Tab. 6.1, which fix the overall
dimensions for the studied nozzle. These parameters are obtained from TOPGEN. By setting the inlet
and exit radii, the nozzle ring domain is set. The outlet radius determines the blade outlet radius, and
centre of trailing edge. The vane number sets the pitch angle of the single passage, as θp = 2pi/Zr.
The start angle θs determines the starting angle of the blade pitch. With these five parameters, the
position of the stator blade is set.
Second: Draw the floating control points
Once the three parameters are determined, the other points to control the blade shape need to be
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Figure 6.2: Two-dimensional stator geometry and block strategy.
determined. In Fig. 6.2, the floating control points, who control the blade shapes are drawn as red
dots. For example, the point XR2 and XR1 controls the position for two circles (show in green,
who controls the nozzle throat wall curvature), the point Xt controls the position of the nozzle throat
section. Details of the point definitions are provided in Ref. [203].
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Third: Generate the curves
The nozzle shape is composed by Be´zier curves, as shown in Fig. 6.5. Three different Be´zier curves
are generated using floating geometry control points. The control points for drawing the Be´zier curves
are marked with different colour and ‘1’, ‘2’ or ‘3’ as subscripts. Line 1 and line 2 control the outer
part of the nozzle, while the line 3 controls the other parts of the blade.
6.3.3 Mesh Blocking Scheme
The stator represents a most challenging station in terms of high quality mesh generation due to its
geometric characteristics: high outlet angle, small passage areas (between vanes in the pitch-wise
direction), and small radius at the trailing edge. This section presents the mesh blocking structure for
transonic radial inflow turbine stators.
The geometry and control lines are drawn for the stator as discussed in section 6.3.2. To save
computational cost and as the stator flow is primarily two-dimensional, a 2D mesh is used. As shown
in Fig. 6.2, the floating points to control the geometry are marked with black dots. The fluid domain
is decomposed into 30 blocks, as shown in Fig. 6.2, the block names are marked with blue colour.
After adjusting the mesh density and the gradient, an example of the resulting mesh, derived from
this blocking structure is presented in Fig. 6.3. In Fig. 6.3, the boundary patch is defined as ‘Inlet’,
‘Outlet’, ‘Inside wall’ and ‘Outside wall’. Flow come into the stator nozzle from the ‘inlet’ patch
and accelerates out from the ‘Outlet’ patch. A zoom in view of the mesh in the transonic nozzle
section is depicted in Fig. 6.4(a), and the trailing edge is shown in Fig. 6.4(b). It can be seen from
Fig. 6.4(a) that the quality of the mesh in the transonic nozzle section is good. Rectangular cells are
distributed and filled from the throat to the divergent part of the nozzle. Near wall clustering is applied
to the mesh, to keep the y+ value around 30 to applied proper wall functions. The mesh clustering
is set using the Roberts Cluster Function [204, 205]. With pre-defined cluster function variables, the
mesh has a good near wall behaviour. It can be seen from Fig. 6.4(b) that the quality of the mesh in
the trailing edge section is also good. A high quality mesh around the trailing edge ensures correct
simulation of the wakes. This is important, as the separation from the trailing edge may have a large
effect to the downstream flow structure.
The mesh is generated with the mesh generating tool of Eilmer3 [205]. Then the code e3prepToFoam [206]
is used to convert it to OpenFOAM format. This stator mesh has a fairly good quality, the maximum
aspect ratio (875.97), maximum non-orthogonality (69.5), maximum skewness (3.19) are all bellow
the limit recommended for OpenFOAM.
6.3.4 Stator geometry parametrisation
In order to use the optimiser to automatically control the stator blade geometry, the stator blade
geometry should be properly parametrised. In the first instance the optimiser controls the throat ra-
dius, width and angle, which sets the position of the floating control points. Next, as discussed in
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Outside wallInside wall
Figure 6.3: Stator nozzle blade mesh.
section 6.3.2, the transonic stator blade is composed by three different Be´zier curves. Thus parametri-
sation is actually applied on the lines who control the nozzle shapes. The outside part of the divergent
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Zoom in view of the stator mesh (a) the nozzle mesh, and (b) the trailing edge mesh.
section of the nozzle is formed by line 1, which is a Be´zier curve with 7 control points, as shown
in Fig. 6.5. The detailed schematic of line 1 is shown in Fig. 6.6. As shown in Fig. 6.5, point A1&3
is the intersection point between the line XR1-XR2 and the control circle ‘1’ (shown as green dash
line). Similarly, G1 is on the trailing edge circle, sharing the co-tangent line with point A1, as shown
in Fig. 6.7. As shown in Fig. 6.6, point A1 and B1 are on the control circle, to control the expansion
shape directly downstream of the nozzle throat. The position of B1 and the length of the arc
_
A1B1
are determined by the angle θ0. Similarly, the position of F1 and the length of the arc
_
G1F1 are
determined by the angle θ1. Point C1 is on the extension cord of line A1B1. The distance from C1
to point A1 is determined by the fraction C1fA of length of line A1G1 (shown as gray dashed line in
Fig. 6.6). The term ‘fA’ denotes the ‘fraction along the line’. Hence the position of point C1 can be
determined by the angle θ0 and the fraction C1fA. Though the position of point E1 is defined similar
to the point C1, the position of E1 is fixed to reduce the complexity of the optimisation. Point D1 can
move freely along two axis to adjust the curve shape. One axis is along the line A1G1, and another
axis is perpendicular to the line A1G1. First, the point D′1 is defined on the line A1G1 with the factor
D1fA, which means the length of line A1X1′ is of D1fA times of length of line A1G1. Then, using
point D′1 as the foot of the perpendicular line to find the point D1, with the length of line X1
′X1 is of
D1fV times of length of line A1G1. Line 2, linking A2 to F2 is generated in the similar way. Line 3
forming the outside of the nozzle, has 12 control points.
In engineering applications, even though the sharp corner is possible to gain from machining,
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Figure 6.5: Two-dimensional stator nozzle blade parametrisation.
however, the structural strength is poor. Thus in this project, a finite radius circle is put in the trailing
edge section of the turbine stator blade to increase the structural strength. The zoom in view of the
trailing edge section is shown in Fig. 6.7. As the trailing edge curve affects the wake, these curves
can be modified by the optimiser. The position of points G1 and G2 can be adjust with θ1 and θ2.
All of the geometric parameters necessary to define the blade profile (stator throat and trailing
edge radii, outlet angle of the nozzle centre line, location of the centre of the trailing edge circle, radii
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of the control circles, etc.) as well as the control points for the Bez´ier curves can be used as design
variables in the optimisation process. Since the converging part of a supersonic channel only has a
minor influence on the flow, the present work is only focused on the optimisation of the diverging
part of the blade profile. 14 parameters are selected to be adjust by the optimiser, as show in Tab. 6.2.
In Tab. 6.2, the subscript ‘fA’ means ‘fraction of length A1G1 or A2G2 along the line A1G1 or
A2G2’, similarly, the subscript ‘fV ’ means ‘fraction of length A1G1 or A2G2 vertical to line A1G1
or A2G2’.
The parametrised stator geometry is defined by a state vector of 14 components:
V = [θ0, θ3, Rt, θo, Rc, Cr, Wt, Ro, C1fA, D1fA, D1fV , C2fA, D2fA, D2fV ] (6.10)
The Nelder-Mead optimiser will adjust this vector to find the minimum of the objective function.
6.3.5 CFD details
The stator boundaries are depicted in Fig. 6.3. These boundaries are labelled as: Inlet (OF inlet 00),
Outlet (OF outlet 00), outside wall (OF wall 00), inside wall (OF wall 01). The boundary conditions
are defined in Tab. 6.3.
For the present situation, the periodic boundaries of the passage are separated into to parts: one
is located from the inlet to the leading edge and the other is located from trailing edge to the stator
outlet. The periodic boundaries are marked as OF cyclic 00 and shown as blue lines in Fig. 6.2. The
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Table 6.2: Parameters for stator blade geometry parametrisation.
Parameter Property Description
θ0 Flexible Turning angle at begining of Be´zier curve number 1
θ3 Flexible Turning angle at beginning of Be´zier curve number 2
Rt Flexible Radius of the midpoint of nozzle throat
Wt Flexible The throat width, m m
θo Flexible The angle between nozzle mean-line and the radial direction of the outlet point
Rc Flexible Radius of the circles who determine the shape of the nozzle throat section
Cr Flexible Ratio between θ C and pitch angle, used to determine the trailing edge centre
Ro Flexible Radius of the centre of the trailing edge
C1fA Flexible The position along the line A1G1 for point C1
D1fA Flexible The position along the line A1G1 for point D1
D1fV Flexible The vertical distance to line A1G1 for point D1
C2fA Flexible The position along the line A2G2 for point C2
D2fA Flexible The position along the line A2G2 for point C2
D2fV Flexible The vertical distance to line A1G1 for point D1
Ri Fixed Inlet radius for the calculation domain
θ1 Fixed Turning angle at end of Be´zier curve 1
θ2 Fixed Turning angle at end of Be´zier curve 2
E1fA Fixed The position along the line A1G1 for point E1
E2fA Fixed The position along the line A1G1 for point E2
θA3B3 Fixed The angle to find point B3
θB3C3 Fixed The angle to find point C3
X3fA Fixed The position along the line C3K3 for point X3
X3fV Fixed The position along the line C3K3 for point X3
Re Fixed Exit radius for the calculation domain
Table 6.3: Boundary conditions for stator blade CFD.
Boundary Type T p U
OF inlet 00 patch totalTemperature totalPressure temperatureDirectedInletVelocity
OF wall 00 wall zeroGradient zeroGradient zero
OF wall 01 wall zeroGradient zeroGradient zero
OF outlet 00 patch zeroGradient waveTransmisive zeroGradient
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Figure 6.7: Details of the stator blade trailing edge.
inlet total temperature is 833.15 K and the inlet total pressure is 20.0 MPa, which is calculated from
the power cycle requirements [13]. The stator outlet pressure is 13.0 MPa, which leads to a pressure
ratio of 1.538. The solver is transonicMRFDyMFoam [167]. The k-ω-SST turbulence model is
applied to close the momentum equation. Attention is focused on the first layer mesh from the wall to
guarantee the y+ value is less than 30 , to allow wall functions to be employed to capture the near wall.
The Runge-Kutta method is applied to accelerate the convergence speed. It was observed that, the
vortex shedding from the trailing edge can cause instability in the solution for the downstream patch,
which may potentially affect the evaluation of the optimiser. Thus in order to gain a stable solution
on the outlet patch, the first order spatial discretisation scheme is used to increase the numerical
dissipation and thus increasing the stability of the final solution.
Six meshes with size, 2.1 K, 4.1 K, 8.5 K, 15.6 K, 35.9 K and 68.2 K cells are used to carry out
the grid dependency study.Two approaches are used to compare the flow structures of interest, one is
the flux properties along the meridional line of the channel and another is the properties on the outlet
patch. Figure 6.8 show the schematic for extracting the fluid properties along the meridional line of
the channel. The meridional line is defined as the half-way point (in the tangential direction) between
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Figure 6.8: Schematic for slices Mach number contours.
the different boundaries. In this schematic, the meridional line is shown as black solid line. 10 points
are selected along the line, which are used as the base points for the slices. The slice surfaces are
then created from the base points and a vector perpendicular to the radial direction. Flux average
properties (φF ) are calculated for every single surface by:
φF =
∑n
i=1 ρi · u · Ai · φi · ~n∑n
i=1 ρi · u · Ai · ~n
, (6.11)
where u is the fluid velocity, A is the corresponded surface area, ρ is the density and ~n is the face
normal vector. Figure 6.8 shows the Mach number contours on different slices. This procedure allows
evaluation of the average fluid properties along the stator passage.
Figure 6.9 shows the comparison for the flux averaged slice Mach number for the six different
cases. The Mach number points are extracted from 50 different slices along the meridional line. It
can be seen that the difference between the 15.6 K and 35.9 K case and the 68.2 K case is 2 % and
0.7 %, respectively.
However, as the optimiser works on the outlet patch, the values of specific properties on the outlet
boundary patch should be compared too. Figure 6.10 shows the Mach number variation and outlet
flow angle (α) variation across the stator outlet. It can be seen from Fig. 6.10 that the 15.6 K grid
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Figure 6.9: Mach number along the meridional line.
Table 6.4: Geometry parameters for the stators.
Case θ0 θ3 Rt Wt θo Rc[10−5]Cr Ro C1fA D1fV D1fV C2fA D2fA D2fV
A 0.0345 0.0515 0.0695 0.00123 0.0020 6.727 65.12 0.185 0.0444 0.4812 -0.188 0.01455 0.4817 0.439
B 0.0345 0.0516 0.0695 0.00134 0.0020 6.727 65.43 0.182 0.0441 0.4820 -0.184 0.01416 0.4824 0.438
a 0.0347 0.0516 0.0675 0.00136 0.0021 6.744 65.48 0.188 0.0438 0.4811 -0.184 0.01404 0.4838 0.441
b 0.0314 0.0511 0.0716 0.00138 0.0021 6.720 63.20 0.193 0.0439 0.5047 -0.195 0.01401 0.4660 0.304
c 0.0341 0.0523 0.0688 0.00135 0.0020 6.735 63.85 0.187 0.0440 0.4824 -0.190 0.01405 0.4823 0.439
returns results whose error is acceptable (the error for flux averaged Mach number is 4.6 %, for flux
averaged α is less than 1 %). A discontinuity is observed on Mach number and α distribution for both
8.5 K, 4.1 K and 2.1 K cells grid. This is due to the junction point of three blocks, UT, LE and LT2,
shown in Fig. 6.2. It is hard to correctly transform the face area continuously for the structure mesh.
Thus increasing the grid density is the only solution to reduce the discontinuity. Based on the fact that
15.6 K mesh appropriately resolve the meridional Mach number and the flow features on the outlet
patch, the 15.6 K cells mesh is used for the optimisation process.
6.4 Results and discussion
In this section, the results of several optimised cases are presented.
First the optimiser is run with initial conditions defined in Tab. 6.1, and a large mass flow rate
weighting factor. The resulting design is identified as point A in Fig. 6.11. The large mass flow rate
weighting forces the optimiser to find a geometry with the correct mass flow rate, which is labelled
point B in Fig. 6.11, also as the base-line case in the following context. The corresponding geometry
is listed in Tab. 6.4:
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Figure 6.10: Results for grid dependency study at stator outlet boundary patch.
Once the correct mass flow rate (with±5 % mismatch) is achieved, a new initial simplex is created,
and the optimisation of the other parameters commences. The following sections present details of
the subsequent optimisation.
6.4.1 Pareto front
As discussed in Chapter 5, to optimise a transonic nozzle is a multi-objective optimisation problem.
A Pareto front is required to determines the trade-off between different optimisation targets.
In order to reach different local minimal, multiple combinations of weighting factors for Mσ and
ασ are set. The resulting Pareto front is shown in Fig. 6.11. The dots on this Pareto front figure are
CFD results, with colour to show the flux averaged total pressure p0 at the outlet boundary patch. The
initial simplex is located in the centre of the figure, around point B. Applying different combinations
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Figure 6.11: The resulting Pareto front for the CFD simulation of the transonic nozzle problem.
of weighting factors leads the optimiser to walk in different directions. As shown in the figure, one
route is walking to the top left direction, which means the optimiser tends to find a case with lowerMσ,
higher p0, but loss in performance which respect to ασ. Contrarily, another route for the optimiser is
to walk in the bottom right direction, which implies that the optimiser tends to find a case with lower
ασ, but higher loss (lower p0) and higher Mσ. As identified in chapter 5, reducing ασ requires an
increase in nozzle length. However, reducing the Mσ requires a decrease in nozzle length, to reduce
the friction loss, thus the nozzle reduces the loss in final kinetic energy, which is coincidence with
higher p0 values.
In this project, three different stator geometries are picked up as possible optimal geometries,
marked with a, b and c, as shown in Fig. 6.11. Case a has the lowest Mσ value (marked as Mσ
optimised), Case b has the lowest ασ value (marked as ασ optimised) and Case c is a compromise for
both Mσ and ασ value (marked as ‘balanced performance case’). The value of geometry state vectors
are shown in Tab. 6.4. The geometry profiles, the flow fields and outlet flow properties are compared
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Mσ optimised Baseline Case
Figure 6.12: Comparison of the baseline nozzle and the optimised Mσ nozzle.
in detail and discussed in the following sections.
6.4.2 Optimisation focus on the Mach number deviation, Mσ
Figure 6.12 shows the shape comparison between the baseline nozzle and the Mσ optimised nozzle
(case a from Fig. 6.11). In order to have a better comparison, the two nozzle sketches are re-centred
based on the mid-point of the nozzle throat. The outlet boundary of the calculation domain is kept, to
show the original position of the nozzle throat referenced to the outlet. It can be seen from this figure
that the optimised Mσ nozzle has a shorter divergent section for the nozzle. The nozzle centre line
has a larger angle than the baseline case. To have a detailed view for the flow field, Fig. 6.13 shows
the Mach number contours and the normalised total pressure (p0/p01) contours for both baseline case
and the optimised Mα case.
It can be seen from Fig. 6.13 (a) that the flow accelerates from low Mach number to supersonic
state at the nozzle throat. A maximum Mach number of approx. 1.3 is reached. The streamlines show
the flow directions in the nozzle. It can be noticed that a large separation occurs near the outside
wall, and the streamlines of the separation show a large vortex is formed near the outside wall. This
large vortex push the mean stream towards the inside wall. A small separation is also denoted along
the inside wall. Figure. 6.13 (b) shows the total pressure contours for the baseline nozzle. It can be
seen from the figure that the choke flow at the throat generates the largest losses. Comparing the Mσ
optimised case to the baseline case, if can be seen from Fig. 6.13 (c) that the separation region is
reduced due to a shorter divergent nozzle. More uniform outflow is achieved. What’s more, the total
pressure contours shown in Fig. 6.13 (d), show that the total pressure of downstream is enhanced,
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(a) Mach number contours for the baseline case (b) p0/p01 contours for the baseline case
(c) Mach number contours for the optimised Mσ case (d) p0/p01 contours for the optimised Mσ case
Figure 6.13: The Mach number and the normalised total pressure (p0/p01) contours for both baseline case and
the optimised Mα cases.
especially for the main flow stream. That is because the shorter divergent part of the nozzle reduce
the viscous (friction) losses. Thus this nozzle has less loss and higher exit outlet Mach number than
the baseline case.
Figure 6.14 shows the distribution of Mach number, outlet flow angle α and total pressure p0/p01
on the outlet patch, as a function of pitch angle. Looking at Fig. 6.14 (a), the Mσ optimised case has
an average Mach number of 0.62, which is a 4.6 % error to the target Mach number, 0.65. That is
better than the baseline case, whose average Mach number is 0.53, a 18.5 % error. Compared to the
base line case, less deviation occurs for the Mσ optimised case. Similarly, Fig. 6.14 (b) shows the
comparison for the outlet flow angle α distribution. Considering mean flow angle, the Mσ optimised
case perform worse than the baseline case, however the deviation of α is reduced slightly. Finally,
Fig. 6.14 (c) illustrates the total pressure (p0/p01) distribution along the stator outlet. Higher total
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Figure 6.14: Distribution comparison between the Mσ optimised case and the baseline case for (a) Mach
number (b) Outlet flow angle and (c) p0/p01.
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ασ optimisedBaseline Case
Figure 6.15: Comparison of the baseline nozzle and the optimised ασ nozzle.
pressures are observed across all angular position for the Mσ optimised case compared to the baseline
case. This is confirms that the Mσ optimised case has less losses than the baseline case.
6.4.3 Optimisation focused on the deviation of outlet flow angle ασ
Another selected case focuses on the outlet flow angle distribution. It corresponds to case b in Fig. 6.11
and is labelled as ασ optimised case. Much similar to the convergent-divergent nozzle shown in
chapter 5, the ασ optimised case has a long divergent part, as marked in red in Fig. 6.15. The optimiser
stops due to the nozzle length reaching the limit, which means the nozzle length should be much
longer than the final results.
The Mach number contours and the normalised total pressure contours for the ασ optimised case
are shown in Fig. 6.16. It can be seen form the Fig. 6.16 (a) that a more uniform flow is achieved.
The main stream attaches to the inside wall of the nozzle. Compares with the Mach contours of the
baseline case shown in Fig. 6.13 (a), the separation on the inside wall is more or less eliminated.
However, the separation region along the outside wall is larger than the baseline case. Figure 6.16
(b) illustrates the total pressure contour for the ασ optimised case. Compares with the total pressure
contour for the baseline case, the main stream total pressure at outlet section of the ασ is higher
than the baseline case. Figure 6.17 (a) compares the distribution of Mach number between the ασ
optimised case and the baseline case, but less than the Mσ optimised case. It can be seen that the
Mach number of the outlet flow distribution is slightly better than the baseline case. But the average
Mach number is still 13.8 % away from the target Mach number. Figure 6.17 (b) illustrates that the ασ
optimised case has a better distribution of the outlet flow angle α than the baseline case, which only a
2.7 % error to the target outlet angle α and the deviation is slightly better than the baseline case. The
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(a) Mach number contours for the optimised ασ case (b) p0/p01 contours for the optimised ασ case
Figure 6.16: The Mach number and the normalised total pressure contours for the ασ optimised case.
performance is slightly enhanced as the p0/p01 increases, as shown in Fig. 6.17 (c).
6.4.4 Optimisation for a balanced performance nozzle
The third case is a balance between optimised Mσ and ασ, which is labelled as case c in Fig. 6.11.
The comparison of the geometry to the baseline case is shown in Fig. 6.18. This nozzle has a slightly
shorter nozzle than the baseline case and the outside wall of the nozzle expands a little.
Figure 6.19 shows the contours of Mach number and total pressure contours for the balanced
performance case. Compared with the baseline case shown in Fig. 6.13, the separations on both sides
of the divergent part of the nozzle are reduced. The separation near the outside wall is larger than the
Mσ optimised case, but smaller than the ασ optimised case. The total pressure is shown in Fig. 6.19
(b), that illustrates the loss is reduced compare to the baseline case. Compared with the other two
optimised cases, the loss for the balanced performance case is in the middle, which is agreement with
the Fig. 6.11.
Figure 6.20 shows the comparison of Mach number, α and p0/p01 distribution on the outlet patch
for the balanced performance nozzle. It can be seen from the Fig. 6.20 (a) that the average Mach
number of the balanced performance case is closer than the baseline case, but the error is larger than
the Mσ optimised case. The Fig. 6.20 (b) shows the balanced performance case has an enhancement
in the mean α and slightly enhancement of the deviation for the distribution, but the mean α error is
still worse than the ασ optimised case. Similarly, Fig. 6.20 (c) shows the total pressure distribution
for the balanced performance case. Enhancement of the performance can be noticed from this figure.
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Figure 6.17: Distribution comparison between the optimisedασ case and the baseline case for (a) Mach number
(b) outlet flow angle α and (c) p0/p01.
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Compromised
Baseline Case
Figure 6.18: Comparison of the baseline nozzle and the balanced performance nozzle.
(a) Mach number contours for the balanced case (b) p0/p01 contours for the balanced performance case
Figure 6.19: The Mach number and normalised total pressure contours for the balanced performance case.
6.4.5 Comparison of three different stators
Figure 6.21 shows a comparison between the three optimised stator nozzle geometries. Obviously, the
Mσ optimised nozzle has the shortest length among these three nozzles, and the ασ optimised nozzle
is longest. However, the ασ optimised nozzle has a thinner trailing edge, which may potentially reduce
the structural strength.
The separation characteristics are different for these three cases. There are large separation along
the outside wall for both of them. The Mσ optimised stator has the smallest separation while the ασ
optimised stator has the largest separation. It can be seen that small separations occur near the inside
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Figure 6.20: Distribution comparison between the compromised case and the baseline case for (a) Mach num-
ber (b) outlet flow angle α and (c) p0/p01.
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Mσ optimisedCompromisedασ optimised
Figure 6.21: Comparison of three different stator nozzles.
wall for both base-line case, Mσ and balanced performance stators. The ασ optimised case more or
less eliminates the separation near the inside wall, and a uniform exit flow is exhibited.
The maximum exit flow angle occurs near 10.2°. Compares these three stator, the ασ optimised
case has the lowest peak value, which is around 86°.
6.5 Comparison with convergent sub-sonic nozzle
In the previous section, the advantages for the transonic stator nozzle are addressed. By applying a
transonic stator nozzle, constant mass flow rate can be achieved, by choking the flow in the nozzle.
However, as discussed above, at higher Mach number, the viscous (friction) losses of the stator are
increased. The corresponding stage efficiency is reduced due to the increased viscous (friction) losses.
A question that remains is the trade-off for achieving a constant mass flow rate, versus efficiency loss.
In section 6.4, the losses in normalised total pressure p0
p01
for three different cases are discussed.
Among them, the optimised Mσ case has the best performance in p0p01 . In order to have a detailed dis-
cussion about the loss behaviour of the subsonic nozzle, a conventional convergent sub-sonic nozzle
case is created and simulated. The results from the conventional stator simulation is compared to the
optimised Mσ case.
6.5.1 Generation of conventional stator geometry
The first step is to get the correct conventional stator geometry. As the fluid passing the stage is
continuous, hence the continuity, momentum and energy balance should be fulfilled. In order to get
the stator geometry, three equations are solved to match the targets rotor inlet properties. The required
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equations are:
• For the energy balance, the total enthalpy between stator outlet (h03) and rotor inlet (h04) is
conserved. Hence,
h03 = h04 , (6.12)
which is expanded to
h(T3, p3) +
1
2
· C23 = h(T4, p4) +
1
2
· C24 , (6.13)
to connect to the static flow properties, where h(T3, p3) is static enthalpy as a function of static
temperature and pressure.
• For the consideration of continuity, we assume there are no leaks between the gap of rotor and
stator, hence a constant mass flow rate (m˙) is crossing the stator and the rotor, i.e.
m˙3 = m˙4 . (6.14)
This can be expanded to
C3R · ρ3 · A3 = C4R · ρ4 · A4 , (6.15)
to connect to the geometrical properties. Where the C3R and C4R are the radial component of
the flow velocity at stator outlet and rotor inlet, A3 and A4 are the area at stator outlet and rotor
inlet.
• For the momentum equation, the balance of angular momentum
m˙3 · C3T · r3 = m˙4 · C4T · r4 , (6.16)
should be satisfied, where C3T and C4T are the tangential component of the flow velocity at
stator outlet and rotor inlet.
To solve these equations, the velocity triangles are required, as shown in Fig. 6.22. Figure. 6.23
provides the details of the trailing edge area of the stator. It can be seen that C3R, C4R and C3T , C4T
can be used to represents the continuity and momentum equations. By solving these equations, the
stator outlet geometry required to achieve a given rotor inlet flow can be calculated.
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Figure 6.23: The schematic for a conventional stator blade.
6.5.2 Simulation of the conventional stator
The conventional stator geometry is calculated via a reverse strategy, which based on the given pa-
rameters at the rotor inlet section. The geometrical and flow properties of the stator are provided in
Tab. 6.5, which are set to match the transonic stator case.
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Table 6.5: The geometry and flow properties for the conventional stator.
Parameter Symbol Value
Outlet Mach number M3 0.65
Outlet flow angle α3 74.21°
Total mass flow rate m˙0 1.46 kg m−3
Total temperature T01 833.15 K
Total pressure p01 20.0 MPa
Inlet radius Ri 75.0 mm
Outlet radius Ro 65.2 mm
Exit radius Re 63.7 mm
Vane number Zr 30
Blade angle α3b 82.84°
Blade incline angle δ 2.0°
The simulation is carried out with compressible solver rhoSimpleFoam of OpenFOAM. The
mesh has a total number of 63 k cells, which is selected after grid dependency studies. The y+
value is set to around 10 to 30 to allow the application of wall functions. The Sparlart-Allmaras
(SA) turbulence model is employed to capture the turbulence behaviours. Ideal gas equation of state
is used to simplify the simulations and for consistency with the transonic stator simulations. The
totalPressure and totalTemperatuer boundary conditions are applied at the inlet of the
stator, which are 20.0 MPa and 833.15 K. fixedValue boundary condition is applied for outlet
pressure field and zeroGradient boundary condition is applied for the outlet temperature and
velocity fields. To get the designed outlet flow angle, outlet flow Mach number and total mass flow
rate, the outlet static pressure should be set to 15.5 MPa. In order to show the influence of the outlet
static pressure p3, another simulation case with outlet static pressure 13.0 MPa, which is same as the
transonic stator cases, is carried out. The results are analysed in the following section.
6.5.3 Discussion
Figure 6.24 (a) shows the normalised total pressure p0
p01
field for the 15.5 MPa conventional stator,
covers the nozzle throat and the outlet area. Figure 6.24 (b) shows the Mach number filed and the
streamlines for the 15.5 MPa conventional stator. Similarly, Fig. 6.24 (c) and (d) show the normalised
total pressure p0
p01
field and the Mach number filed for the 13.0 MPa conventional stator respectively.
The stator outlet properties, outlet pressure, p3, average outlet Mach number, M3, average outlet flow
angle, α3, total mass flow rate, m˙ and average normalised total pressure, p0p01 are shown and compared
in Tab. 6.6.
Comparing Fig. 6.24 (a) and (c) to the Fig. 6.13 (d) (the optimal Mσ stator), it can be seen that
the normalised total pressure p0
p01
of the conventional stator nozzles have smaller drop at the stator
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.24: The normalised total pressure p0p01 fields for outlet pressure 13.0 MPa case (a), 15.5 MPa case (c)
and the Mach number field, outlet pressure 13.0 MPa case (b) and 15.5 MPa case (d) for the conventional
stator.
outlet sections. The main loss in the normalised total pressure p0
p01
occurs in the near wall region,
where viscous losses are generated, and the trailing edge region, where wake losses are generated.
Specially, Fig. 6.24(d) shows that for the 13.0 MPa, the Mach number is large than 1.0 at the throat,
which manifests in large total pressure loss. The normalised total pressure p0
p01
for the main stream
is higher for the conventional nozzle cases than the transonic nozzle optimised Mσ case. Comparing
Fig. 6.24 (b) and (d) to the Fig. 6.13 (c), it can be seen that the outlet flow is quite uniform, and almost
no separation happens near the blade wall. The distribution of the Mach number downstream is also
more uniform than the optimised Mσ stator nozzle.
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Table 6.6: Comparison between the conventional stator and transonic stator.
Parameter Target Mσ optimised 15.5 MPa 13.0 MPa
Outlet pressure p3 [MPa] N/A 13.0 15.5 13.0
Average outlet Mach number M3 [-] 0.65 0.62 0.55 0.88
Average outlet flow angle α3 [°] 74.21 79.21 79.41 79.65
Total mass flow rate m˙ [kg m−3] 1.46 1.46 1.41 1.63
Average normalised total pressure p0
p01
[-] N/A 0.80 0.94 0.87
Two different outlet pressures are applied at the stator outlet sections, 13.0 MPa and 15.5 MPa
respectively, to show the influence of the outlet pressures. Obviously, as shown in the Fig. 6.24
(c), sonic condition happens at the throat of the nozzle. The average outlet Mach number, M3 for
the 13.0 MPa and 15.5 MPa are 0.88 and 0.55. According to Tab. 6.5, the deviation from target
Mach number for the two cases are +35.38 % and −15.38 % respectively. Comparing with the Mσ
optimised stator (shows in Fig. 6.14) that, there is a slightly large deviation between the outlet flow
Mach number for the 13.0 MPa stator. The 15.5 MPa stator has an outlet Mach number closer to the
target. It is also a bit larger loss in total pressure generated due to increased viscous loss, compare to
the 15.5 MPa stator, shown in Fig. 6.24 (a).
The average outlet flow angle, α3 are 79.65° and 79.41° for the 13.0 MPa and 15.5 MPa stators.
Both of them return similar results. The outlet flow angle is closer to the target value (74.21°) than
the Mσ optimised stator.
The mass flow rate m˙ are 1.63 kg m−3 and 1.41 kg m−3 for 13.0 MPa and 15.5 MPa stators. There
are +11.64 % and−3.42 % difference to the target value, which is 1.46 kg m−3. Besides the upstream
pressure and temperature, it is quite obvious that the mass flow rate has a strong dependency on the
downstream outlet pressure p3.
This conventional stator is only a simple example case, and the geometrical parameters are ob-
tained directly from meanline design and not optimised. Hence observed deviations from the targets
value are expected. This convergent stator case highlights the change/increase in losses associated to
using the transonic stator, which is choked and thus allows more robust controls of mass flow rate.
To give a detail view of changes in normalised total pressure p0
p01
along the nozzle channel, the flux
averaged of the normalised total pressure p0
p01
along the meridional channel line is evaluated, based on
the method shown in Fig. 6.8. The results are shown in Fig. 6.25, where the x-axis is the normalised
position along the stator centre line. It can be seen from Fig. 6.25 that, the conventional stators have
better performances in normalised total pressure p0
p01
, which corresponds to less losses. The value
of the normalised total pressure p0
p01
at the stator outlet sections for the conventional stators are 0.94
and 0.87. The loss in the form of normalised total pressure are 0.06 and 0.13 for the conventional
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Figure 6.25: Comparison of the normalised total pressure p0p01 along the stator centre line between conventional
stators (a) outlet pressure is 15.5 MPa, (b) outlet pressure is 13.0 MPa and the transonic stator.
stator operating at 15.5 MPa and 13.0 MPa respectively. As shown in the Fig. 6.25, the loss in form
of normalised total pressure of the transonic stator (Mσ optimised) is 0.2. Compared to the loss of
conventional stator operating at 13.0 MPa and 15.5 MPa, losses increase by 53.8 % and 233.3 %.
Comparing the optimised convergent-divergent nozzle to the two convergent-only nozzles, it can
be observed that the later have a lower total pressure loss as shown in Fig. 6.25. Inspection of the flow
field shows that the total pressure loss is directly linked to the maximum Mach number reached at the
throat (in case of the convergent-divergent) or at the nozzle exit (convergent-only), which increases
from approximately 0.8, to 1.1, to 1.3 for the 15.5 MPa, 13.0 MPa and convergent-divergent nozzle
respectively.
However, when considering the proposed stator geometries, the distinct advantage of the convergent-
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divergent nozzle is that a low mass-flow rate can achieved even at large pressure ratios, whereas the
convergent nozzle provides and oversupply of mass flow rate of 12 %. This oversupply of mass flown
at 13.0 MPa has the potential to cause issues with the downstream rotor.
During the operating of the close Brayton sCO2 cycle, it may be advantageous to have decoupling
mass flow rate for the rotor inlet conditions for certain applications. If applying the convergent nozzle,
the fluctuation on the downstream stator exit or rotor inlet conditions will highly affect the whole cycle
mass flow rate. Unstable mass flow rate will highly affect the stability of the whole cycle, hence the
convergent nozzle is not suitable when the cycle requires a constant mass flow rate.
Based on the current geometries and 2-D simulations the convergent-divergent nozzle has sub-
stantially higher total pressure losses. Losses are increased by 233 % relative to the mass flow rate
matched case (15.5 MPa case) and 54 % relative to the exit pressure matched case (13.0 MPa case).
Despite these disadvantages the convergent-divergent stator offers the benefit that the loop upstream
of the turbine is isolated from the turbine rotor, which may bring operational advantage
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, a stator nozzle for 120 kW small sCO2 radial inflow turbine has been designed and
optimised. Basic geometry and targets are generated from the preliminary design code TOPGEN. With
applying the Nelder-Mead optimiser, three different stator geometries have been selected via setting
different combinations of weighting factors. They are the Mach number distribution (Mσ) optimised,
outlet flow angle distribution (ασ) optimised and a compromise between Mσ and ασ case. The ge-
ometries, Mach number contours, total pressure contours and the properties on the outlet boundary
patch for these stators are extracted and discussed. These three different optimised nozzle are:
• The Mσ optimised case has the shortest divergent nozzle, returns the best Mach number dis-
tribution and performed less loss compared to the baseline case. However, the outlet flow
uniformity is not enhanced significantly.
• The ασ optimised case has the longest divergent nozzle, returns a better uniformed outlet flow
compared to the baseline case. However, the Mach number distribution and the efficiency is not
enhanced significantly.
• The balanced performance stator has a medium length of divergent nozzle compared to the
previous two optimised stators. The performances in Mach number distribution, outlet flow
angle distribution are also compromises between the previous two nozzles, which means both
of the Mach number distribution and the α are improved, but not as large as the Mσ and the ασ
optimised cases.
Both of them are selected as ‘good’ cases, which can provide good agreements with the targets for a
120 kW small sCO2 radial inflow turbine. The convergent-divergent nozzle was also compared to a
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convergent-only nozzle, operated with two outlet pressures of 15.5 MPa to match nozzle mass flow
rate and 13.0 MPa to match downstream pressure. As these operating conditions the nozzle design has
substantially reduced total pressure losses as maximum Mach number reached is lower. Considering
this, the convergent-divergent nozzle and design methodology outlined in this chapter is the preferred
approach for stators wanting to generate supersonic outflow conditions and for applications where it
is preferable to robustly choke the stator to allow de-coupling of the up-stream system from the rotor.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
The aim of this work is to investigate the design and simulation tools for a supercritical CO2 radial in-
flow turbine. The work presented in this thesis provides new insights into sCO2 radial inflow turbines
operated with high rotational speed and using highly dense CO2 as the working fluid. The sCO2 radial
inflow turbine is gradually investigated through preliminary design, CFD simulation, and geometry
optimisation processes. In each chapter, we enhanced our understanding to the sCO2 radial inflow
turbines through developing new tools or models. Through this thesis, the feasibility of sCO2 radial
inflow turbines for power below 500 kW is addressed, and the understandings of their geometries, loss
contributions, and their design space is are developed. Next, a fast solver and Riemann flux calculator
for OpenFOAM are developed and validated. With these tools, correct non ideal compressible fluid
dynamics (NICFD) simulations can be performed on the sCO2 radial inflow turbines. Next, a Nelder-
Mead geometry optimiser is developed to find the optimal geometry for the radial inflow turbines.
Finally, optimised geometries for the stator nozzle are developed. With these stators, the 120 kW
turbine rotor is provided with correct inlet conditions, as identified by TOPGEN. The intention is that
these new insights can be used for future sCO2 radial inflow turbine designs.
A brief summary of each chapter with major findings is presented here:
• Chapter 3, uses TOPGEN, a quasi 1D mean-line design code to perform a design space explo-
ration for small sCO2 radial inflow turbines (100 kW to 200 kW power range). Compared to
other mean-line tools TOPGEN includes the effects of blade thickness, which has a significant
impact on flow areas at this scale. Furthermore TOPGEN produces comprehensive maps of the
Flow and Head Coefficient state space to show a range of feasible designs. Using these maps
the effect of flow parameters, rotor geometry and operational parameters on turbine design and
performance are highlighted. Equally, they allow the selection of optimal geometries under
consideration of the feasibility limits, performance and other constraints. By selecting designs
away from the feasibility limits it is ensured that the final design can be further optimised, for
example during the detailed design phase, without encountering design limitations. Three op-
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erating points 100 kW, 160 kRPM; 200 kW, 113 kRPM and 100 kW, 120 kRPM are analysed
to explore scaling effects and how these affect the range of feasible designs. The comparison
shows that for this power and speed range geometry parameters at the rotor inlet (stator exit
angle, blade height, and relative flow angle) and the natural frequency of the rotor blade trailing
edge are the major limiters. Using these conditions it was also confirmed that constant specific
speed scaling results in geometrically similar turbines with near identical losses. However, for
current design range the resulting turbine is not realisable due to failing of other constraints.
Overall, three feasible turbine designs for the three operating points were identified, having
total to static efficiencies between 78 and 82 %. Using the most suitable loss models an analy-
sis of the loss break-down shows that key loss contributors in order of magnitude are Passage
Loss, Tip Clearance Loss, Exit Energy Loss, Incident Loss, Windage Loss, and Trailing Edge
Loss. The turbine with the highest efficiency achieved this predominantly due to lower relative
velocities within the rotor, suggesting this as a preferred design direction to maximise perfor-
mance. Through this work, new insight towards the design of small scale radial inflow turbines
operating with supercritical CO2 has been generated. This has been achieved through the de-
velopment of an enhanced mean-line design tool and analysis of the design space to highlight
both the existence of feasible designs and design trends that lead to more efficient turbines at
this scale.
• In Chapter 4, an extension of the open source CFD library OpenFOAM (version 3.0 ex) to
perform Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) simulations of trans-sonic compressible
flows of non-ideal fluids is described. The new solver, RGDFoam, using look-up tables to
capture non-ideal gas physical properties and transport properties, together with an appropriate
Riemann flux calculator are described, verified, and validated. The new solver has the following
features:
1. Accurate modelling of non ideal fluid properties and transport properties through use of
user defined look-up tables (tables can be generated for any gas and based on any equation
of state).
2. HLLC ALE flux calculator. This avoids polytropic assumptions during the reconstruction
and the flux calculation process.
3. Solver is validated for trans-sonic nozzle flows.
4. Solver is verified for non-ideal and non-classical fluid flows as may be encountered in
supercritical Carbon Dioxide (sCO2) or Organic Rankine Cyle (ORC) turbomachinery.
5. Implementation in OpenFoam to allow continued development.
The result is a rapid and highly flexible solver for the simulation of non-ideal CFD (NICFD)
problems.
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Three test cases are simulated to validate and verify the RGDFoam solver. First, a test case
published by NASA, consisting of transonic under expanded air flow through a convergent-
divergent nozzle is simulated. This confirms the ability of RGDFoam to correctly simulate tran-
sonic flow phenomena and shock waves. Second, a VKI 2D cascade operating with the dense
gas belonging to the MDnM family at conditions near the critical point is simulated (compress-
ibility factor between 0.601 and 0.777). This shows that the look-up tables and RGDFoam can
correctly simulate non-ideal gas flows in near sonic stator geometries. Finally, flow of MD4M
over a backward step, at conditions that results in non-classical effects is simulated and com-
pared to analytical conditions. This further verifies the suitability of RGDFoam for simulations
of non-ideal gas dynamics.
In conclusion, the new solver, RGDFoam, is suitable for solving non ideal compressible fluid dy-
namics problems, in OpenFOAM. Results from several verification cases are reported to demon-
strate the accuracy and capabilities of OpenFOAM as a tool for the NICFD community.
In future we plan continued development of the solver and to add further capabilities. These in-
clude optimisation techniques for steady and unsteady flows in two dimensional nozzle geome-
tries and fully 3-dimensional turbine geometries. The source code for RGDFoam is available
from the following repository [188].
• In chapter 5, a geometry optimiser is developed. The optimiser is based on the Nelder-Mead
method, allowing performance optimisation without the need to evaluate gradients. Further
more it employs a Mahalanobis distance algorithm, linear interpolation methods, and a stochas-
tic process to accelerate the optimisation process without loss of final accuracy. The newly
developed geometry optimiser has the following features:
1. Can successfully find the optimum satisfied the objective function;
2. Can gain different optima, through adjusting the weighting factors;
3. Option to apply Mahalanobis distance algorithm, interpolation methods and stochastic
method to reduce computational cost without loss of final accuracy;
4. Optimiser is validated through optimising a convergent-divergent air nozzle;
5. Developed with modular strategy, that allows for future development.
An convergent-divergent air nozzle designed with traditional lower grade curve method is simu-
lated and compared as the base-line case. The results shows that the optimiser can successfully
find geometries better than the base-line case. Three different nozzles are chosen and analysed.
One has lowest Mach number cost, while one has lowest exit flow angle cost. The other one is a
compromise of the other two nozzle, which has the lowest total cost. Thus shows that by adjust-
ing the weighting factor for different terms of the objective function, the optimiser is leading
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different directions resulting in different designs. With this optimiser, further optimisation for
the radial inflow turbines can be carried out.
• In chapter 6, a stator nozzle for a 120 kW sCO2 radial inflow turbine has been designed and op-
timised. Basic geometry and targets are generated from the preliminary design code TOPGEN,
which include the requirement to attain a prescribed mass flow rate. By applying the Nelder-
Mead optimiser, three different stator geometries are identified by setting different combina-
tions of weighting factors. They are the Mach number distribution (Mσ) optimised, outlet flow
angle distribution (ασ) optimised and balanced performance between Mσ and ασ case. The
geometries, Mach number contours, total pressure contours and the properties on the outlet
boundary patch for these stators are extracted and discussed. The following insight is gained
from the three designs:
1. The Mσ optimised case has the shortest divergent nozzle, returns the best Mach number
distribution, and experiences least losses compared to the baseline case. However, the
outlet flow uniformity is not enhanced significantly.
2. The ασ optimised case has the longest divergent nozzle and returns a more uniform outlet
flow compared to the baseline case. However, the Mach number distribution and the
efficiency is not enhanced significantly.
3. The balanced performance stator has a medium length for divergent nozzle section com-
pared to the previous two optimised stators. The performances in Mach number distribu-
tion, outlet flow angle distribution are also compromises between the previous two noz-
zles, which means both of the Mach number distribution and the α are improved, but not
as large as the Mσ and the ασ optimised cases.
These three nozzles are selected as ‘good’ cases, which can achieve the targets for a 120 kW
sCO2 radial inflow turbine. One matter should be noted that these turbine stators generates
larger losses than the predictions from the preliminary design. This is particularly noticeable
as the preliminary design assumed an isentropic process for the stators. Re-evaluation of the
meanline design to incorporate stator losses and to obtain updated inflow conditions may be
prudent. That’s also the difference from CFD simulations and isentropic meanline designs.
Hence through this work, an optimised stator can be obtained through the optimisation progress.
7.2 Future Research
Recommendations for future work include:
1. Preliminary design: Using CFD or experimental data to correct the loss models to be suitable
for small sCO2 radial turbines. For the natural frequency preliminary design model, experimen-
tal data are needed in the future for validation purpose. Potentially, the off-design performance
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prediction models can be connected into TOPGEN, which allows the prediction of off-design
performance for a given case.
2. Riemann solver: Continue development of the solver will focus on adding further capabilities.
These include a transient capability, which allows the solver performing transient simulations.
For the look-up tables, attentions should focused on an implemented non-uniform grid strategy,
to reduce the required grid nodes and enhance the accuracy.
3. Optimisation: Currently a structured mesh is applied to discretise the stator geometry. How-
ever, this structure mesh limits the ability to alter the geometry across a larger range. What’s
more, the structure mesh can result in more cells than the unstructured mesh. The automatic
unstructured mesh generation methodology should be developed for the optimiser. So far, the
solver, when used for the optimisation process, has been limited to first order, in order to in-
crease stability and enhance speed. A more accurate second order steady state solution should
be applied in the future. Another enhancement of the optimisation process is to increase the
number of simulation cases, and to implement smart search strategies. These will help to de-
velop the Pareto front more efficiently.
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Appendix A
Peng-Robinson Equation of State
Peng-Robinson proposed their non-ideal gas model in 1976 [207]. The model modifies the SRK
(Soave-Redlich-Kwong) [208] equation of state to improve the prediction of liquid density values,
vapour pressures, and equilibrium ratios. The polytropic Peng Robinson model can be conveniently
written as[156]:
p(T, v) =
RT
v − b −
aα2(T )
v2 + 2bv − b2 (A.1)
e(T, v) = cvT − aα(T )(k + 1)
b
√
2
tanh−1
b
√
2
v + b
(A.2)
s(T, v) = cvln(T ) +Rln(v − b)− aα(T )(k + 1)
b
√
2TTcr
tanh−1
b
√
2
v + b
(A.3)
The definition of the respective constants can be found in Ref.[156].
Where the α(T ) represents the inter-molecular attraction force, which depends on temperature, T ,
while α and b are usually treated as temperature independent. Their values are calculated as follows:
a = 0.45725
(RTcr)
2
pcr
(A.4)
b = 0.0778
RTcr
pcr
(A.5)
α(T, ω) =
[
1 + κ
(
1−
√
T
Tcr
)]
(A.6)
k =
{
0.37464 + 1.54226ω − 0.26992ω2 ω ≤ 0.49
0.379642 + 1.48503ω − 0.164423ω2 + 0.016666ω3 ω > 0.49 (A.7)
The static enthalpy (h) is used in the reconstruction of temperature, and the h is defined as:
h = e+
p
ρ
(A.8)
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Thus the secondary derivative of h is calculated as:(
∂h
∂T
)
ρ
=
R
γ − 1 +
ak(k + 1)
2b
√
2TTcr
tanh−1
b
√
2
γ + b
(A.9)
The other secondary derivatives are listed as:
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∂p
∂e
)
ρ
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(
∂p
∂T
)
ρ(
∂e
∂T
)
ρ
, (A.10)(
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∂ρ
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e
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, (A.13)
where,
(
∂p
∂T
)
ρ
=
R
(v − b) −
2aα(T )dα(T )
dT
[v(v + b) + b(v − b)] , (A.14)(
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√
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Appendix B
Processing tools development
B.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the tools to support NICFD. The structure is organised with the following
sections.
Section B.2, a tool for tabular data accuracy determination is developed. An example is followed
to show the usage of this tool. Section B.3, a tool for real gas property Mach number calculation is
developed. With the tool, the Mach number field can be evaluated based on look-up table for real gas
properties.
B.2 Tools for tabular data comparison and error estimation
This section is taken from the University of Queensland technical report No. 2017/28 [159].
B.2.1 Abstract
This report describes a tabular data comparison and error estimation utility to support non-ideal CFD
simulations, which utilise table based gas properties. A key feature of the tool is to estimate the
accuracy of tables using in non-ideal CFD simulations. This is obtained from comparison between
tabular values and real gas properties database. In addition to providing the description of the tools,
usage instructions and examples are provided. With the help of this tool, a look-up table with a small
size can offer enough accurate data. The computational resource can also be reduced in future.
Referring to a pure substance (e.g. CO2) or to a mixture of given composition (e.g. air), if any
two of the primitive properties (pressure p, temperature T , density ρ, enthalpy h, internal energy e)
are given, the remaining thermophysical properties can be calculated by solving an equation of state
(EoS) , such as ρ = f(p, T ), a = g(p, T ), where f ,g represent different forms of the gas equation of
state.
Usually for most CFD simulations, the ideal gas equation of state satisfies the gas properties
requirements. The forms of the ideal gas equation of state are:
p = ρRT, (B.1)
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h = Cv T. (B.2)
Hence for certain simulations, specifically designed solvers are required that can access real gas prop-
erties. Examples are solvers used for solving more complex flow problems related to non-ideal gas
turbomachinery, propulsion and hypersonics. The state of fluid can be calculated using more gen-
eral and complex non-ideal gas equation of state, such as Peng-Robinson, Redlich- Kwong, Soave-
Redlich-Kwong and Aungier-Redlich-Kwong equation of state.
However, the complex non-ideal gas equation of state need to be solved iteratively for every cell
and every iterative step, to calculate the current fluid states. Especially close to the critical point,
where multiple iterations are required, this can lead to a significant increase in computational cost.
Calling lookup table functions, L, which interpolate a priori calculated tables of fluid properties,
avoids the need to iterate. As long as the interpolation process is fast this leads to a substantial
calculation speed-up. In this approach, the original thermophysical models and transport property
models are replaced with:
Φ = Lφ(φ0, φ1). (B.3)
Where L denotes the substitution functions in φ0 to φ1 space from the look-up table method. The
look-up table method uses a 2D grid of nodal points to store thermophysical and transport properties
φ3. The properties are calculated through a 2D linear interpolation scheme[209, 210].
The look-up table method avoids additional iterations to obtain gas property, but interpolation
errors are introduced. Usually, the interpolation error is reduced by increasing the table resolution.
However, at the same time the computational cost increases with increasing table resolution. Thus,
how to balance between the requirements of interpolation error and computation speed needs to be
considered. Solving this problems raised the idea to create a tool to determine the best table resolution
to meet a practical benchmark, which guarantees both accuracy for the tabular data (limit a maximum
error maxErr (%)) and computational speed for the CFD solver. For this purpose, the tabular data
comparison and error estimation (TDCEE) tool is developed.
This section is split into the following parts:
• Section B.2.4 describes the numerical methods for the tabular data error estimation tools.
• Section B.2.5 illustrates how to use this tool via an given example.
• Section B.2.6 provides a brief conclusion of the work and an outline of future improvements
and additions that are in preparation.
• Section B.2.7 provides the original code for interested reader for further development.
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B.2.2 License
This collection is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU
General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License,
or any later version. This program collection is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details
http://www.gnu.org/licenses/.
B.2.3 Citing this tool
When using the tool in simulations that lead to published works, it is requested that the following
work is cited:
Jianhui Qi, Ingo Jahn (2017), “Tools for tabular data comparison and error estimation”, Me-
chanical Engineering Technical Report 2017/11, The University of Queensland.
B.2.4 Methodology
In this section, the numerical methods for the TDCEE tool are presented. The the automated table
evaluation method is described. Finally, an example for evaluation of look-up table for CO2 is pre-
sented. Normally, the custom look-up tables have a much lower resolution grid than the reference
grid. Even though a lower resolution grid can significantly reduce the computational cost, the lower
limit for total nodal points is still needed to be checked. The methodology for achieving this goal is to
compare the reference grid to a series of user defined grid with different nodal resolutions, and pick
out the one who has lower total nodal number but maxErr is still below the benchmark value.
Generation of look-up tables
This section describes the generation of custom look-up tables and reference look-up tables. For the
custom look-up tables, a serious of look-up tables are generated through table generators. A specific
look-up table is a 2-dimensional table, which stores different state nodal points with respected to two
primitive variable φ0 and φ1. Different kinds of table generators and reference database are employed
to generate look-up tables. The custom look-up tables are following the structure that describes in
Fig. B.1, and described as
Pmn =

P11 P12 · · · P1n
P21 P22 · · · P2n
...
... . . .
...
Pm1 Pm2 · · · Pmn
 . (B.4)
In the mean time, the schematic for the TDCEE tool is illustrated in Fig. B.2. The custom look-up
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··
··
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Figure B.1: Schematic of look-up table
table is put in the mid of Fig. B.2.
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Figure B.2: Schematic of TDCEE tools.
In order to determine if the table is meet with the benchmark, TDCEE tool creates a reference
fine grid to compare with the custom grid to show the accuracy. The reference grid has same ranges
of the two primitive variables, φ0 and φ1. First, the upper and lower limit for calculation domains
of the reference tables are defined by setting the maximum and minimum value for the two primitive
variable φ0 and φ1 respectively, i.e. φ0 ∈ (φ0,min,φ0,max), φ1 ∈ (φ1,min,φ1,max). A 2-dimensional state
space domain formed by φ0 and φ1 is created.
Following that, the φ0 and φ1 ranges are discreted by Ni and Nj . Thus a Ni×Nj grid of reference
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nodal points are generated, listed as
Aij =

A11 A12 · · · A1j
A21 A22 · · · A2j
...
... . . .
...
Ai1 Ai2 ... Aij
 , (B.5)
The reference grid is shown in Fig.B.2 as “Reference Grid”. For each nodal point Ai,j , the position
in state space are Φi,j , φ0,i and φ1,j . The value of Φi,j is obtained from reference database, such as
REFPROP and CoolProp, as an output of inputting φ0,i, φ1,j as primitive input variables[175], and is
also the property who will be read further by the look-up table mechanism. The relationship between
them can be described as Φi,j = R(φ0,i, φ1,j), where R denotes the reference database. Usually, the
reference grid should be substantially fine than the custom look-up table. It is recommend that the
reference grid has a 100× fine than the custom look-up table. From those procedures, the custom and
reference grid are created.
Interpolation of look-up table and interpolation errors
The look-up table mechanism is applied once the solver calling to calculate a specific state point. In
this scope, this look-up table mechanism is set to 2-dimensional linear interpolation methods. With
a coarse look-up table, 2-dimensional linear interpolation methods is applied to calculate a specific
state point which is offset with the given nodal points. Thus to evaluate the interpolation errors,
once the custom and reference grid are created, a projected grid is created based on the look-up
table mechanism, i.e. 2-dimensional linear interpolation methods, which will used to compare with
the reference table. The projected grid should have a same size as the reference grid, thus directed
mathematical evaluation can be applied on error estimation.
The projected grid is shown in Fig.B.2 as “Projected Grid”. The black dots denoted the nodal
points that coincident with the custom grids, the grey dots denoted the nodal points “projected” from
reference grid via custom grids through 2-dimensional linear interpolation methods, which is listed
as following equations.
Ptop = (Pa,b+1 − Pa,b)× fx + Pa,b, (B.6)
Pbot = (Pa+1,b+1 − Pa+1,b)× fy + Pa+1,b, (B.7)
Bij = (Pbot − Ptop)× fy + Ptop. (B.8)
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Then a reference grid is defined as Bxy:
Bij =

B11 B12 · · · B1j
B21 B22 · · · B2j
...
...
...
...
Bi1 Bi2 ... Bij
 . (B.9)
Error evaluation for a single look-up table
The interpolation error is evaluated point by point. The error matrix for nodal points is calculated as
Eij =
Aij −Bij
‖Aij‖ × 100% (B.10)
The Eij is
Eij =

E11 E12 · · · E1j
E21 E22 · · · E2j
...
...
...
...
Ei1 Ei2 ... Eij
 . (B.11)
Then the maximum error of this grid will be return and marked as maxErri,j .
Automated table evaluation
To find the best resolution of the custom table grids, a serious of custom grids should be created and
evaluated with the reference grid. Thus a series of discretization number for φ0 and φ1 for user defined
grids are set. For φ0 the discretization number is set from a to b, which means that the custom grid
is compose at least a number of a φ0 value and at most of a number of b φ0. Due to that at least 2
nodal points are required to form one axes of a table, that a should ≥ 2. In order to do a meaningful
combination scan, another condition that b > a is required. Similarly, the nodal number from c to d
is set for Φ1. Thus a series of custom grids with different resolutions, from a× c to b× d are created.
In order to clearly describe the calculation methods, a (b− a)× (d− c) matrix are construct as
Sb−a,d−c =

Pa,c Pa+1,c · · · Pb−1,c Pb,c
Pa,c+1 Pa+1,c+1 · · · Pb−1,c+1 Pb,c+1
...
... . . .
...
...
Pa,d−1 Pa+1,d−1 · · · Pb−1,d−1 Pb,d−1
Pa,d Pa+1,d · · · Pb−1,d Pb,d

, (B.12)
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where each Pmn is a m×n custom grid, shown in Fig. B.2. The nodal points matrix for Pmn is listed
in Eqn. B.4. Then a matrix that store all projected matrix is listed as
Vb−a,d−c =

Ba,c Ba+1,c · · · Bb−1,c Bb,c
Ba,c+1 Ba+1,c+1 · · · Bb−1,c+1 Bb,c+1
...
... . . .
...
...
Ba,d−1 Ba+1,d−1 · · · Bb−1,d−1 Bb,d−1
Ba,d Ba+1,d · · · Bb−1,d Bb,d

, (B.13)
After that, TDCEE tool goes through every component of matrix (Eqn. B.12), to calculate the error
for every component matrix. The results form the total error matrix, as
Wb−a,d−c =

Ea,c Ea+1,c · · · Eb−1,c Eb,c
Ea,c+1 Ea+1,c+1 · · · Eb−1,c+1 Eb,c+1
...
... . . .
...
...
Ea,d−1 Ea+1,d−1 · · · Eb−1,d−1 Eb,d−1
Ea,d Ea+1,d · · · Eb−1,d Eb,d

. (B.14)
Continuously, TDCEE tool will calculate the maximum error for every Exy, and return an new matrix
that store all the maximum error, as
EMb−a,d−c =

maxErra,c maxErra+1,c · · · maxErrb,c
maxErra,c+1 maxErra+1,c+1 · · · maxErrb,c+1
...
... . . .
...
maxErra,d−1 maxErra+1,d−1 · · · maxErrb,d−1
maxErra,d maxErra+1,d · · · maxErrb,d

. (B.15)
Finally TDCEE tool will recommend the best combination of custom grids, that has less nodal points
but meets the benchmark.
It is convenient to plot the figure that shows the variation of maxErr against table discretization
number of primitive variables. Another figure shows the distribution of error for the recommended
custom look-up table. Through this figure, the user can find which point the maxErr happens on.
Example - a look-up table for carbon dioxide
In this example, the error of a CO2 density look-up table is evaluated. The pressure p and temperature
T are selected as the primitive variables of the tabular value. In order to show how to use this tools,
the following tutorial is presented. The detail for the table to be selected is listed in Tab.B.1.
The ranges for p and T are set to 0.1 to 0.2 MPa and 200 to 400 K respectively. The ranges for
discretization number of p and T are 3 to 5 and 15 to 20. A series of user defined grids whose total
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Table B.1: Details for the example
Items value
Data density
Temperature range 200 to 400K
Pressure range 100 000 to 200 000Pa
Resolution for reference table 200(T )× 200(p)
Minimum points number for T 25
Minimum points number for p 5
Maximum points number for T 30
Maximum points number for p 10
nodal points number ranges from 3× 15 = 45 to 5× 20 = 100 are created.
For the example case, the maximum errors for different Eij is plotted at Fig. B.3(a), and detailed
value of maxErr are listed in Tab. B.2. It can be found that if the look up table has 6 discretization
nodal points for p and 6 for T , the maximum error will reach 0.8971 %. It is obviously that increasing
both p and T discretization number, the maximum interpolation error will drop significantly. For the
10 table grid, the maximum error drop to 0.3744 %.
As the benchmark error is set to 0.5 % for the example case, then the TDCEE will compare every
maxErri,j to select the ones who satisfy the benchmark condition. Then, all the corresponding Pm,n
that pass the benchmark condition are selected. Finally, the minimal combination ofm×n is selected.
Respecting to the example case, if looking into Fig. B.3(a), there’re 14 Pmn whose maxErr are
smaller than 0.5 %. It is obviously that P8,27 has the less nodal points (8 × 27 = 216), thus the
TDCCE tool recommends to using P8,27 as the custom grids. The error matrix for P8,27 which is
denoted as E8,27 is plotted as surface map, shown in Fig. B.3(b). It can be seen from Fig. B.3(b) that
the maximum error happens near the lower temperature region, and pressure has less influence on
error compare to temperature. Now, all the work can be explained briefly that, for a simulation case,
whose pressure is with the range of 90 to 200kPa while temperature is within the range of 200 to
Table B.2: Look-up table accuracy for example (%)
Nj
Ni 25 26 27 28 29 30
5 0.8971 0.8800 0.8641 0.8502 0.8410 0.8324
6 0.7162 0.6999 0.6848 0.6706 0.6574 0.6450
7 0.5995 0.5839 0.5693 0.5556 0.5429 0.5309
8 0.5335 0.5050 0.4907 0.4774 0.4649 0.4531
9 0.5369 0.4986 0.4627 0.4292 0.4100 0.3986
10 0.5363 0.4980 0.4622 0.4287 0.3972 0.3744
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Figure B.3: Error Graph of TDCEE tool (a) Maximum error for all selected combination of T and p, (b) Error
value of selected nodal points
400K, the density property can be interpolated through a 8 × 27 nodal points table. The tabular data
has an accuracy that the maximum error is lower than 0.5 %.
For a future test with OpenFOAM real gas solver, an 200×200 table for both properties is about
0.03 s slow than the 10×30 tables for an 2-dimensional structured mesh with 69500 cells. Thus the
reduction in computational resources is significantly.
B.2.5 Usage
This section shows the usage of the TDCCE tool. The following lines of scripts show the basic
information of this tool and some other code need to be used.
1 # ! / u s r / b i n / env py t ho n
2 # ######################################################################
3 # T h i s code i s used t o s e l e c t t h e r i g h t r e s o l u t i o n o f t h e t a b u l e r #
4 # which i s used i n l o o k up t a b l e r e a l gas p r o p e r t i e s . #
5 # #
6 # Author : J i a n h u i Qi j . qi@uq . edu . au #
7 # A d v i s o r : Ingo H. J . Jahn i . jahn@uq . edu . au #
8 # Date : 28−11−2017 #
9 # v e r s i o n : 3 . #
10 # u pd a t e : upd a t e some u t i l i t y #
11 # ######################################################################
12 import s y s as s y s
13 import os as os
14 import s h u t i l a s s h u t i l
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15 from g e t o p t import g e t o p t
16 from m p l t o o l k i t s . mplot3d import Axes3D
17 import numpy as np
18 from m a t p l o t l i b import cm
19 import m a t p l o t l i b . p y p l o t a s p l t
20 from pyRefpropMania import *
It should be noticed that, this tool using Refprop[175] data base to obtain the real gas prop-
erties. Thus the “pyRefpropMania.py” python interface for Refprop data based need to be added.
Coolprop[211] data based is also available.
Then the following code is used to specified the ranges and number of nodal points. This is done
in the tc job.py file. Details descriptions are listed with comments.
1 # #######################################
2 # D e f i n e t h e l i m i t a t i o n f o r p l o t t i n g :
3 Tmin = 200 .0 # [K] The lower l i m i t o f t h e c a l c u l a t i o n t e m p e r a t u r e
4 Tmax = 400 .0 # [K] The upper l i m i t o f t h e c a l c u l a t i o n t e m p e r a t u r e
5
6 pmin = 100000 # [ Pa ] The lower l i m i t o f t h e p r e s s u r e need t o be compared
7 pmax = 200000 # [ Pa ] The upper l i m i t o f t h e p r e s s u r e need t o be compared
8 nTh = 1 5 0 . # How many da ta p o i n t s f o r t e m p e r a t u r e i n h igh r e s o l u t i o n
g r i d
9 nPh = 1 0 0 . # How many da ta p o i n t s f o r p r e s s u r e i n h igh r e s o l u t i o n g r i d
10
11
12 nTcmin = 2 5 . # Minimum noda l p o i n t s f o r T .
13 nTcmax = 3 0 . # Maximum noda l p o i n t s f o r T .
14
15 nPcmin = 5 . # How many da ta p o i n t s f o r t e m p e r a t u r e i n c o a r s e r e s o l u t i o n
g r i d
16 nPcmax = 1 0 . # How many da ta p o i n t s f o r p r e s s u r e i n c o a r s e r e s o l u t i o n
g r i d
17
18 p e r c e n t t o l = 0 . 5 # [%]
19 t o l = 1 . e−7 # Usding t h e t o l e r a n c e t o a d j u s t t h e c o n v e r g e n c e . U s u a l l y 1 .
e−7 i s f i n e .
20 # #######################################
21 # A c t a v i a t e t h e f l u i d parameter , w i t h REFEPROP:
22 s p e c i e = ’D’ # which p r o p e r t y you want t o compare w i t h ?
23 f l u i d T y p e = ’CO2 ’ # F l u i d name
24 # #######################################
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The following script is used to active the calculation process.
1 $ py thon t a b u l a r D a t a C o m p a r i s o n . py −−j o b = t c j o b . py
Some extra flags are required for different occasions, users can use the following command to display
the usage.
1 $ py thon t a b u l a r D a t a C o m p a r i s o n . py −−help
Then the following information will be displayed on the terminal.
1 Usage : Name . py [−−help ] [−− j o b=<jobFi leName >] [−−n o p r i n t ]
2 [−−n o p l o t ]
3 −−help D i s p l a y help
4
5 −−j o b = Use t h i s t o s p e c i f y t h e j o b f i l e .
6
7 −−n o p r i n t Th i s s u p p r e s s e s on s c r e e n o u t p u t s .
8
9 −−n o p l o t Th i s c a n c e l o u t t h e f i g u r e s .
B.2.6 Summary and planned work
A new tabular data comparison and error estimation tool has been developed. This tool allows the user
to select the best resolution of the tabular data, which guarantees both accuracy for the tabular data and
computational speed for the CFD solver. From the example case, it can be found that: (1) Accurate
gas properties can be obtained from comparatively coarse look-up table and (2) The computational
resource will be significantly reduced if using smaller look-up tables.
In the future, the tabular data comparison and error estimation tool should be conjugated with the
tabular data generator. Thus the best tables will be generated automatically with give criteria.
B.2.7 Code
In this section, the source code of the tabular data comparison and error estimation tool is provided.
Currently the user could find the code in these repositories:
• https://bitbucket.org/uqturbine/htdt
• http://github.com/cyjanry/tabular_data
B.3 Post processor to calculate non-ideal Mach number
OpenFOAM provides a variety of post processors to help researchers visualize the simulation results.
The Mach number of the flow fields is one of the most important properties for CFD visualization. It
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is defined as
Ma = U/a . (B.16)
Where a is the acoustic speed. However, currently, the Mach number post-processor provided by
OpenFOAM is only valid with ideal gas equation of state, i.e. the Mach number is calculated by:
Ma = U/
√
Cp
Cv
· (Cp − Cv) · T (B.17)
However, it is inadequate to use ideal Mach number post-processor to calculate the flow fields
operating with high dense fluid. Thus a Mach number post-processor, that can calculate the Mach
number with non-ideal gas properties was developed.
In order to calculate the non-ideal Mach number, the local acoustic speed value should be ac-
cessed. Usually to get access to the value of local acoustic speed, complex real gas equation of
state is solved. In this chapter, the processor uses the properties from look-up tables, as described
in section B.2, to calculate the non-ideal Mach number with Eqn. B.16. Detailed code is listed as
following.
1 # i n c l u d e ” c a l c .H”
2 # i n c l u d e ” b a s i c P s i T h e r m o .H”
3 # i n c l u d e ” e x t r a p o l a t i o n 2 D T a b l e .H”
4 / / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / /
5 us ing namespace Foam ;
6 void Foam : : c a l c ( c o n s t a r g L i s t& args , c o n s t Time& runTime , c o n s t fvMesh& mesh )
7 {
8 bool w r i t e R e s u l t s = ! a r g s . op t i onFound ( ” noWri te ” ) ;
9
10 I O o b j e c t Uheader / / Read t h e l o c a l v e l o c i t y f i e l d
11 (
12 ”U” ,
13 runTime . timeName ( ) ,
14 mesh ,
15 I O o b j e c t : : MUST READ
16 ) ;
17
18 I O o b j e c t e h e a d e r / / Read t h e l o c a l i n t e r n a l e ne rg y f i e l d
19 (
20 ” e ” ,
21 runTime . timeName ( ) ,
22 mesh ,
23 I O o b j e c t : : MUST READ
24 ) ;
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25
26 I O o b j e c t p h e a d e r / / Read t h e l o c a l p r e s s u r e f i e l d
27 (
28 ” p ” ,
29 runTime . timeName ( ) ,
30 mesh ,
31 I O o b j e c t : : MUST READ
32 ) ;
33
34 a u t o P t r<v o l S c a l a r F i e l d > MachPtr ;
35 v o l V e c t o r F i e l d U( Uheader , mesh ) ;
36 v o l S c a l a r F i e l d e ( eheade r , mesh ) ;
37 v o l S c a l a r F i e l d p ( pheader , mesh ) ;
38
39 v o l S c a l a r F i e l d A / / Cr ea t e t h e l o c a l a c o u s t i c speed f i e l d
40 (
41 I O o b j e c t
42 (
43 ”A” ,
44 runTime . timeName ( ) ,
45 mesh
46 ) ,
47 mesh ,
48 d i m e n s i o n e d S c a l a r ( ”A” ,U. d i m e n s i o n s ( ) ,SMALL)
49 ) ;
50
51
52 / / Use l o c a l i n t e r n a l e ne rg y and p r e s s u r e v a l u e t o l o o k up t h e v a l u e o f
a c o u s t i c speed
53 e x t r a p o l a t i o n 2 D T a b l e<s c a l a r > AepTable ;
54 AepTable = e x t r a p o l a t i o n 2 D T a b l e<s c a l a r >(” c o n s t a n t / AepTable ” ) ;
55 f o r A l l (A, c e l l i )
56 {
57 A[ c e l l i ] = AepTable ( e [ c e l l i ] , p [ c e l l i ] ) ;
58 }
59 f o r A l l (A. b o u n d a r y F i e l d ( ) , p a t c h I )
60 {
61 f v P a t c h S c a l a r F i e l d& Ab = A. b o u n d a r y F i e l d ( ) [ p a t c h I ] ;
62 c o n s t f v P a t c h S c a l a r F i e l d& eb = e . b o u n d a r y F i e l d ( ) [ p a t c h I ] ;
63 c o n s t f v P a t c h S c a l a r F i e l d& pb = p . b o u n d a r y F i e l d ( ) [ p a t c h I ] ;
64 f o r A l l ( Ab , f a c e I )
65 {
66 Ab [ f a c e I ] = AepTable ( eb [ f a c e I ] , pb [ f a c e I ] ) ;
67 }
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68 }
69 MachPtr . s e t
70 (
71 new v o l S c a l a r F i e l d
72 (
73 I O o b j e c t
74 (
75 ” MaReal ” ,
76 runTime . timeName ( ) ,
77 mesh
78 ) ,
79 mag (U) /A
80 )
81 ) ;
82 In fo<< ”Mach max : ” << max ( MachPtr ( ) ) . v a l u e ( ) << e n d l ;
83
84 i f ( w r i t e R e s u l t s ) / / W r i t e t h e Mach number f i e l d
85 {
86 MachPtr ( ) . w r i t e ( ) ;
87 }
88 In fo<< ”\nEnd\n ” << e n d l ;
89 }
Appendix C
A model for nozzle guide vanes constraints
calculation
C.1 Introduction
Recently, there is an increasing interest in the use of radial inflow turbines (RITs) to generate power
from different heat resources due to the advantages of easy to manufacture, low cost, compact in-
strumentations [14]. ASTRI (Australia Solar Thermal Research Initiative, an $ 87 million, eight-year
international collaboration with leading research institutions, industry bodies and universities will po-
sition Australia in concentrating solar thermal (CST) power technologies) will endeavor in the CST
technologies, especially in the supercritical CO2 cycle. The main technology for the ASTRI project
is the RIT which is widely used in daily life, like turbocharger for the cars, truck and railway loco-
motive, cryogenic expanders, engine turbo pumps of the rocket engines and even the potential power
generator of the nuclear power stations. According to Aungier [212], the preliminary design of radial
inflow turbine is important, e.g., about 50 % of the time spent to develop a RIT is devoted to the
preliminary design. Many researchers [17, 92, 99, 102] presented various design methodologies for
radial inflow turbines. However, those procedures mainly focused on the fundamental turbomachin-
ery, gas dynamic equations and empirical loss models of the stage efficiency. The attention on the
nozzle guide vanes (NGVs) geometry and preliminary design constraint is rare.
According to Mostapha [17], the non-nozzle turbine is often used in radial inflow turbine with a
low pressure and expansion ratio but the cost, weight and simplicity are of importance. For turbines
operated under higher expansion ratios or high specific work outputs, the supercritical CO2 radial
inflow turbines for example [137], the required rotor inlet swirl is so large that the NGVs are essential.
For the preliminary design of the NGVs, the empirical constraints for the nozzle guide vanes is listed
in Tab. C.1 [17, 213].
Based on those constraints, the preliminary design can guarantee the feasibility of the NGVs.
Nevertheless, it is not enough to use only those empirical constraints which do not consider the in-
fluence of the turbine size. Fig. C.1 shows the effect of different turbine sizes with the same NGVs
geometry (i.e., the same Z, outlet angle and trailing edge thickness, etc.) on the nozzle throat area.
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Table C.1: Empirical constraints for the RIT stator NGVs preliminary design
Item Constraint
Number of NGVs, Z 13 to 17
NGVs inlet radius, r1 r3 + 0.2 · r4
NGVs outlet radius, r3 r3/r4
NGVs blade height, b3 b3/r4 > 0.04
NGVs exit angle, α3 65 to 80◦
NGVs exit relative angle, β3 −40 to −20◦
NGVs trailing edge thickness, t
For vanes with a low blade height (b3 < 2 3mm)
the manufacturing limit is around 0.5 mm
It can be seen from Fig. C.1 that the throat width (Os, without considering the blade thickness) is
shirking due to the decrease in the NGVs outlet radius from 35 mm to 25 mm. The throat width is
quite important for the passing flow performance evaluation, especially for the small size turbines. As
more and more high-density RITs are being applied, the performance prediction of small size RITs
becomes significant. In such cases, the detailed constraints for the NGVs are prerequisite. The exist-
ing constraints cannot show the correlation between the multiple variables, such as t3, α3, Z and r3.
A new constraint that synthesizes all the variables is therefore preferred.
This paper presents a dimensionless model for setting the RIT NGVs preliminary design con-
straint, especially for calculating the combined constraint of the outlet angle (α3), trailing edge thick-
ness (t), stator outlet radius (r3) and the stator nozzle guide vanes blade number (Z). With this model,
a more detailed-combined constraint was given to avoid a potential chocking condition, especially
for the small size turbines. Besides, the variation in different variables was also evaluated, and the
maximum permissible values for different design parameters were reported.
C.2 Model development and benchmark
C.2.1 Model development
It is important to investigate the relationship between the NGVs throat width and the trailing edge
thickness as the chocking condition always occurs at the throat area. To calculate the NGVs blockage
flow condition, a new model is presented. In the model, simplified NGVs with straight profile were
used to calculate the NGVs throat width. Since the blockage always occurs around the nozzle throat
area, the NGVs trailing edge thickness (t) is the most important parameter. Other two important
geometric parameters are the throat area open space width (Os) and the nozzle guide vane pitch chord
(a). The schematic diagram of the NGVs ring is given in Fig. C.2.
A new parameter, trailing edge thickness ratio (i) is proposed to express the relationship between
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Os
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(a) (b)
Figure C.1: Schematic for the influence of turbine size on the nozzle throat area, (a) turbine size is 70 mm in
diameter, (b) turbine size is 50 mm in diameter
the NGVs throat width and NGVs blade trailing edge thickness. The relation is,
i =
t
Os
(C.1)
Only two independent variables are involved in Eqn. C.1. To make it easy for uniform calculation and
for investigating the interrelationship between multiple variables, more variables are suggested to be
involved. To this end, a new correlation is defined to include the stator vans number (Z), stator NGVs
blade outlet radius (r3), the trailing edge thickness (t) and the stator outlet blade angle (α3). Thus the
correlation for calculating the trailing edge thickness ratio i is
i =
t
Os
= t/
(
2 · r3 · cos
( α3
180
· pi − pi
Z
)
· sin pi
Z
)
(C.2)
It is distinct to obtain the Eqn. C.2 through the following progress. As shown in figure 2, θ represents
the central angle of the pitch chord. It can be calculated through the following equation,
θ =
2pi
Z
(C.3)
where a is the vane pitch chord which corresponds to the specific central angle. It is defined by the
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θ 
α4
θ/2
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r3
O
Figure C.2: Schematic of the NGVs.
correlation below.
a = 2r3 · sin θ
2
= 2r3 · sin pi
Z
(C.4)
The length of the throat width (the influence of the stator vans thickness is ignore) is defined as,
Os = sin
(
pi
2
− α3
180
· pi + θ
2
)
· a = cos
( α3
180
· pi − pi
Z
)
· 2r3 · sin pi
Z
(C.5)
Substitute Eqn. C.5 into Eqn. C.1, rearrange, get the Eqn. C.2 which is used to calculating the i ratio.
Eqn. C.5 demonstrates that i is a function of the t, α3, Z and r3 as,
i = f(t, α3, Z, r3). (C.6)
C.2.2 Benchmark
It is important to set a reference value for the trailing edge thickness ratio i, especially for engineering
practice. 14 operation conditions with 5 real tested turbines were reviewed to find a representative
value of the i ratio (as shown in Fig. C.3) [18, 92, 214, 215, 216]. Prust [214] conducted an ex-
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perimental and analytical investigation on the effect of trailing-edge geometry and thickness on the
efficiency of particular solid turbine stator blading. Four trailing edge geometries with different thick-
nesses (i.e., 5 %, 11 %, 16 % and 20 % of the stator throat width which correspond to the i value of
0.05, 0.11, 0.16 and 0.20, respectively) were investigated. The results showed that the efficiency loss
increases with the increase in the trailing edge thickness, and as a result, the value of i for the same
stator geometry increases as well. Prust [214] used the aftermix kinetic energy loss coefficient as a
criteria for the efficiency loss. The aftermix kinetic energy loss coefficient was almost 3 times larger
for the i = 0.2 trailing edge thickness case (around 0.015) than the i = 0.05 case (around 0.05). The
stator NGVs had better performance when the value of i was smaller than 0.2 (shown in Fig. C.3).
Spence[216] used a 99.0 mm radial inflow turbine (with a 111.0 mm pitch chord diameter nozzle) to
evaluate the performance of seven different NGVs throat areas. The seven stator nozzle throat widths
were 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5 and 7.0 mm, respectively. The values of the i ratio were 0.25, 0.22,
0.20, 0.18, 0.17, 0.15 and 0.14, respectively. The results indicated that although the i = 0.25 turbine
could be operated, a choking condition existed at the high pressure ratio and the turbine efficiency
(maximum around 86%) was lower when compared with the i = 0.14 turbine (with a higher effi-
ciency at around 92 %) at the same pressure ratio. For the i = 0.2 turbine case, although the turbine
efficiency was even worse than the i = 0.14 turbine, it still reached to 90 % efficiency without any
choking at the test conditions. Wasserbauer [215] (the trailing edge thickness was measured by plot-
ting scale), Jones [18] and Glassman [92] designed turbines with smaller i ratio (0.071, 0.066 and
0.054, respectively), and all those turbines performed well. Consequently, the i = 0.2 is chosen as
the reference value for the trailing edge thickness ratio in the present study (the red line in Fig. C.3).
C.3 Methodology
Based on the benchmark set in section C.2.2, it is possible to investigate the effect of the trailing edge
thickness (t), NGVs blade number (Z), NGVs outlet radius (r3) and the NGVs outlet blade angle (α3)
on the value of the i ratio, and the interrelationship between each parameter at given values of the i
ratio. To research the effect of t, Z and α3 on the value of i, r3 was set at 30.0 mm (this is due to
the fact that the previous preliminary design of the ASTRI CST supercritical CO2 RIT always has a
diameter of around 30.0 mm). Two boundary conditions were chosen to calculate the performance
data and to draw the variation graphs as drawing a single 2-D performance map requires at most
3 variables. The trailing edge thicknesses were set as 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm which are widely-used
values in small size radial inflow nozzled turbines. The α3 was within 65 to 89 degrees that covers the
commonly-designed range of the NGVs outlet blade angles [213]. The NGVs blade number ranged
from 13 to 17 (The recommended blade number for small radial inflow nozzled turbines was based
on the empirical experience). The performance graph was then drawn and analyzed. To investigate
the influence of r3 on the value of i ratio, variations of r3 with i were introduced. At first, the NGVs
blade number was kept constant at Z=15 while the outlet blade angle was set as α3 = 72 degree.
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Figure C.3: The factor i in real turbine cases [18, 92, 214, 215, 216]
The range of r3 was 11 to 50mm that covers the commonly-used small radial inflow nozzled turbine
design size. The trailing edge thicknesses were 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0mm, respectively to draw
different lines for comparing and extracting the influence of t on i ratio. To understand the maximum
permissible limitation of the combined parameters, a limitation map for the NGVs design is required.
In the present study, the i ratio value of 0.2 is the maximum permissible value for the feasible turbine
case. t = 0.5mm and t = 1.0mm are the criteria for drawing two separate graphs. The variations
of NGVs blade number wiht nozzle outlet radius were calculated and reported with the changes in
the nozzle outlet blade angles. Finally, any design cases with those combined design variables can be
verified.
C.4 Results and discussion
The influences of Z, α3 and t on the values of i ratio are described in Fig C.4. Eqn. C.2 becomes to
Eqn. C.7 when the r3 is 30 mm.
i =
t
Os
= t/
(
60 · cos
( α3
180
· pi − pi
Z
)
· pi
Z
)
(C.7)
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Figure C.4: The influences of α3 and Z on i, (a) turbine size is 70 mm in diameter, (b) turbine size is 50 mm
in diameter
For a given line, e.g., the line Z = 15 in the Fig. C.4 (a), the values of i ratio have positive relationship
with α3. It is almost linear relation when the α3 is less than 72°. However, the increase in i ratio
becomes fast after the α3 shifting to the right in Fig C.4 (a). The i ratio increases with the increase
in the blade number Z at fixed α3 value. Comparing Fig. C.4 (a) with (b), one can find the influence
of t on the values of i ratio. As indicated in Fig. C.4, the i ratio values of thicker trailing edge is
larger than that of the thinner trailing edge. This phenomenon reveals that the i ratio is sensitive to the
changes in the trailing edge thickness. Considering the limitation of the i ratio at t = 1.0mm (0.2 is
the reference value, i.e., the red dash line in Fig. C.4), it is easy for a turbine stator with more blades
to reach the maximum permissible outlet blade angle α3. The maximum permissible α3 for Z = 17
nozzle is 73.8° while 83.6° for the Z = 13 nozzle. The reduction of the trailing edge thickness to
0.5 mm increases the maximum permissible α3 significantly. If the blade number is Z <= 16, there
is almost no upper limitation for the maximum permissible α3. The upper limitation of α3 (87.6°) is
quite large for the Z = 17 case.
The variations of the i ratio with the nozzle outlet blade radius r3 are depicted in Fig. C.5. Eq. (5)
comes to Eq. (8) as the outlet blade angle and the blade number are α3=72 and Z=15, respectively.
i =
t
Os
=
t
r3
· 4.8097 (C.8)
Eq. (8) demonstrates that the i ratio has a positive relationship with t and 1/r3. Different trailing edge
thickness values were used to investigate the influence of t on the values of i ratio. For a single line,
e.g., t = 1.0mm , the variations of the i ratio with the r3 are given in Fig. C.5. The i ratio decreases
with the increase in the nozzle outlet radius. The dropping trend is more evident for the small turbines
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(with an outlet radius of less than 20 mm) than that for the large size turbines. The i ratio increases
with the increase in t when the r3 is a constant.
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Figure C.5: The influence of t and r3 on the values of i ratio
The increment between two trailing edge sizes decreases with the increase in the outlet radius
as shown in Fig. C.5. Considering the limitation for the i ratio (i.e., 0.2), the minimum permissible
outlet radius value increases with the increase in t. For example, the lower limitation for the r3 is
24 mm at t = 1.0mm while it is 48 mm for the t = 2.0mm case. There is even no lower limit for the
t = 0.1 mm case (not a real applicable case, just for comparison).. The graph also shows that the i
ratio is sensitive to the trailing edge thickness, e.g., 0.1mm difference in t results in a big deviation of
the trailing edge loss. It is therefore recommended that a larger turbine size should be implemented
in the preliminary design at a lager trailing edge thickness, avoiding the effect of the trailing edge
thickness and reducing the loss. To carry out the NGVs preliminary design, the NGVs Z and r3 are
prerequisite. Therefore, one needs to know the combination of the permissible limitation for a given
condition, especially for known Z and r3. To investigate the variation of Z with r3 at i = 0.2 and
given α3, fixed values of i = 0.2 and t = 0.5 are chosen to generate Fig. C.6 (a).
In Fig. C.6 (a), the dash line represents the different variations of radius with blade number at
different maximum permissible α3. Since the Z is integer, the real variations are shown as the solid
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Figure C.6: The variation of the NGVs number with the nozzle outlet radius, (a) i = 0.2, t = 0.5 mm; (b)
i = 0.2, t = 1.0 mm
lines in Fig. C.6. For a specific line, e.g., α = 81◦, the Z increases with the increase in the r3. The
horizontal step line (the solid line) is above the dash line to represent the real case. It is noticed that the
dash line has a few intersection points with the solid line, which means the maximum permissible α3
is equal to the α = 81◦. However, the Z is not continuous in most case. To make sure that α = 81◦ is
suitable for the other case, the step line should be set above the dash line. For example, when Z = 17
and r3 = 21.0 mm, α = 81◦ is the maximum permissible limitation of the α3 even though the actual
permissible limitation is larger than 81°. For a specific nozzle guide vane design case, if the case lies
on the right side of the solid line, it is good to use the line α = 81◦ as the maximum limitation for the
nozzle outlet blade angle. Similarly, if a design case locates in the left side of the specific solid line,
the α = 81◦ line cannot act as the limitation line and a smaller blade angle should be implemented as
the suitable limitation. For all the six lines, a same trend is found as the r3 increases with the increase
in the Z at the sam α3. If Z is kept as a constant, it can be seen from Fig. C.6 that the permissible
maximum Z increases with the increase in the outlet radius. For practical cases, the perimeter of the
ring increases with the increase in r3. As a result, the pitch length a and the throat width Os increase as
well. The increase in α3 helps i reach to the maximum limitation. This is the physical mechanism of
the changing trend as is shown in Fig. C.6. Similarly, if r3 is kept as a constant (e.g., r3 = 18.0mm),
the maximum permissible α3 decreases with the increase in the Z. For practical cases, the increase in
the Z reduces the pitch length as well as the Os at the same r3, and as a result, a lower Z is required
to keep the i at the right position. This is the physical mechanism of the changing trend shown in
Fig. C.6.
Figure C.6 (b) has the same scale as Fig. C.6 (a) but the t is increased from 0.5 mm to 1.0 mm
while the other parameters are kept as constants to evaluate the effect of the key parameter (t) on the
limitation. Comparing Fig. C.6 (a) with (b), one can find that the maximum permissible α3 line is
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moved to large r3 zone at large t. This is because the increase in the t decreases the value of i. If
Z and α3 are kept unchanged (the value of i is 0.2), a large Os should be considered. According to
Eqn. C.4, large Os requires a large r3 at the same Z and α3. Besides, the increase in t is 0.5 mm or
100 %, and the amplification of the maximum permissible r3 (taking the value of 85° line at Z = 15
as the reference) is more than 200 %. Thus, the maximum permissible geometries are sensitive to
the t as well. Considering the reference point (21.0, 15) in Fig. C.6 (a), it is proved that the specific
feasible design space is at the right and down direction of the reference point, giving as the square
shaded in red in Fig. C.6 (a). It is clear that with a large r3 or small Z, the value of i ratio decreases
to an optimized value, which is in the feasible design area.
C.5 Conclusions
This paper presents a dimensionless model which synthesizes the NGVs blade number, NGVs outlet
angle and radius, trailing edge thickness into a correlation. The combined constraints for NGVs
geometry were calculated. The maximum limitation for the trailing edge thickness factor (i) was
chosen to be 0.2 as a reference value. The value of i ratio increases with the increase in trailing edge
thickness, NGVs blade number, NGVs outlet angle and with the decrease in NGVs outlet radius. The
preliminary design constraints map was plotted and find that the feasible design area is at the right
and down side of the reference point. Based on the map, one constraint can be found when the other
three parameters are known.
Appendix D
A proposed model for rotor blade natural
frequency calculation
D.1 Introduction
The rotor blades of radial inflow turbines are not only exposed to high thermal loads and centrifugal
forces, additional dynamic stress generated by the aerodynamic excitation of blade and disc modes
and can lead to damages by fatigue. This is a critical consideration for radial inflow turbines, espe-
cially for the turbines with nozzle guide vans, where the vibrations are caused by the interaction be-
tween nozzle guide vans and rotating rotor blades [217]. As shown in Fig. D.1, the three-dimensional
(3D) counter of deformation distribution obtained from the finite element stress analysis [218] is plot-
ted. It can be seen that the loading of turbine rotor blade is inhomogeneous and the rotor trailing
edge is the most fragile part of the blade. That is because the trailing edge is the farthest part to the
rotor blade root, who gets less support of the blade root. Once the resonance is generated from the
rotation, the trailing edge is more tend to be damaged. Thus it is important for understanding the
natural frequency of the rotor blade in order to avoid the resonance and fatigue.
Currently, the natural frequency of the rotor blade can only be analysis by CFD and FEA analysis.
That calculation will cause a lot of time, and obvious not suitable for fast approach analysis. As
shown in chapter 3, a meanline model for natural frequency estimation is needed, used as a feasible
criteria. We also highlighted the preliminary design procedure for sCO2 small radial turbines in
chapter 3. Here in this section, a 1D enhanced model for calculating the natural frequencies should
be developed and discussed.
The structure for this appendix is as follows.
Section D.2 describes the development of this model and section D.3 describes the fitting of
this model with CFD data. Thus the model for calculating the rotor blade natural frequency has
an accuracy within 10 %.
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Figure D.1: 3D counter of deformation distribution, maximum is 0.1 mm, taken from Ref. [218].
D.2 The development of the model
In order to proper approximate the shape of the rotor blade, the meridional plane projection is selected
as a start point. The meridional-plane projection [15] of the radial turbine is showed in Fig. D.2, which
is an reproduce of Fig. 3.3. In current rotor model, the shroud contour of the radial turbine is assumed
to be circular, while the hub contour of the radial turbine is assumed to be elliptical, those assumption
are based on the geometric presented by Glassman [92]. Even though the profile of the radial turbine
are a simplify for calculation, reasonable accuracy can still reached [92].
Figure D.1 shows that the loading pressure on the middle part of the rotor blade is almost zero,
even though the pressure distribution is inhomogeneous, which is due to the controversial distribution
of the loading of the trailing edge and leading edge area. That means there are neutral surface of
loading pressure for the rotor blade which exist in the middle part. Thus it is a good strategy to have
a simplify model to calculate the rotor blade natural frequency, especially for the trailing edge area.
Moustapha [17] has present a natural frequency (ωnl) preliminary design model based on the
equation presented by Blevins [141], as:
ωnl =
6.94
2pib2
√
Et3
12µ(1− ν2) (D.1)
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Figure D.2: Schematic of the stress distribution of the rotor
At first, TOPGEN [15] using Moustapha’s [17] model to calculate the natural frequency (ωnl) and to
evaluate the feasibility for the design cases. However, this model regard the rectangular plate has a
same value of width and length, which changes the rectangular to a square. That is not always true
for the rotor blade trailing edge area. What is important, if compare the results obtained from FEA
analysis, the deviation is more than 100 %. So a further improvement need to be implemented to
modify the current model for calculating the natural frequency of the rotor blade.
The most dangerous area for suffering vibration fatigue is always in the tip area of the trailing
edge. So the vibration model can be selected as a rectangular with two adjacent sides clamped. That
is due to the neutral stress layer could be assumed as clamping surface for the blade plate. The model
for calculating the natural frequency of a thin plate is proposed by Blevins [219] as showing below in
Fig. D.3. In the model, C1 and C2 are the two clamping sides while F1 and F2 are the two free sides.
When the plate model for calculating natural frequency was set, the correlation for the calculating was
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Figure D.3: C-C-F-F plate model for calculating natural frequency.
chosen too, as shown at below:
ωnl =
λij
2pib2
√
Eh3
12γ(1− ν2) (D.2)
Where ωn1 is the natural frequency for the thin plate, b is the width of the plate, E is the Youngs’s
modulus of the materials, h is the thickness of plate, γ is mass per unit area of plate (where γ = ρh for
a plate of a material with density ρ), and ν is the Poisson’s ratio of the material, λij is a dimensionless
parameter which is generally a function of the mode indices (i, j), Poisson’s ratio (ν), the plate
geometry (the plate length a and the plate width b ), and the boundary conditions on the plate. The
value of λij is given by Blevins by a table (for rotor blade, i = 1 and j = 1) as show in Tab. D.1.
Table D.1: The value of λij
a/b 0.4 2/3 1.0 1.5 2.5
λij 3.986 4.985 6.942 11.22 24.91
That means the value of λij is a function of a/b.
In order to applying this plate model to the calculation of natural frequency of the rotor blade,
the key geometry of the plate should be defined. In Mostapha [17] model, the rotor blade is assumed
to be a rectangular plate with a thickness equal to the hub trailing edge thickness. C1 is for the hub
contour, and C2 is for the neutral stress layer contour. F1 is the trailing edge blade height and the
F2 is the shroud contour. The schematic of applying plate model into the rotor blade is presented in
Fig. D.4.
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According to the schematic, the trailing edge area of the rotor blade is assumed to be a rectangular
plate with a thickness equal to the hub trailing edge thickness t (m). Due to the previous analysis, the
rectangular is between the neutral stress layer and the trailing edge, the neutral stress layer coefficient
k is defined to calculate the intersection point of the neutral stress layer and the blade shroud contour,
so the plate length a is calculated follow,
a = k(r4 − r6t) . (D.3)
Where r4 is the rotor inlet radius, r6t is the rotor tip outlet radius, r4 − r6t is the radius of the shroud
Lms
k(R4-r6t)
R4-r6t
b6
Figure D.4: Schematic of the plate model applying on the rotor blade
contour based on the previous assumption that the shroud contour is circular, k is the neutral layer
coefficient, between 0.0 and 1.0, the value of a/b can be gain following
a
b
= k(r4 − r6)/b6 . (D.4)
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D.3 The fitting of the model
In order calculate more accurate value of λij , linear curve fits and second-order polynomial curve fits
are used to find the variation between a/b and λij . The fitting formulas are
λij = A
(a
b
)
+ C , (D.5)
λij = A
(a
b
)
+B
(a
b
)2
+ C . (D.6)
The fitting curves are showed in Fig. D.5. The correlation for a linear curve is
λij = −1.89443 + 10.13985
(a
b
)
. (D.7)
While the correlation for the second order polynomial is
λij = 3.3788 + 0.1689
(a
b
)
+ 3.3772
(a
b
)2
. (D.8)
Figure D.5 shows that the polynomial curve has a better fitting characteristic than the linear curve. In
that case, the formula for calculating rotor blade natural frequency changes to
ωn1 =
λij
2pib26
√
Et2
12ρ(1− ν2) . (D.9)
Where,
λij = 3.3788 + 0.1689
(
k · r4 − r6t
b6
)
+ 3.3772
(
k · r4 − r6t
b6
)2
. (D.10)
In order to find the corrected value of the neutral layer coefficient, a previous 7 kW ANSYS analysis
result for turbine is used to calibrate the coefficient. Solving the Eqn. D.9 and obtain the results that,
Table D.2: Natural frequency calculated by ANSYS for a 7 kW radial turbine
r4 [m] r6t [m] t [m] b6 [m] E [GPa] ρ [kg m−3] Poisson ratio f [s−1]
0.0522 0.0286 0.00245 0.01296 1.93 8000 0.31 13850.0
k = 0.1343. So λij for calculating rotor blade natural frequency changes to
λij = 3.3788 + 0.1689
(
0.1343 · r4 − r6t
b6
)
+ 3.3772
(
0.1343 · r4 − r6t
b6
)2
. (D.11)
Thus this updated model is used for TOPGEN as a feasible design criteria.
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Figure D.5: Linear fitting and polynomial fitting curves.
D.4 Summary
This appendix provides a preliminary design model for turbine blade natural frequency estimation.
This model is time saving compared to ordinarily FEA simulations. Reasonable accuracy is provided
with less than 10 % error. However, future work should be done for the validation of this model.
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Appendix E
A CO2 test case for TOPGEN
The in-house quasi-one-dimensional preliminary design code TOPGEN is validated in previous study [15],
by comparing the results from TOPGEN to two well established air turbines. However, in order to con-
firm the TOPGEN can perform a good calculation on sCO2 radial inflow turbines, a test case against
sCO2 radial turbine is needed.
However, due to the lack of quality experimental data from the open literature, in this section,
a sCO2 radial inflow turbine calculation against CFD simulation data for TOPGEN is provided. The
reference data is provided from study [104], as shown in Tab. E.1, which were obtained via CFD
simulation by ANSYS-CFX.
Figure E.1 is flow chart for validation TOPGEN with CFD simulations. Firstly, the geometry
for the simulated sCO2 radial inflow turbine is calculated through a in-house code, described in
study [220], which is marked as “ Geometry from literature” in Fig. E.1. The given geometrical
parameters, such as radii, blade heights, angles, etc., including all the parameters required to generate
a turbine geometry, are used to drawn the turbine mesh and imported to ANSYS-CFX for CFD sim-
ulation. After running CFD simulation, the corresponding flow properties are calculated, which are
provided in study [104], and listed in Tab. E.1, marked as ‘Simulation’.
The calculation process, from given geometrical parameters to obtained flow properties, is de-
fined as the forward direction, as the top half shown in the Fig. E.1. However, TOPGEN uses the
reverse direction methods, which uses the given flow properties, such as the inlet total temperature
T04, inlet total pressure p04, rotational speed N , total-to-static pressure ratio and power, to calculated
the geometrical parameters. The output parameters are optimal kinds of geometrical parameters and
performance metrics. As shown in Fig. E.1, the bottom half denotes the reverse direction methods for
TOPGEN.
Hence a good way to carry out the comparison progress is to compare the obtained geometrical
parameters from TOPGEN (marked as “Geometry from TOPGEN” or B) to the ones used to start the
CFD simulation ( marked as “Geometry from literature” or A) in Fig. E.1. If the errors between the
calculated geometrical parameters B and the given geometrical parameters A are smaller enough, then
we can say that the TOPGEN captures the relationships between the geometries and the performances,
are similar as CFD simulations.
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Figure E.1: The methods for validation TOPGEN.
In order to make a comparison between preliminary design from TOPGEN and simulation values
of sCO2 radial inflow turbine from the study [104], the operational parameters obtained from CFD
simulations are chosen as the input variables for TOPGEN. Then run TOPGEN, the calculated turbine
geometrical properties are obtained and shown in Tab. E.1.
It can be seen from Tab. E.1 that, most of the parameters from TOPGEN shown a good agreement
with the value from CFD simulation (less than 5 % error). This confirms TOPGEN’s ability to obtain
the correct geometries of sCO2 radial inflow turbines.
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Table E.1: Comparison of 1D design and simulation values of sCO2 radial inflow turbine.
Parameter Simulation TOPGEN Absolute error Error [%]
Mass flow rate m˙ [kg s−1] 25.8185 25.0805 0.738 2.86
Total temperature T04 [K] 772.998 772.99a - -
Total pressure p04 [MPa] 12.996 12.996 - -
Outlet static pressure p6 [MPa] 8.00 8.00 - -
Total-to-static efficiency ηts [%] 83.475 86.032 2.557 3.06
Rotational speed N [kRPM] 45.0 45.0 - -
Rotor inlet blade height b4 [mm] 13.97 13.848 0.122 0.87
Rotor outlet blade height b6 [mm] 31.99 30.697 1.293 4.04
Inlet absolute flow angle α4 [°] 72.32 71.916 0.404 0.56
Inlet relative flow angle β4 [°] 93.22b 93.57 0.35 0.38
Outlet absolute flow angle α6 [°] 89.07 90.00c - -
Outlet relative flow angle β6 [°] 141.37b 146.69 5.32 3.54
Inlet Mach number M4 [-] 0.5885 0.6004 0.0119 2.02
Rotor blade number Zr [-] 13 13 - -
Inlet radius r4 [mm] 52.605 52.011 0.594 1.13
Pressure ratio [-] 1.624 1.624 - -
Power P [MW] 1.4765 1.4765 - -
aThe inputs have been set to same value as the CFD simulation in bold.
bAlong with the same angle format of the original study [104].
cTOPGEN can only set the absolute flow angle to 90°, which minimise the exit kinetic energy loss.
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